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Scott v Silk
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Harley’s 4-carb 500 twin
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Off-road single cylinders
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NORTONS
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*With a PCP product a significant proportion of the total amount payable is payable at the end of the contract by one large final repayment, so your regular monthly repayments are low.
Finance is subject to status and is only available to UK residents aged 18 or over. TriOptions PCP is only available through Ducati Finance which is a trading style of Black Horse Ltd, St. William House,
Tresillian Terrace, Cardiff CF10 5BH. Figures are correct as of 11th March 2015. Finance offer ends 30th June 2015.

The Ducati Monster 821

with affordable* monthly repayments
Representative Example: Based on Monster 821 in Red with a contracted annual mileage of 6,000.

36 Monthly Repayments £109.00

Final Repayment £4,716.00

Total Amount Payable £10,385.70

Interest Rate (Fixed) 6.64%

Representative APR 6.9% APR

Cash Price £9,131.00

Deposit £1,745.70

Total Amount of Credit £7,385.30

Purchase Fee§ £10.00

Duration of Agreement 37 Months

The flexible, affordable way to ride a new Ducati today.

§ Included in Final Repayment.

ducatiuk.com
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Finance is subject to status and is only available to UK residents aged 18 and over. TriStar Personal Contract Purchase is only available through Triumph Motorcycle Finance which is a trading style of Black Horse Ltd, St William House, 

Tresillian Terrace, Cardiff CF10 5BH. Finance figures correct as of 26.02.15 and are subject to change. Finance offer ends 30.06.15.

#fortherideFor more information or to book your test ride, visit triumphmotorcycles.co.uk

THE NEW TIGER XRx HAS ARRIVED.

Don’t just think cross country. Think cross continent. With the incredible NEW Tiger 800 XRx, your next

road  adventure can go global. The range-topping XRx features a host of new rider-focussed technology,

 including switchable riding modes, ABS, cruise control and ride-by-wire throttle. Get ready to go  further

than ever, with an increased range of up to 90km more per tank thanks to the signifi cantly improved

fuel  effi  ciency of the 95PS 800cc triple engine. Tiger 800 XRx. Where will it take you?

FOR THE ROAD 

ACROSS TOWN. 

AND ACROSS 

CONTINENTS.

REPRESENTATIVE EXAMPLE

£105.00 £2,195.00 £5,385.00 £9,499.00 £7,304.00 37 Months £10.00 £11,360.00 9.43% 9.9% APR

36 Monthly

Repayments

  

Deposit/Part 

Exchange   

  

Final 

Repayment 

On the

Road Price

Total Amount

of Credit 

Agreement

Duration

Purchase

Fee† 

Total Amount

Payable

Interest Rate

(Fixed)

Representative

APR

Based on: Tiger 800 XRx @ 5,000 miles per annum

†  Included

within Final

Repayment.
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...to the sound of:
Stewart’s new TR1

engine... what’s that loud

knocking noise..?

while drinking:
A few lunchtime pints of

Sharp’s Doom Bar in an

unseasonaly sunny April.

while watching:
Knievel’s ill-fated jump.

Type in ‘Evel Knievel

Wembley’ to YouTube

THIS ISSUE OF CLASSIC BIKE WAS BROUGHT TO YOU...

Welcome

Gary Pinchin, editor
classic.bike@bauermedia.co.uk

Write to Classic Bike, Media House,
Lynch Wood, Peterborough, PE2 6EA

ENJOY CLASSIC BIKE 
ONTHE IPAD

Classic Bike is available as a digital 
edition that you can download onto your 
computer, tablet or smart phone 
anywhere in the world on the same day 
the magazine goes 
on sale. You can 
also browse back 
issues easily, zoom 
pictures and blow 
up text for easier 
reading...
Available now from all 
good digital newsagents.

Ideally we’d have offered a scratch-and-
sniff cover mount to compliment our
Blue Haze Two-Stroke issue – but
unfortunately the technology allowing the 
impregnation of a heady aroma of burnt 
pre-mix onto paper is not available to us. 

Our two-stroke issue theme focuses on 
the back-to-back road test of the 500 and 
750 Kawasaki triples and asks whether 
bigger really is better – and whether they 
live up to the lairy reputations they forged 
in the 1970s.

We’ve got a comparison of an early 
Scott twin with a 1970s Silk, both of them 
using water-cooled, parallel-twin engines, 
both very much superbikes of their 
respective eras.

And then there’s the almost unheard-of 
500GP two-stroke twin that Harley-
Davidson produced in the 1970s. OK, it 
wasn’t a real Harley. Not a thundering 
V-twin from Milwaukee anyway. But it 
was an intriguingly innovative motorcycle, 
developed by the Harley-owned 
Aermacchi team – with a roadster version 
planned for the future. 

Imagine how the future might have been 
shaped had the Motor Co continued 
developing that little project! 

87 RICK’S FIXES
Timing marks, frame lugs and how to
tighten a loose spoke. All topics discussed
by our supremo spannerman 

90 ROYAL ENFIELD PROJECT
Say hello to CB’s new project bike – an 
original (but tatty) ’60s Continental GT 

95 ENGINE STRIP: BIANCHI
Lino Tonti’s 1964 Grand Prix twin 
stripped to it’s bare crankcases

102 OUR CLASSICS
Stewart’s TR1 gets well seated and Rupert 
creates a new loom for Gary’s Matchless.

108 PRODUCTS
Cool and useful stuff we like and use

115 ADS FOR FREE
Sell your bike for minimal outlay – nowt

128 WAY WE WERE
Your groovy images of biking past

W O R K S H O P

89

102

90

108

95

Find Classic Bike on Facebook. 
Search ‘Classic Bike magazine’ 
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A rip-roaring ride through this
month’s matters of importance

WORLD 

Seeing this classic shot of Evel Knievel 
spectacularly crashing trying to clear 13 
London buses at Wembley in 1975, it’s 
hard to believe the legendary motorcycle 
daredevil lived to tell the tale. 

It’s even harder to believe that he lived 
to the ripe old age of 69, after a career of 
dicing with danger by jumping ridiculous 
distances on overweight motorcycles with 
limited suspension travel. It was lung 
disease that got him in the end.

At the Wembley jump, 40 years ago, 
Knievel’s Harley-Davidson XR750 hit the 
landing ramp heavily, compressing the 
suspension so much that the front tyre 
impacted on the bottom yoke. The 
unleashed energy threw him off on the 
rebound, with both rider and machine 
cartwheeling off the landing ramp.

Knievel, 36 years old at the time, 
suffered fractures of the vertebra, pelvis,  
hand and finger. The injuries took his 
career tally of broken bones to 54.

Yet despite the pain, Kneivel, ever the 
showman, persuaded his helpers to get 
him back on his feet and, in a great 
dramatic gesture, told  the hushed crowd 
of 80,000 people: “I walked in here and 
I’m gonna walk out.” 

Assisted by two of his team, he shuffled 
back up the ramp he had just crashed on, 
and announced over the PA: “ Ladies and 
gentleman of this wonderful country, I’ve 
got to tell you that you are the last people 
in the world to see me jump, because I will 
never jump again. I’m through.”

Of course, he wasn’t. He went on to 
clear 14 Greyhound buses at Kings Mills, 
Ohio in October ’75 and even attempted 
to clear 13 sharks in Chicago in ’77, but 
crashed in practice, breaking more bones. 
That was his final jump.

Evel Knievel attempted a record-
breaking jump at Wembley 40 years 
ago, but it was the beginning of the 
end for the flamboyant showman

EVEL ON THE 
WAY DOWN

PHOTOGRAPHY:  CLASS IC  B IKE  ARCHIVE

O�BIG PICTURE
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Q A crowd of 80,000 
watched Knievel crunch 

his bones at Wembley



WORLD

WORDS:  MICK  DUCKWORTH. PHOTOS:  T IM  KEETON

O�TRACKING A RACE REPLICA  

MONOCOQUE ON
CB tracks Peter Williams’ progress in manufacturing a limited run of replicas of his famous 

1973 factory John Player Norton monocoque racer – and fi nds he’s made two already

1. Chassis number plate also features Williams’ signature 
2. Unlike the original, pannier fuel tanks are detachable

3. Headstock shows superb quality of workmanship
4. Dry clutch is ‘best I’ve ever used’ says Williams

1
2

3

4
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‘THE QUALITY
IS HIGHER THAN
ITWASWITH THE
ORIGINAL BIKE’

Two years ago, Peter Williams Motorcycles 
announced a plan to build replicas of the 
legendary 1973 factory John Player Norton 
monocoque racer. While no one doubted 
the conviction and passion of Peter 
Williams, who designed the machine and 
then rode it in 1973 to a Formula 750 TT 
victory, a Transatlantic Trophy hat-trick 
and a Silverstone lap record, there was 
some scepticism. Lovely idea, but would it 
really happen? The doubters were wrong, though. The PWM 
scheme has made good progress, as we discovered when CB was 
granted an early peek at two complete machines. Built entirely 
from new parts (except for the valve rockers), and virtually 
identical to the 1970s original, they are truly exquisite. 

“The quality is higher than it was with the original bike,” 
Williams says. “That’s not a criticism of what we did then, it’s 
because this is produced with CAD (computer aided design) on 
modern machinery. That means better accuracy and consistency; 
everything fits straight away with no fiddling.”

His principal partners in the project are Greg Taylor of specialist 
engineering company GTME and Mark Wells of design and 
development company Xenophya. Taylor, whose past motorcycle 
engineering experience includes working for Indian Motorcycles 
of America and Triumph Motorcycles, met Williams when they 
were both with Lotus cars. They collaborate on sourcing and 
commissioning cycle parts, while leading classic Norton 
performance specialist Mick Hemmings builds tuned 750cc 
Commando engines and five-speed gearboxes for the project as 
well as supplying various Norton parts.

Williams devised the monocoque after his 1972 Daytona outing 
with Norton’s first tubular-framed John Player-sponsored 
Formula 750 racer. As well as forming the frame, it held fuel and 
controlled air flow around the engine. It was fabricated in stainless 
steel, at a time before modern aluminium welding techniques were 
available. The 1973 version is copied here with identical geometry 
in high-strength 1mm (20 gauge) automotive grade stainless sheet, 
TIG welded by a specialist company. Unlike the original, its 

pannier fuel tanks are detachable, allowing 
for the capacity to be varied. They connect 
to the small header tank behind the 
steering head via flexible lines and unions. 
“That was a change we’d have made for 
1974 if we had kept the monocoque,” 
explains Williams, who reluctantly 
accepted the team’s switch to a tubular 
space frame chassis after ’73. A crash in 
’74 ended his racing and left him disabled. 

Sheet metal is laser cut and CAD predicts exactly how the pieces 
fit together after bending. Taylor says the trickiest part of making 
the frame is truing the seats for the taper-roller steering head 
bearings after the Reynolds 531 headstock tube is distorted by 
welding. “After several machine shops told us they couldn’t do it, 
we get it done on a horizontal jig-boring machine.”

Reynolds 531 fork stanchions fit in lower sliders made by 
Creasey Castings, a foundry in Kent directly descended from the 
firm that made the originals as well as the wheels and other 
castings. AJS Stormer motocrosser top yokes are supplied off the 
shelf by AJS. Magnesium 18in ‘wagon wheels’, pioneered by 
Williams on his 1969 Arter Matchless single, are cast by Creasey 

Q Peter Williams 
(right) and Greg 
Taylor with a pair 
of monocoques

Q You want minimal? 
What more do 

 you need?
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before being precisely machine finished. They are shod with
racing-compound Avon Road Riders. Thanks to AP Racing it was
possible to replicate 1973 braking with CP2195 calipers made for
historic racing. The twin front discs are Hemmings items and the
rear rotor is a modified Triumph Herald car item as in period.

On Isolastic mounts, the engine incorporates updates applied to
the Commando unit since the 1970s. The latest strengthened
Commando crankcase contains a one-piece crankshaft with steel
conrods and forged Wiseco 10.5:1 pistons. Williams’ PW3 cams
are fitted with lightened, polished rockers. 

Seven-fifty barrels with 850-type through-bolts are topped by
an Australian-made Fullauto cylinder head with bigger-than-
standard 40mm inlet valves. Carburation is by 32mm Amal
Concentric MkIs bored to 33mm; ignition is by Boyer Bransden,
powered from a Lithium battery in the tail fairing. The Krober
electronic rev counter is supplied by Trident Engineering. 

Although a clutch could have been bought off the peg, the
Norton/Villiers-based dry unit designed by Williams in period has
been replicated. “The best clutch I have ever used,” he comments.
The triplex primary chain is enclosed by magnesium alloy casings
with two needle-roller outrigger bearings supporting the gearbox

mainshaft behind the clutch; they cured the gearbox failures that 
plagued earlier Norton racers. The engine sprocket and its cush 
drive is coated with PTFE-impregnated electroless nickel plate. 
The open megaphone exhaust system is made by a company on 
the same industrial estate as GTME. Silencing is available for 
owners who need it. The original hand-made bodywork, recreated 
in woven-matt glassfibre using CAD and plastic patterns, is 
immaculate and the seat cover is of high quality leather.

By the time of CB’s visit to GTME in late March, the first two 
editions had run on a dyno, purely to set up carburation. Both are 
spoken for, bought by wealthy individuals from outside the UK. 
Monocoque number three, PWM’s own display and demo 
machine, was about to be built. “The job gets easier with each one 
we do,” Taylor says. “But we must make sure quality is as high as 
it can be. We have to do Peter justice.”

Quality comes at a cost. When the plan was announced 
£65,000 was quoted as a guide price, but that turned out to be too 
low an estimate, so prospective buyers should expect to pay more. 
Can takers be found for the full planned run of 25 machines? That 
looks an extremely long shot, but once the sheer beauty of the 
PWM Monocoque is seen in the flesh, orders will surely come in. 

      

               

Q How much? Well, a bit more than 
the originally quoted £65,000...
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o single person in its glorious histor
long-lived a part in making Ducati
it is today as Franco Farnè, who sad
on March 4, aged 80. 

A successful racer in his own righ
years he was also the right-hand man of Ducati’s
Fabio Taglioni and his successor Massimo Bordi
testing new models, as well as head mechanic and
manager of the factory Ducati race team.

Yet in spite of his involvement in creating the b
Ducati globally famous, Franco was little known
role in developing every single new Ducati model
including the bikes that earned the race victories
underpinned the brand’s commercial success.

He began working at Ducati in 1951 and soon
for the 50cc Cucciolo moped, also racing it with s
earning him the nickname of ‘Il Topo Veloce’ – ‘T

When Fabio Taglioni joined Ducati in 1954 as
picked Farnè as his key assistant in developing Du
overhead-cam sporting model, the 98cc Mariann
Farnè won the 1956-57 Italian Junior Champions

He also played a key role in developing Ducati’s
desmo, the triple-camshaft 125GP racer on which
the 1958 Italian Junior title – and led developmen

 
UNSUNG 
HERO

O�FRANCO FARNÈ (1934-2015)

For almost 50 years Franco 
Farnè developed some of the 
Italian’s fi rm’s most famous 
race bikes. More than just a 
rider, chief mechanic or team 
manager, he was ‘a big part 
of the soul of Ducati’ 

N
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Q Fettling prototype 900SS at Monjuic, 1973 Q Testing the 500GP V-twin with Hailwood in 1971

     om the small-capacity sohc singles 
    o the abortive 1260cc Apollo V4 

    r desmo streetbikes ten years later.
   ni’s direction on the 1971 500cc 

     e 750cc V-twin desmo which Paul 
    nished 1-2 in the 1972 Imola 200. 

     ati’s factory race team was closed by 
   anagement, so Taglioni farmed out 

    he nearby NCR tuning house, with 
     r his direction, the prototype 900SS 

     ours. He also supervised the factory-
   ce team in later years, and was 

    won the 1978 Isle of Man TT on his 
    ctory bike prepared by Steve Wynne.

    for creating the belt-drive sohc 600 
     rmula Two World titles with Tony 

     or the TTF1 class, each with the first 
    ace-frame. In 1985, when Ducati 

     brothers’ Cagiva empire, and 
    ngineer, Farnè helped develop the 

  perbike which made its debut in 
      Or 24 Hours. He also led 

    851 when Marco Lucchinelli won 
     leading to the factory 888 on which 

Lucchinelli won the first-ever WSB round at Donington in 1988. 
Farne subsequently led every step in the ongoing development of

the desmo superbike to become a serial title-winner with Doug 
Polen, and later with Carl Fogarty and Troy Corser on the 916. 

In 1996 Franco Farnè turned 62, the official retirement age in 
Italy, but he was retained as a consultant until Cagiva sold Ducati
in 1999. He switched to Bimota, working on the Suzuki TL1000R
V-twin WSB racer which won a race in 2000 at Phillip Island. In
2008, when Stefano Caracchi ran a factory-supported SC 
Triumph team in World Supersport, he was responsible for turning
the British 675cc triple into a competitive motor at world level. 

Sadly, the team closed a year later and it was time for the man to
finally take retirement – after almost 60 years of being intimately
and successfully involved in racing and motorcycle development.

Farnè was warm-hearted, shy, passionate, humble, but above all
versatile, able to keep pace with technical development in spite of –
or maybe because of – an engineering expertise exclusively 
acquired in the university of life. With his huge mechanical ability
and intuitive skills, he ensured Ducati set the pace with technical
development, as fuel injection replaced carbs, and telemetry 
provided firm answers that he’d previously been forced to guess at.

Farnè played a key role in taking Ducati from its classic era past
to its high-tech present. Everyone who owns a Ducati today has a
little piece of his soul locked up in their garage.

Q Farnè with the 

Ducati 851. Left: 

with Ducati Corse 

team. Right: in the 

factory race shop
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UPERSTORES
NATIONWIDE

WHERE QUALITY
COSTS LESS

WO   
PE

•Sturdy lower
shelf •Durable
powder coated
finish

ENGINEERS HEAVY DUTY
STEEL WORKBENCHES

Shown fitted with
optional 3 drawer unit ONLY

£84.99 Ex.VAT £101.99 Inc.VAT
MODEL DIMS

WxDxH (mm) EXC.VAT INC.VAT
CWB1000B 1000x650x880 £149.98 £179.98
CWB1500B 1500x650x880 £199.98 £239.98
CWB2000B 2000x650x880 £259.98 £311.98

CHESTS/
CABINETS

Combines premium quality with fiercely
competitive pricing & super smooth ball
bearing roller drawers

EXTRA
LARGE

BOTTOM
DRAWERS

MODEL DESCRIPTION DIMS
WxDxH(mm) EXC.VAT INC.VAT

CLB600 6 Dr chest 660x305x365 £78.99 £94.79
CLB900 9 Dr chest 660x305x475 £99.98 £119.98
CLB200 2 Dr step up 672x310x195 £49.98 £59.98
CLB1005 5 Dr cabinet 685x465x795 £169.98 £203.98
CLB1007 7 Dr cabinet 685x465x955 £199.98 £239.98

2

3

4

5

1

1.5M TALL

SEE WEBSITE FOR
PACKAGE DEALS

WITH TOOLS

EXTRA
LARGE GAS STRUTS

Hold lid open

ALSO
BLUE & YELLOW

RUBBER GRIP SIDE HANDLES

EXTRA
DEEP

DRAWERS

GREAT LOOKING,
BIG 5” INDUSTRIAL
CHROME SPOKED

WHEELS FOR EASY
MOVEMENT*

EXTRA LARGE
DRAWER PULLS

EXTRA LARGE SIDE
HANDLE FOR EASY

MOVEMENT
FITS EITHER SIDE

* Except on CBB231B & CBB230B

EXC.VAT
£59.98

INC.VAT

£49.983

EXC.VAT
£94.79

INC.VAT

£78.991

EXC.VAT
£203.98

INC.VAT

£169.984

EXC.VAT
£323.98

INC.VAT

£269.981

EXC.VAT
£550.80

INC.VAT

£459.002

EXC.VAT
£119.98

INC.VAT

£99.982

‡ was £215.98 inc.VAT

MODEL SIZE DESCRIPTION DIMS
WxDxH(mm) EXC.VAT INC.VAT

CBB306BG‡ 36" 6 Dr Chest 910 x 305 x 47 £169.98 £203.98
CBB229B 41" 21 Dr chest 1045x415x486 £249.98 £299.98
CBB315 36" 5 Dr Cabinet 927 x 416 x 985 £299.98 £359.98
CBB228B 41" 8 Dr cabinet 1126x468x1000 £399.00 £478.80
CBB224B 41" 14 Dr chest 1045x415x486 £269.98 £323.98
CBB226B 41" 16 Dr cabinet 1126x468x1000 £459.00 £550.80
CBB231B 56" 9 Dr chest 1460x615x490 £419.00 £502.80
CBB230B 56" 13 Dr cabinet 1503x622x1011 £649.00 £778.80

1

2

• Dimensions (WxDxH) -
1150 x 560 x 1440 mm

• Pegboard back wall
with 30 hooks

supplied

Easy to assemble, 
providing valuable 
working space and 
plenty of additional

storage capacity.

CWB-R1

BOLTLESS
SHELVING
• Simple, fast assembly in
minutes using only a hammer

� EXTRA STRENGTH
� SMOOTHER FINISH
� SLEEK LOOK

ROLLED EDGE
UPRIGHTS GIVE:

33
PER SHELF

(evenly
distributed)
Strong 12mm
fibreboard
shelves

PER SHELF

(evenly
distributed)
Strong 9mm
fibreboard
shelves

MODEL SHELF DIMS
WxDxH(mm) EXC.VAT INC.VAT

150Kg 800x300x1500 £29.98 £35.98
350Kg 900x400x1800 £49.98 £59.98

CHOICE OF 5 COLOURS

RED, BLUE, BLACK,
SILVER & GALVANISED

STEEL

These great looking top
quality units are built
for tough daily use in
automotive and industrial
workshops.

GAS STRUTS
Hold lid open

3

 MECHANICS/PROFESSIONAL
TOOL CHESTS/CABINETS

PROTECTIVE 
TOP MAT

FULL EXTENSION ROLLER
RUNNERS FOR SMOOTH

OPENING ACTION

1

2

• Superb quality & value
for automotive workshops

MODEL DESCRIPTION DIMS
WxDxH(mm) EXC.VAT INC.VAT

MECHANICS RANGE
CTC600B 6 Dr chest 600x260x340 £52.99 £63.59
CTC900B 9 Dr chest 610x255x380 £64.99 £77.99
CTC500B 5 Dr cabinet 675x335x770 £119.98 £143.98
CTC800B 8 Dr chest/cab set 610x330x1070 £104.99 £125.99
CTC700B‡ 7 Dr cabinet 610x330x875 £124.98 £149.99
CTC1300B 13 Dr chest/cab 620x330x1320 £149.98 £179.98
PROFESSIONAL RANGE
CTC103 3 Dr step up chest 672x310x250 £49.98 £59.98
CTC106 6 Dr drop front 662x305x365 £64.99 £77.99
CTC109 9 Dr chest 662x305x421 £74.99 £89.99
CTC105 5 Dr cabinet 685x465x790 £169.98 £203.98
CTC107 7 Dr cabinet 685x465x950 £199.98 £239.98

1

2

3
4

5

MODEL DESCRIPTION DIMS
WxDxH(mm) EXC.VAT INC.VAT

CBB209BGB 9 Dr chest 710x315x420 £119.98 £143.98
CBB217BGB‡ 7 Dr cabinet 758x468x975 £239.98 £287.98
CBB224BGB 14 Dr chest 1045x415x486 £279.98 £335.98
CBB226BGB 16 Dr cabinet 1126x468x1000£479.00 £574.80

1

2

3

4

MECHANICS RANGE

HEAVY DUTY PRO TOOL
CHESTS/ CABINETS

EXTRA LARGE SIDE 
HANDLE FOR EASY 

MOVEMENT
FITS EITHER SIDE

 GREAT LOOKING,
BIG 5” INDUSTRIAL
CHROME SPOKED

WHEELS FOR EASY
MOVEMENT

 EXTRA LARGE
DRAWER PULLS

FULL DETAILS
ONLINE OR IN-STORE

ASSEMBLE AS 
SHELVING, BENCH 
OR CORNER UNIT

Contents not included
(all items)

EXC.VAT
£77.99

INC.VAT

£64.99

EXC.VAT
£59.98

INC.VAT

£49.983

EXC.VAT
£203.98

INC.VAT

£169.985

HEAVY DUTY &
PROFESSIONAL

 THE ULTIMATE IN
TOOL STORAGE!

• Extra heavy gauge double
wall steel construction

1

3

4

MODEL DESCRIPTION DIMS
WxDxH(mm) EXC.VAT INC.VAT

CBB206B 6 Dr Chest 710x328x365 £99.98 £119.98
CBB209B 9 Dr Chest 710x315x420 £119.98 £143.98
CBB210B 10 Dr Chest 710x315x475 £139.98 £167.98 
CBB203B 3 Dr step up 710x315x250 £69.98 £83.98
CBB215B 5 Dr Cabinet 758x468x815 £199.98 £239.98
CBB212B 3 Dr Cabinet 755x470x810 £169.98 £203.98
CBB217B 7 Dr Cabinet 758x468x975 £249.98 £299.98
CBB213B 3 Dr Cabinet 758x481x975 £199.98 £239.98

1
2

3

4

5

MAX. WEIGHT
LOADING 500KG
EVENLY DISTRIBUTED

EXTRA LARGE SIDE
HANDLE FOR EASY

MOVEMENT
FITS EITHER SIDE

 GREAT LOOKING, BIG 5" INDUSTRIAL CHROME 
SPOKED WHEELS FOR EASY MOVEMENT

 EXTRA LARGE 
DRAWER PULLS

BIG 5"
WHEELS

FULL DETAILS - 
SEE IN-STORE OR 

VISIT WEBSITE

BLUE

YELLOW

 RUBBER GRIP 
SIDE HANDLES

EXC.VAT
£143.98

INC.VAT

£119.982

EXC.VAT
£299.98

INC.VAT

£249.985

EXC.VAT
£574.80

INC.VAT

£479.004

EXC.VAT
£143.98

INC.VAT

£119.981

4

SAVE 
10%

WHEN YOU BUY 

ANY MIX OF 5 

FROM THIS RANGE

SAVE AT LEAST

£17.99 INC.VAT

‡ was £155.98 inc.VAT 

‡ was £299.98 inc.VAT 

EXC.VAT
£239.98

INC.VAT

£199.985

S  X  PAG  OR ORALL SIZES/SPECIFICATIONS ARE APPROXIMATE

 INCLUDES 
SINGLE 

LOCKABLE 
DRAWER

Available in Red or 
Galvanised Finish

2
EXC.VAT

£287.98
INC.VAT

PRICE CUT

WAS £299.98 inc.VAT

£239.98

EXC.VAT
£179.98

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£149.98

EXC.VAT
£65.99

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£54.99

EX.VAT
£35.98

INC.VAT

FROM
£29.98



Minimum call charges from a BT landline are 5p/min to 0844. Calls from mobiles and other networks may vary.
For security reasons, calls may be monitored. All prices correct at time of going to press. We reserve the right to change products and prices at any time. All offers subject to availability, E&OE.
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GET
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NOW!

15,000
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visit machinemart.co.uk
FOR 

OVER

INCLUDING
NEW

CLICK & 
COLLECT

PRICE CU S &
NEW PRODUCTS

Over

500
PAGE

CATALOGUE
NEW

BARNSLEY Pontefract Rd, Barnsley, S71 1EZ 01226 732297
B’HAM GREAT BARR 4 Birmingham Rd. 0121 358 7977
B’HAM HAY MILLS 1152 Coventry Rd, Hay Mills  0121 7713433
BOLTON 1 Thynne St. BL3 6BD 01204 365799
BRADFORD 105-107 Manningham Lane. BD1 3BN 01274 390962
BRIGHTON 123 Lewes Rd, BN2 3QB 01273 915999
BRISTOL 1-3 Church Rd, Lawrence Hill. BS5 9JJ 0117 935 1060
BURTON UPON TRENT 12a Lichfi eld St. DE14 3QZ 01283 564 708
CAMBRIDGE 181-183 Histon Road, Cambridge. CB4 3HL 01223 322675
CARDIFF 44-46 City Rd. CF24 3DN 029 2046 5424
CARLISLE 85 London Rd. CA1 2LG 01228 591666
CHELTENHAM 84 Fairview Road. GL52 2EH 01242 514 402
CHESTER 43-45 St. James Street. CH1 3EY 01244 311258
COLCHESTER 4 North Station Rd. CO1 1RE 01206 762831
COVENTRY Bishop St. CV1 1HT 024 7622 4227
CROYDON 423-427 Brighton Rd, Sth Croydon 020 8763 0640
DARLINGTON 214 Northgate. DL1 1RB 01325 380 841
DEAL (KENT) 182-186 High St. CT14 6BQ 01304 373 434
DERBY Derwent St. DE1 2ED 01332 290 931
DONCASTER Wheatley Hall Road  01302 245 999
DUNDEE 24-26 Trades Lane. DD1 3ET 01382 225 140
EDINBURGH 163-171 Piersfi eld Terrace  0131 659 5919

EXETER 16 Trusham Rd. EX2 8QG 01392 256 744
GATESHEAD 50 Lobley Hill Rd. NE8 4YJ 0191 493 2520
GLASGOW 280 Gt Western Rd. G4 9EJ 0141 332 9231
GLOUCESTER 221A Barton St. GL1 4HY 01452 417 948
GRIMSBY ELLIS WAY, DN32 9BD 01472 354435
HULL 8-10 Holderness Rd. HU9 1EG 01482 223161
ILFORD 746-748 Eastern Ave. IG2 7HU 0208 518 4286
IPSWICH Unit 1 Ipswich Trade Centre, Commercial Road 01473 221253
LEEDS 227-229 Kirkstall Rd. LS4 2AS 0113 231 0400
LEICESTER 69 Melton Rd. LE4 6PN 0116 261 0688
LINCOLN Unit 5. The Pelham Centre. LN5 8HG 01522 543 036
LIVERPOOL 80-88 London Rd. L3 5NF 0151 709 4484
LONDON CATFORD 289/291 Southend Lane SE6 3RS 0208 695 5684
LONDON 6 Kendal Parade, Edmonton N18 020 8803 0861
LONDON 503-507 Lea Bridge Rd. Leyton, E10 020 8558 8284
LONDON 100 The Highway, Docklands 020 7488 2129
LUTON Unit 1, 326 Dunstable Rd, Luton LU4 8JS 01582 728 063
MAIDSTONE 57 Upper Stone St. ME15 6HE 01622 769 572
MANCHESTER ALTRINCHAM 71 Manchester Rd. Altrincham 0161 9412 666
MANCHESTER OPENSHAW Unit 5, Tower Mill, Ashton Old Rd 0161 223 8376
MANCHESTER SALFORD* 209 Bury New Road M8 8DU 0161 241 1851
MANSFIELD 169 Chesterfi eld Rd. South 01623 622160

MIDDLESBROUGH Mandale Triangle, Thornaby 01642 677881
NORWICH 282a Heigham St. NR2 4LZ 01603 766402
NOTTINGHAM 211 Lower Parliament St. 0115 956 1811
PETERBOROUGH 417 Lincoln Rd. Millfi eld 01733 311770
PLYMOUTH 58-64 Embankment Rd. PL4 9HY 01752 254050
POOLE 137-139 Bournemouth Rd. Parkstone 01202 717913
PORTSMOUTH 277-283 Copnor Rd. Copnor 023 9265 4777
PRESTON 53 Blackpool Rd. PR2 6BU 01772 703263
SHEFFIELD 453 London Rd. Heeley. S2 4HJ 0114 258 0831
SIDCUP 13 Blackfen Parade, Blackfen Rd  0208 3042069
SOUTHAMPTON 516-518 Portswood Rd. 023 8055 7788
SOUTHEND 1139-1141 London Rd. Leigh on Sea  01702 483 742
STOKE-ON-TRENT 382-396 Waterloo Rd. Hanley 01782 287321
SUNDERLAND 13-15 Ryhope Rd. Grangetown 0191 510 8773
SWANSEA 7 Samlet Rd. Llansamlet. SA7 9AG 01792 792969
SWINDON 21 Victoria Rd. SN1 3AW 01793 491717
TWICKENHAM 83-85 Heath Rd.TW1 4AW 020 8892 9117
WARRINGTON Unit 3, Hawley’s Trade Pk.  01925 630 937
WIGAN 2 Harrison Street, WN5 9AU 01942 323 785  
WOLVERHAMPTON Parkfi eld Rd. Bilston 01902 494186
WORCESTER 48a Upper Tything. WR1 1JZ 01905 723451

YOUR LOCAL SUPERSTORE O N MON- I 8.30-6.00,
SAT 8.30-5.30, SUN 10.00-4.00 *NEW STORE

3 EASY WAYS TO BUY...
IN-STORE
65 SUPERSTORES

ONLINE
www.machinemart.co.uk

MAIL ORDER
0115 956 5555

CLICK & 
COLLECT

OPEN 7 DAYS

BENCH GRINDERS
& FLOOR STANDS

WHEEL
MODEL DUTY DIA. EX VAT INC VAT
CBG6RP DIY 150mm £27.99 £33.59
CBG6RZ PRO 150mm £37.99 £45.59
CBG6RSC HD 150mm £47.99 £57.59
CBG6SB# PRO 150mm £49.98 £59.98
CBG6RWC HD 150mm £54.99 £65.99
CBG8W (wet) HD150/200mm £55.99 £67.19

• Stands come complete with bolt
mountings and feet anchor holes
STAND FROM ONLY £41.99

EX.VAT £50.39 INC.VAT

CBG8W features 8"
whetstone &
6"drystone.
# With sanding belt

 6" & 8"
AVAILABLE
WITH LIGHT

EX.VAT
£33.59

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£27.99

TAP & DIE SETS
• High
quality

tungsten
steel

• Supplied in
metal storage case,

except 16pce

TYPE EX VAT INC VAT
CHT203 16pce Metric £14.99 £17.99
CHT302 24pce UNC/UNF/NPT £19.98 £23.98
CHT303 28pce# Metric £23.99 £28.79
CHT304 33pce# Metric/UNF/BSP £31.99 £38.39
CHT527 32pce Metric £41.99 £50.39
#28pce Best Budget Buy, 33pce

Recommended:

EX.VAT
£17.99

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£14.99

PECIALIST MOTORCYCLE TOOLS – SEE CATALOGUE, ONLINE AND IN-STORE

l
• Fully mobile • Max lift height 770mm
 AIR ASSISTED VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE now only 
£399.00 EX VAT £478.80 INC VAT

CML3

FOLDS FLAT
FOR EASY
STORAGE

 HYDRAULIC
 MOTORCYCLE LIFT

MECHANICS 
MOBILE SEAT

Strong steel frame
4 strong rubber

wheeled castors
with easy swivel ball
bearings. Oil resistant
padded
vinyl seat.

Integral
storage tray

EX.VAT
£418.80

INC.VAT

£349.00

MOTORCYCLE
RAMP

• Lightweight aluminium 
folding motorcycle/loading
ramp • Anti-slip wheel 
grips & individual steps
for extra strength • 200kg
max load

MAR-200

EX.VAT
£83.98

INC.VAT

£69.98

MEASURING
EQUIPMENT

MODEL DESCRIPTION EX VAT INC VAT
CM100 150mm/6" Vernier Caliper £9.98 £11.98
CM180 0-25mm Micrometer £9.98 £11.98
CM145 150mm/6" Digital Vernier £16.99 £20.39
CM265 300mm/12" Digital Vernier £36.99 £44.39

EX.VAT
£

£
9.98

11.98
INC.VAT

FROM ONLY

PARTS
WASHERS

PARTS WASHER FLUID
AVAILABLE FROM £4.99 EX.VAT

£5.99 INC .VAT
MODEL TANK CAP. TYPE EX VAT INC VAT
CW2D 10Ltrs Bench £39.98 £47.98
CW1D 45Ltrs Floor £99.98 £119.98
CWM20 22.5Ltrs Floor £139.98 £167.98
CW40 75Ltrs Floor £159.98 £191.98

EX.VAT
£47.98

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£39.98

POLISHING
KITS

 • Kit Inc: Tapered spindle,
Coloured mop for initial 
cleaning, pure cotton mop
for high polish fi nish &
polishing compound
4" £19.98 Ex VAT £23.98 Inc VAT
6" £24.99 Ex VAT £29.99 Inc VAT
8" £29.98 Ex VAT £35.98 Inc VAT

EX.VAT
£23.98

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£19.98

INSTANT SHEDS

EXC.VAT
£167.98

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£139.98

MODEL SIZE EX.VAT INC.VAT
CIS88 2.4 x 2.4 x 2.4M £139.98 £167.98
CIS612 1.8 x 3.7 x 2.4M £169.98 £203.98
CIS1212 3.7 x 3.7 x 2.6M £199.98 £239.98

• Ideal for 
motorbikes and
general storage
• UV treated &
water proof cover
for protection 
against all 
elements • Rugged
ratchet tight tensioning • Heavy duty steel frame

CIS612

EX.VAT
£17.99

INC.VAT

£14.99 

CMS1

MOTORCYCLE 
DOLLY

• For storing & moving motorcycles & scooters
around the garage & turning in confined spaces
• Max load capacity 567kg

EXC.VAT
£83.98

INC.VAT

£69.98

METAL LATHE
 • 300mm between centres • LH/RH thread

screw cutting • Electronic variable speed • Gear
change set • Self centering 3 jaw chuck & guard

• Power feed

CL300M
EXC.VAT

£538.80
INC.VAT

£449.00

ATC12V

•  12v fully automatic
charger ideal for 
motorcycle batteries or 
for trickle charging
car/van batteries

TRICKLE 
CHARGER

.98
EX.VAT

£9
.98
INC.VAT

£11

CML5

EXC.VAT
£119.98

INC.VAT

£99.98 Easy to use foot pedal operated
lifting mechanism

4 x wheels (2
x with castors)

for easy
manoeuvrability

across the
workshop

680kg capacity

  HYDRAULIC 
MOTORCYCLE AND 

ATV LIFT
All models include: • Gas
regulator • Earth clamp
• Face mask • Welding
torch •  Pro90
-151TE
includes CO2
gas bottle

MODEL MIN-MAX AMPS EX VAT INC VAT
PRO90 24-90 £179.98 £215.98
110E 30-100 £214.99 £257.99
135TE Turbo 30-130 £239.98 £287.98
151TE Turbo 30-150 £269.98 £323.98
165TEM Turbo 30-155 £339.00 £406.80
175TECM Turbo30-170 £409.00 £490.80
205TE Turbo 30-185 £449.98 £539.98

EX.VAT
£215.98

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£179.98

 MIG WELDERS

ANTI FATIGUE 
FOAM FLOORING

• 6 interlocking foam tiles protect flooring &
provide comfort when standing or kneeling

Ideal for use in garages, workshops etc. • Each 
tile is 610
x610mm & 
includes
detachable,
yellow borders

EX.VAT
£23.98

INC.VAT

£19.98

FOR 6 TILES

NEW

MCD1

 ROTARY 
TOOL KIT

Kit
includes: 
• Height adjustable 
stand with clamp 
• Rotary tool • 1m 
flexible drive • 40x 
accessories/consumables

CRT40

EXC.VAT
£35.98

INC.VAT

£29.98

CORDLESS ROTARY 
TOOL WITH 262 PCE 

KIT ONLY 
£32.99 EX.VAT 
£59.59 INC.VAT

MINI AIR
COMPRESSOR

Quiet operation
oil free diaphragm
with aluminium body

Maintenance free
1.58cfm air

displacement 2.8 bar
maximum working pressure

EXC.VAT
£89.99

INC.VAT

£74.99

 BLAST CABINETS
• Blast away paint, surface
rust, scale, burrs, carbon
& dirt & revitalise
aluminium Min.
air flow 10cfm Bench
& floor standing models

 ALUMINIUM OXIDE
POWDER FROM ONLY

£9.98 EX.VAT
£11.98 INC.VAT CSB20B

MODEL DESC. TYPE EXC.VAT INC.VAT
CSB20B Compact Cabinet Bench £109.98 £131.98
SB30 Large Cabinet Floor £299.00 £358.80

EX.VAT
£131.98

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£109.98

     INDUSTRIAL
ELECTRIC 
FAN
HEATERS

HEAT NOW
MODEL OUTPUT EX VAT INC VAT
Devil 6002 0.7-2kW £37.99 £45.59
Devil 6003‡ 1.5-3kW £49.98 £59.98
Devil 6005 2.5-5kW £74.99 £89.99
Devil 6009 4.5-9kW £129.98 £155.98
Devil 6015 5-10-15kW £189.98 £227.98

DEVIL 6003

EXC.VAT
£45.59

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£37.99

• Rugged fan heaters 
for small to medium 
sized premises 
• Tough steel 
cabinets • Adjustable 
heat output with 
thermostat 

‡ was 
£71.98
inc.VAT

SPRAY
GUNS

 HUGE CHOICE
IN-STORE/

ONLINE

PRO12C

MODEL DESCRIPTION EX VAT INC VAT
PRO12C/ 1.2mm, £19.98 £23.98
14C/18C 1.4mm, 1.8mm
PGF14 Pro, Gravity £26.99 £32.39
SP14/18C 1.4mm/

1.8mm £27.99 £33.59
AP15 HVLP, 2.2mm £27.99 £33.59

EX.VAT
£23.98

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£19.98

HUGE RANGE
OF RATCHETS,

SPANNERS AND
SOCKET SETS

Top quality chrome
vanadium steel.

18 Sockets 8-32mm
Reversible ratchet
Comfort grip handles

SOCKET SETS

PRO155

LIFETIME 
GUARANTEE

HAND TOOLS

1/2" TORQUE
WRENCH - CHT

5" Extension bar 1/2"
3/8" adaptor  28-210 N

only £19.98 EX VAT  
£23.98 INC VAT

 PRO234 
62 PIECE 
1/2"&1/4" 
SOCKET 
& BIT SET

DRILL PRESSES
Tables tilt 0-45°

left & right
Depth gauge
 Chuck guards

B=Bench mounted
F=Floor standing

MODEL WATTS/ EXC.VAT INC.VAT
SPEEDS

CDP5EB 350/5 £59.98 £71.98
CDP101B 245/5 £79.98 £95.98
CDP151B 300/5 £106.99 £128.39
CDP10B 370/12 £169.98 £203.98
CDP301B 510/12 £199.98 £239.98
CDP451F 510/16 £239.98 £287.98
CDP501F 980/12 £429.00 £514.80

EX.VAT
£71.98

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£59.99

ARC ACTIVATED
HEADSHIELDS

CWH7

CWH6

• Activates
instantly when
Arc is struck
• Protects to
EN379 • Suitable
for arc, MIG, TIG
& gas welding EXC.VAT

£59.98
INC.VAT

PRICE CUT

WAS £65.99 inc.VAT

£49.98

EXC.VAT
£47.98

INC.VAT

£39.98

EXC.VAT
£53.99

INC.VAT

£44.99

GWH5

Supplied
as a kit with
two siphon
paint jars Suitable for a
variety of solvent & water
based paints Spray pattern
adjustable from 1/8" to 2"

DIY AIR
BRUSH KIT

EXC.VAT
£

£
7.99

9.59
INC.VAT

CAB1H

ANGLE GRIND RS

MODEL DISC (mm) MOTOR EXC.VATINC.VAT
CAG800 115 800w £19.98 £23.98
CON1050 115 1050w £27.99 £33.59
B&D CD115 115 710w £29.98 £35.98
CAG2350B 230 2350w £42.99 £51.59

 INC. DISC
& HANDLE

CAG800
EX.VAT

£23.98
INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£19.98

EX.VAT
£27.59

INC.VAT

ONLY
£22.99

EX.VAT
£83.98

INC.VAT

ONLY
£69.98

 TURBO AIR
COMPRESSORS

 • Superb range 
ideal for DIY, 
hobby &
semi-professional
use

*Stationary belt driven
8/250

MODEL MOTOR CFM TANK EX VAT INC VAT
Tiger 8/250 2Hp 7.5 24ltr £79.98 £95.98
Tiger 7/250 2Hp 7 24ltr £89.98 £107.98
Tiger 11/250 2.5Hp 9.5 24ltr £119.98 £143.98
Tiger 8/510 2Hp 7.5 50ltr £129.98 £155.98
Tiger 11/510 2.5Hp 9.5 50ltr £149.98 £179.98
Tiger 16/510‡ 3Hp 14.5 50ltr £219.98 £263.98
Tiger 16/1010‡ 3Hp 14.5 100ltr £269.98 £323.98

HUGE CHOICE
OF SPRAY
GUNS & 

AIRTOOLS

EX.VAT
£95.98

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£79.98

 BIG 2HP
7.5CFM

‡ V-twin

ARC/TIG   
INVERTERS 

• Used for ARC & TIG welding,
utilising the latest technology
• Low amp operation - ideal
for auto
bodywork
& mild
/stainless

steel
ELECTRODE

MODEL AMPS DIA. EXC.VAT INC.VAT
AT101‡ 10/80 1.6 – 2.5mm £129.98 £155.98
AT132 10/130 1.6-3.2mm £169.98 £203.98
AT161 10/160 1.6-4.0mm £199.00 £238.80
AT135 30/130 3.25mm £219.00 £262.80

AT161

EXC.VAT

155.98
INC.VAT

PRICE CUT
FROM ONLY

‡WAS £167.98 inc.VAT

129.98

£

£
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AIM FOR THE TOP
WORDS  &  PHOTOGRAPHY:  HAMISH  COOPER

If you can master the off-camber blind fi rst corner, vertical speed bowl and 
super-tight esses, you have conquered one of Australia’s oldest hillclimbs

O�COLLINGROVE HILLCLIMB, SOUTH AUSTRALIA, MARCH 15, 2015
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ach autumn South 
Australia’s Atujara 
Motorcycle Club, first 
formed in 1930, runs the 
Collingrove hillclimb for 

motorcycles and sidecars of all eras. The 
track, opened in 1952, snakes 750 yards 
up a dusty ridge on the edge of the Barossa 
Valley, Australia’s best-known wine 
producing region. 

Modern motorcycles can scale the 
heights in around 33 seconds. Vintage 
mounts take a little longer. 

It can be the loneliest half-minute of 
your life – just your bike, a thin ribbon of 
tarmac and your fears to confront.

The event honours Atujara club legends 
Hec Henderson and Laurie Boulter. One 
of Australia’s top riders in the ’50s, Boulter 
died training on the Isle of Man in 1954.

1947 NORTON INTER 600
Dan Gleeson
“The man who built it told me: ‘It’s 
almost a Manx’,” says Dan Gleeson of 
his big-bore Norton. That builder was 
famous South Australian speedway tuner 
and racer, the late Len Dyson. Famous 
for his specials, he worked his magic on 
Gleeson’s Norton. 

A 350cc bottom end is topped with a 
600cc barrel originally intended for 

E

1971 BSA B50 MX 560
Brett Metcalf, Morvan Green

Talk about extremes. Brett Metcalf spent
the meeting jumping from a B50 to a 1992
Honda CR500 two-stroke shoe-horned
into a CR250 alloy frame. “It’s not the
performance difference as much as the fact
that the gear changes are back-to-front
and on the other side,” he says after
another spirited run.

The BSA is a factory motocrosser that
Morvan Green has owned for 25 years.
“I got [the late] Fred Barlow to port the
head to factory specs,” he says. Apart from
the chrome frame, it’s understated elegance,
from the cute alloy tank to its conical
hubs. Green is a big fan of the work Mead
& Tomkinson did to improve the breed.
His bike has several period mods,
including upgraded engine breathing and
oil circulation. A B50 enthusiast, he also
has a Street Scrambler and Victor Trail.

sidecar racing. A pre-war Doll’s Head 
gearbox is mated to a modern belt-drive 
primary. The Inter engine runs a Manx 
camshaft but a Jawa conrod and piston.

This cocktail of components shows the 
resourcefulness of Dyson, building a 
classic contender on the other side of the 
world from the factory. “Methanol and a 
14:1 compression means you can forget 
push-starts,” says Gleeson of the 
machine he has owned for 15 years. 

1976 KAWASAKI Z900
Rider/owner Paul Cawthorne

Green blood runs through ex-Team 
Kawasaki racer Paul Cawthorne’s veins. 
The Kawasaki salesman raced ex-Gregg 
Hansford KR250/350s in the early ’80s. 
His favourite road bike was a beautiful 
green 1976 Z1 he had to sell to fund a 
home extension. “One day Robin Oster 
[a well-known Australian Z1 collector] 
came into my shop and handed me a bare 

Z900 frame with the instruction: ‘this is 
your new bike’,” says Cawthorne. “That 
frame sat by my desk for a few years 
while we assembled the parts.” The 
finishing touch was a rare Stone fairing, 
as used in the 1974 Aussie biker film of 
the same name. “The first year I ran the 
Z1 at Collingrove I won the historic class 
but it sure is a handful at the top of the 
hill,” Cawthorne confesses. Son Reece 
was racing a KX250 and asked his dad if 
he could try the Z1. “No,” was the reply.
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1982 YAMAHA IT250J
Scott Elliott
The original supermotard riders were 
America’s ABC Wide World of Sport 
Superbikers, racing converted two-stroke 
motocross/enduro bikes. “I was inspired 
by those early-’80s Superbikers,” says 
Scott Elliott. His street-registered IT has 
been developed over the past three years.

“It’s the best all-round bike I’ve ever 
owned, but I’ve only ridden old bikes,” he 
laughs. For tarmac work the IT is fitted 
with a set of 17in wheels running Maxxis 
wet-weather tyres. A wet weight of 95kg 
means it has performance potential, but 
the cantilever rear shock can induce a case 
of “kangaroo-hop” if not set up correctly.

1962 ESO-JAWA-NORTON 
SIDECAR, 1950s BSA 535
Chris & Tom Lang, Murray Williams
Eleven-times Australian sidecar champion 
Murray Williams was spannering on two 
special machines at Collingrove. He had 
recently finished restoring the rusty 
remains of the famous Alf Goodwin 
sidecar nicknamed ‘Arab’ and this was its 
first outing. Father-and-son team Chris 
and Tom Lang powered the lusty single up 
the hill. The speedway-engined special 

with Norton featherbed frame won the 
Australian sidecar championships several 
times, the last in 1971. It runs a BSA 
scrambles-ratio gearbox, Norton clutch, 
BSA rear wheel and BMW front. 

Chris Lang was also racing Williams’ 
special ‘Black Star’, a 1955 BSA swingarm 
frame fitted with Norton forks, twin-
leading-shoe front brake, BSA gearbox 
and Norton clutch. The 1950 iron engine 
is a work of art, with internals modified to 
achieve an 88 x 88mm bore/stroke to
produce 535cc running on methanol.

1972 WALLABY  
KAWASAKI H2 750

Geoff Grant, Peri Kowai (passenger)
How do you bring a new sidecar passenger 
up to speed? If you’re Geoff Grant, you 
take your daughter-in-law for a spin 
around local village streets. “The worst 

part of this is the waiting at the start line,” 
says a cheerful Peri after her first run. 

She was in capable hands. Grant has 
had this outfit for 15 years and won a 
dozen state titles, come second five times 
at national events and third overall in New 
Zealand. It was built by Aussie sidecar 
sensation Lindsay Urquhart. “The engine 

mountings tell the story,” says Grant. The 
‘Wallaby’ started life with a Triumph twin 
engine, then a Honda four. The ’72 H2 
Kawasaki is a methanol-burning monster 
that delivers 2mpg. “The fat expansion 
chambers are critical for torque,” says 
Grant. “You couldn’t fit those on a road 
bike and get cornering clearance.
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Terms & conditions: This competition is open to all UK residents aged 18 and over. No purchase necessary. To enter for free, visit www.classicbike.
co.uk/urbanrider. This competition closes at midday on Wednesday May 27, when winners will be picked at random and will be notified by phone on 
or after this date. The prize consists of 1 x Bell Bullitt carbon helmet in matt carbon, 1 x Tucano Urbano Pol jacket, 1 x Biltwell Bantam gloves, 
1 x Biltwell Exfil-7 bag. The prize is non-transferable. Full terms and conditions can be found at www.bauerlegal.co.uk/competition-terms.html 

TO ENTER VISIT 

WWW.CLASSICBIKE.CO.UK/URBANRIDER

We have teamed up with Urban Rider to give you the chance to win over 
£500 worth of their motorcycle gear, including:  

Bell Bullitt helmet in matt carbon 
Tucano Urbano Pol jacket 

Biltwell Bantam gloves 
Biltwell Exfi l-7 bag  

OVER £500-WORTH OF URBAN 
RIDER MOTORCYCLE GEAR!

WIN
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FINE COLLECTOR, CLASSIC CAR & MOTORCYCLE AUCTIONEERS

100
MOTORCYCLES FOR SALE

CALL 01753 639170 
TO CONSIGN

ENTRIES ARE 
INVITED

THE LARGEST CLASSIC MOTORCYCLE 
AUCTION IN THE SOUTH

BROOKLANDS MUSEUM, SURREY
SATURDAY, JUNE 6TH
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Your observations, opinions and oracles

LETTERS

RIDING THROUGH
FIRE AND FLOOD

OMISSIVE OF THE MONTH

The MZ ES150 in the main picture above 
was the bike that, 40 years ago, turned me 
into a dedicated motorcyclist. I bought it 
new and rode it for 14 months, sometimes 
wearing just jeans and wooden clogs (great 
summers back then). Within six months, 
the bike was painted black, with a half-
decent red-and-yellow flame job.

Then disaster struck, when some morons 
dragged it into a pedestrian tunnel and set 
it on fire. The tank had just been topped 
up, so needless to say it was a goner (as 
were 200 square feet of tiles in the tunnel). 
It made it onto the front page of the local 
newspaper, with the headline: ‘Incendiary 
bomb beneath Roskilde train station?’.

The insurance had run out two months 
before it was stolen. But, not being one to 
rest on my misfortunes, I shrugged it off 
and in six months I had scraped together 
the money for a tired 1967 Triumph T110. 

HOPEFUL AND HELPFUL
Hello Gary, I know it’s a bit late, but all 
the best for your tenure as editor of Classic 
Bike. A strong feature of the mag is that 
you devote a good bit of the editorial to 
reader’s machines – especially ones in 
‘active service’. Some may be a bit special, 
like the Triton (March), but there is always 
a great variety. I’m working on a limited 
budget and Villiers-powered machines. 
Maybe some day I’ll get a vintage 
machine. Rick’s always an inspiration, 
whether it’s his old BSAs or a Honda 400.
KEITH LIVINGSTONE

A CLASSICIST WRITES
Imagine my surprise when I got to the 
letters pages in the March issue to see my 
little CBX250 pictured once more with 
John Bates’ letter ‘What makes a classic?’ 
My response is that we use the word 
‘classic’ too easily. We use it as a word to 
describe a whole multitude of bikes which 
are basically over a certain age. One 
dictionary definition of the word is ‘being 
a typical example of something’, which 
can cover a multitude of bikes (and 
probably the lot). However, the other 
definitions are: ‘of lasting interest because 
of excellence’ and ‘attractive because of 
simplicity of form’.

If you apply the first definition to my 
CBX, then it is, indeed, a classic bike.
GEOFF HARTUP

Then followed a very long string of 
different motorcycles, mainly old ones, but
including 14 MZs so far.

I’ve liked all my motorcycles, especially
the new Harley my wife gave me as a
wedding gift and the Nimbuses I’ve had.
But my first and latest two MZs are
probably the ones I’ve had most fun with.
They may look odd and be crap as far as
materials quality is concerned, but once
you take them apart, you know their
engineers knew what they were doing.
And when it comes to riding pleasure in
relation to cost, they’re unbeatable.

My current ES250/2 is the best I’ve had
so far. And while my Nimbuses seem to
attract old men, eager to tell me about the
time they rode them in the army, the MZs
implausibly make women of all ages smile
and stop to compliment the bike. 
KIM SCHOLER, DENMARK

Q Despite having his first bike torched 

by vandals (main pic) Kim kept on riding 

WE GET A ROCKET
Re. the so-called ‘Rocket’ bike (April 
issue), did nobody spot the rather obvious 
non-sequitur?? Werner von Braun didn’t 
develop a long range pulsejet ‘rocket’ (the 
terms are mutually exclusive), and the V1 
was not a plywood and sheet-steel ‘rocket’.

The clue is in the text: a pulse-jet is a 
pulse-jet, a rocket is a rocket, they are 
totally different means of propulsion and 
not interchangeable. The V1 is a pulse-jet, 
NOT a rocket, the V2 IS a rocket (because 
it’s got a rocket motor, NOT a pulsejet). 
Get it? Just because something is a pointy-
nosed flying bomb doesn’t make it a 
rocket. So, in summary, the V1 was not a 
rocket as you described it a number of 
times, and neither is the ruddy bicycle. It’s 
JET powered.
BRETT JEFFERY
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CLASSIC BIKE IS MADE BY...

Editor Gary Pinchin,
gary.pinchin@bauermedia.
co.uk
Art editor Stewart Parkes,
stewart.parkes@
bauermedia.co.uk
Production editor Mark
Holmes, mark.holmes@
bauermedia.co.uk
Technical editor Rick
Parkington,
classicbike.workshop@
bauermedia.co.uk
Editorial assistant Sally
Barker, sally.barker@
bauermedia.co.uk, 01733
468099

READER CONTRIBUTIONS

We welcome correspondence from
readers. Submission of pictures is
taken as permission to publish
them in the magazine or on the
Classic Bike website. Sorry, we
cannot give a personal response
to every single item of
correspondence received. Letters
may be edited. Recent restoration
pictures should be sent, in the
form of a 300dpi jpeg file, to
classic.bike@bauermedia.co.uk
accompanied by a covering email.
Old photos should be posted to
the address at the bottom of the
page. Mark the envelope The Way
We Were. We can scan original
prints and return them by recorded
delivery. Or scan them (at 300dpi)
and send the jpeg file to classic.
bike@bauermedia.co.uk with a
covering email.

TO ADVERTISE IN

CLASSIC BIKE

To sell your bike: email
cbreaderads@bauermedia.co.uk,
call 01733 366340 or use the
coupon in the reader ad section.
To place a trade advert:
Gareth Ashman
01733 468118
Commercial Manager
Gina Knighton
01733 366311
Account Manager
Dan Chapman
01733 366312
Display and classified sales
Charlotte Green 01733 366334
Reader classified queries
Glen Gregory 01733 366340

TO BUY A COPY OF

CLASSIC BIKE
Classic Bike is published on the last
Wednesday of the month. If your
newsagent doesn’t stock it, ask them
to call our distribution company,
Frontline, on 01733 555161.
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(Britain) 00 44 1858 438884 (rest
of the world) or visit www.
greatmagazines.co.uk/cb
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TO FIND A BACK ISSUE

Call 08456 011356 or, from
overseas: +44 (0)1858 438828.
9OU CAN DOWNLOAD A CB index from
classicbike.co.uk. Also try
themagazineman.co.uk

TO COMPLAIN...
Bauer Consumer Media Limited is a
member of the Independent Press
Standards Organisation (www.ipso.
co.uk) and endeavours to respond to
and resolve your concerns quickly.
Our Editorial Complaints Policy
(including full details of how to contact
us about editorial complaints and
IPSO’s contact details) can be found
at www.bauermediacomplaints.co.uk.
Our e mail address for editorial
complaints covered by the Editorial
Complaints Policy is complaints@
bauermedia.co.uk.
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Q A slightly different 
take on the TR1 
than our Stewart’s. 
As bought (inset) 
and modified (right)
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ANTIPODEAN PRAISE
Just finished reading the latest 
(Australian latest – you could be five 
issues ahead) edition on a flight. 
This could be the best CB I have 
read in many moons. I have been a 
subscriber since the Badger days and 
I have appreciated the cut of Ben 
Miller’s jib since he was the tea-boy 
at Bike, so I’ll admit I was sceptical 
when I saw the announcement of 
your editorship. But the March issue 
has cemented in my mind that your 
editorship will continue to provide 
everything I have loved about CB 
for many a year.

My attention was particularly 
drawn to John Naish’s perfect 
comparison between the 500 and 
750 Hondas and Rupert’s article 
about the retro-tech Triton. Your 
article on Sam Lovegrove and Mark 
Gardiner’s column prove that 
people are just as interesting as 
metal and rubber.

We’ve a lot to be proud of in the 
classic bike world. Glad that CB 
will continue to lead the way. 
NICK HOLLIDAY

Thanks Nick. My personal favourite 
issue so far was the ‘Daytona 
Special’ the following month – it 
reflected something that’s close to 
my heart. Hope you continue to 
enjoy the mag as much as we enjoy 
putting it together. Gary  

DON’T CULL BODGERS
Since it often takes me two or three 
months to properly read my bike 
magazines, I’d best comment now 
on Rick’s remarks about bodging 
(Rick’s Fixes, April issue). I hold my 
hand up as a confirmed bodger – 
like he said, it depends on your 

resources. When all you have is a 
back yard or, as I currently have, the 
corner of my son-in-law’s garage, 
then you have to do what you can 
(although at least I now also have 
access to my vice again). Add in a 
disposable income that is small – or, 
as mine currently is, non-existent – 
and you are forced to employ a 
certain ingenuity to keep your old 
bike running. 

Like Rick says, as long as it does 
the job and doesn’t make a proper 
repair impossible, why is it a 
problem? I always try to work on 
that basis, hoping one day I’ll have 
the money for space, equipment and 
whatever I need to do a proper job. 
In the meantime, I just have to keep 
mobile as cheaply as I can, which 
has been the case for more years 
than I care to remember. In the end, 
you do what you have to do. 
MICHAEL DURRANT

A DIFFERENT TR TACK
Good luck with the Yamaha TR1, 
may it prove the nay-sayers wrong.  
I picked up the American XV920 
version at a swap meet back in 
2008. I rode it about 4000 miles as 
found, then did some modifications 
for a cross-continent trip in ’09. 

I didn’t want to just stay on 
tarmac, so I added crash bars and 
made a huge skidplate to protect the 
underbelly (see pic below). Solid 
aluminium handlebars and giant 
panniers also went on. The bike 
worked great for what turned into a 
three-part, 13,500-mile series of 
rides that included British Columbia 
in Canada and down to the border 
with Mexico. Welcome to the small 
and shrinking club.
KENNETH BAKER
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Spring’s sprung and the year’s revving up with these choice events 

DIARYDIARY
MAY 16/17

MCN FESTIVAL OF MOTORCYCLING
A huge new event in CB’s back 
garden and one that offers 
everything that made the 
MCN London Show at Excel 
in February such a massive 
success – but with a huge live 
outdoor content. 

It all takes place at the East 
of England Showground, 
Peterborough, with live action 
including classic road racing 
parade laps, classic drag racing 
run by the NSA, plus a full 
programme of national 
championship dirt track racing 
organised by the DTRA (which 
features a classic class).

Join in the party to celebrate 
our sister title’s 60th birthday 
by drooling over the finest 

collection of custom classics
and modified retro bikes in
the Carole Nash Custom Show,
which will also feature some
very special motorcycles of
historic significance plus a live
classic-style custom build by
Hawg Haven.

There’s also live extreme
motocross action, the biggest
new bike test fleet in the UK
from leading manufacturers,
an adventure bike try-out zone,
and a chance to try an iconic
classic bike for yourself!
Why: So much more than just
another show...
Where: Peterborough Arena,
Cambridgeshire
Contact: mcnfestival.com
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MAY 17-23

MOTO GIRO D’ITALIA
It may be too late to get a ride this year 
– though you may squeeze in if you enter 
before May 2 – but, even if you don’t, if 
you’re near the San Marino start, get over 
to watch this 1600km Italian time trial. 
Why: Rite of passage for Italian metal fans
Where: Starts in San Marino
Contact: motogiroitalia.it 

MAY 2-4

CRMC CHAMPIONSHIP
The classic racing club’s bank holiday
event at Cadwell is not to be missed. This 
season, Post-Classic Superstock bikes add 
to a mix of bikes from the ’40s to the ’80s.  
Why: Close racing, varied grids and a
classic circuit make for a great day out
Where: Cadwell Park, Lincolnshire
Contact: crmc.co.uk 

MAY 30-31

COUPES MOTO LEGENDE
One of the highlights of the classic year in 
Europe. Last year, 35,000 attended the 
event at the glorious Circuit Dijon Prenois. 
Even if you’ve left it too late to book a 
track session, it’s still a great weekend. 
Why: A great circuit, in France, in May...
Where: Circuit Dijon-Prenois, France
Contact: coupes-moto-legende.fr

MAY 3

ROMNEY MARSH 
AUTOJUMBLE
Proper bike-only jumble with the added 
attraction of a bikes-for-sale area, special 
‘garage clear-out’ plots for just £10 and a 
five-a-side motoball match to watch once 
you’ve scoured the indoor/outdoor jumble. 
Why: There’ll be at least 10 blokes dafter 
than you there…
Where: Hamstreet, near Ashford, Kent
Contact: elk-promotions.co.uk 

MAY 22-24

BIKE SHED
The coolest custom classic show is back in Docklands, 
so make sure you catch up with the latest from the 
fast-growing world of brat-customs, bobbers and retro 
metal. The wild, the wacky and the downright ridiculous 
grace the beautifully preserved old warehouse.  
Why: View classic bikes as art
Where: Tobacco Dock, London E1W 2SF
Contact: thebikeshed.cc 

 AND THE REST...

May 1-2
Pre-65 Scottish 
Two Day Trial
The one event every pre-65 
trials rider in the land wants 
to ride – though, sadly, 
entries are limited to 180. 
Attracts the cream of classic 
trials riders, the sections are  
classic, the bikes superb and 
the scenery magnificent. 
There’s no better place to 
watch a trial.
Why: Ace bikes, ace riders 
and the Scottish Highlands
Where: Kinlochleven, 
Contact: ssdt.org  

May 8-10
ASI Moto Show
More than 500 bikes and 
10,000 visitors make this a 
special event that’s free for 
spectators. So too, do former 
world champions Phil Read, 
Jim Redman, Freddie 
Spencer, Pier Paulo Bianchi 
and Eugenio Lazzarini, 
who’ll all be appearing on 
the circuit.  
Why: Action, atmosphere – 
and it’s free
Where: Varano de Melgari 
Circuit, Parma, Italy
Contact: asifed.it

May 22-25
Pendine Speedweek
After the 2013 Speedweek, 
this year’s event promises to 
be bigger and better. There 
are two courses on offer: the 
‘short’ course for riders just 
wanting a Pendine experience 
and the long course for the 
serious record attempts. 
Entries close on May 18. It’s 
like Bonneville but cheaper.
Why: Flat-out classic action 
by the seaside (literally)
Where: Pendine Sands, 
Carmarthenshire
Contact: pendinelsr.com 

May 23
Southern Classic 
Show
Café Racer corner, supported 
by the Ace Café, is sure to be 
one of the main attractions 
of an excellent event. But the 
concours is always hotly 
contested by top quality 
machines, too. Huge 
outdoor jumble – there’s 
even a free minibus service 
from the farthest car park.
Why: A great jumble 
Where: Kempton Park 
Racecourse, Surrey
Contact: egp-enterprises.co.uk 
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‘1400 MILES IN THE USA’
Doug Brown and Co’s Bantams

I had been very surprised when my wife
decided to buy a Bantam. I had never
fancied British bikes – ‘all maintenance
and no go’, I thought. But she wanted one
because it made her laugh when she rode.

On one of her rides she had the poor 
little thing flat out for four miles down a 
dual carriageway. When she got to her 
junction and snapped the throttle shut, the 
engine seized. “It was very smooth just 
before it seized,” she said!

I had a torrid time fixing it. I cut my 
spannering teeth on Japanese four-stroke 
metal. I forget how many rings I snapped 
due to them being cast and not the springy 
metal modern rings are made from. So 
once the bore was honed and new rings 
and piston fitted, it sat gathering dust in 
my shed – and that’s where it would have 
stayed but for a conversation in a pub.

My friend Len was telling us about the 
BSA club and how every four years a 

major international rally was held – the
next one was in New Zealand in 2010. We
love international travel – I also ride a
Hinckley Triumph Thunderbird which we
took to Alaska once, and would have
loved to take it to New Zealand, but it
wasn’t eligible. I needed a BSA.

I spent a lot of time on ebay poring over
ads for bikes – I didn’t realise there were so 
many variants. Then, on a nightshift at 
work, my wife phoned and said I’d made a 
winning bid – and the bike was in Bolton!

The bike was duly collected and paid 
for, and six weeks after departing by sea 
the Bantams were in a warehouse in 
Christchurch, New Zealand. We flew in, 
and three weeks of riding in the most 
amazing country followed. Apart from a 
few roadside adjustments, we had no 
mechanical issues. South Island was 
nirvana for Bantams, and we loved every 
minute, even the 260-mile day to Dunedin. 

Fast-forward four years and the South 
California club was hosting the 2014 rally. 
Since New Zealand I’d had the Bantam 

Your restorations, reclamations and daily rides

CLASSICSCLASSICS
YOURYOUR

Just dragged 
home a sorry old 
wreck, finished a 

gleaming restoration 
or had the best ride 

of your life?
Then we’d like to hear from you. 
Email your stories and pictures 

to classic.bike@
bauermedia.co.uk 

Q Sarah, Len, Barb and 
Doug in the USA, 2014

Q Doug and 
Sarah on Pacific 
Highway One



custom painted in German army Afghan 
theatre desert camo with chickens instead 
of random brown/green splodges. It 
attracts people wherever I park it and only 
the dyed-in-the-wool obsessives dislike it.

We arrived in LA, then rode 567 miles 
in three days up the Pacific Coast 
Highway over the Golden Gate bridge to 
Petaluma. We had a great time. My wife’s 
bike only had a few stoppages due to dirt 
in the fuel, but a fuel filter sorted it. The 
bikes were exposed to high temperatures 
(up to 102°F), steep hills, deserts, sea fog 
and mad Californian drivers. 

We covered over 1250 miles in New 
Zealand, nearer 1400 in the USA and had 
no electronic ignition or gel battery issues. 
We rode back via Hollister and we saw the 
real California in all its glory. Not bad for 
two bikes that cost £700 each.

On both trips our friends Len and Barb 
Page accompanied us with their BSA M20 
outfit. Our slipstreaming skills whilst 
scaling the many large hills of California 
were worthy of an Olympics cycling team. 

Q Doug doing 60mph 
on a dirt road

Q Germany 2011, on 
the Rhine at Loreley
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This is my first restoration project. I last
had a bike in 1973, but have always
wanted to get involved again. I bought the
1952 Speed Twin as a project last year for
when I retired, but could not wait as I
don’t retire till July this year. I have done
99% of the work myself and learned a few
new tricks like re-spoking and spray
painting. I’ve had the bike running but as
yet it’s not been on the road.

Some time in the past it had been
repainted to tidy it up, but as it was not the
correct colour I decided to take the frame
and cycle parts back to bare metal and
respray them Amaranth Red (the correct
colour for 1952) with rattle cans, finished
off with three coats of lacquer (although
the tank was professionally painted).

The engine was in remarkably good
condition and, once stripped and cleaned,
required very few new parts. The barrel
and head were powder coated.

I’m really happy with the finished bike
and can’t wait to get it on the road.

In May 1980, my mum bought a Honda
CB250RS after having saved up to buy it –
it was one of the first in the country. Then
I was born in 1989, so she ended up selling
the bike to a friend of my uncle’s a few
years later, in 1990.

About five years ago, we had a look on
the DVLA website and found it was
coming up as taxed and insured again.
I put up postings on many forums asking
after it, and a week or so later had an
email. The bike had been laid up for
around a decade, the present owner having
bought it from my uncle’s mate’s dad. I
kept in contact with him, sending a few
family photos mum had of the bike.

A few weeks ago, I sent the photo on the
right, of mum holding me on the bike.
After a chat and catch up, I was offered
the bike. I’ve since collected it, and
dropped in at Crich Tramway, where mum

I’ve enclosed some pictures of a café racer
that was in your top ten for Classic Bike of
the Year in 2009. I originally built it as a
replica of the 750 Four I used to own when
I was 17 years old. It was a nostalgia trip.

I’ve still got the bike, but it has
progressed since then; lots of the parts
have been made to a better standard, the
tank made longer still and the seat shorter.
I converted a old Elliott mill to CNC so I
could make better parts for it and other
bikes. I have enclosed some pictures of the
machining (see below).

‘MY FIRST RESTORATION’ 
Pete Gibson’s Triumph Speed Twin

‘IT’S MY MUM’S OLD BIKE’ 
Phil Spowart’s Honda CB250RS

‘I MADE PARTS FOR IT’ 
Paul McGee’s CB750 café racer

works, to show it her. She was very pleased.
The bike is in excellent condition. There 

are a few minor mechanical niggles to 
sort, but they won’t take long. Weirdly 
enough, mum sold the bike while living in 
Southampton. She moved to Derbyshire 
and the bike turned up in Macclesfield.

I should have the bike fully sorted in a 
few weeks. I reckon it’s one of the best 
250RSs you’ll find.
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BLUE HAZE: KAWASAKI TWO-STROKES

WORDS:  JOHN NA ISH. PHOTOGRAPHY:  GARY  FREEMAN

ANTI-SOCIAL
ATTITUDE
Kawasaki’s ’70s two-stroke triples have a reputation as 
the vandals of the roads. But although the 750 H2 and  
500 H1B share the same provocative instincts, riding  
them reveals they’re very different animals
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B
loody yob.” I could see it in the Police 
Community Support woman’s glare. Her brain 
was weighing the pros and cons of pulling me 
over, while I sat at a red light, the gleaming 
Kawasaki 750 H2 grumbling out more noise 

and hydrocarbons than a vehicle ever should nowadays.
I had my answer ready: “It’s completely and utterly 

stock officer. The Seventies were considerably more 
tolerant than we care to remember.”

But the lights changed. The moment passed. Relieved, I 
unleashed the hefty clutch and gave the big old stroker a 
dose of throttle to pull smartly past the bijou shops 
that lined the steep Brighton hill.

As the 1972 Kawa burst from its self-made 
smokescreen, the front wheel popped up by a good 
18 inches. Whoops. Entirely involuntary, you see. 
But what the hell. These big old triples were never 
meant for polite company.

Revving away nearby, as Sundance to the 750’s Butch, sits an 
eye-searingly orange Kawasaki 500 H1B. The Pearl Candy 
Orange covering the tank, side panels and front and rear guards 
is, in itself, sufficiently outrageous to merit a traffic citation.

But once again, it’s entirely faithful to the great decade of glam. 
When I parked it outside a seafront cafe to use their facilities, I 
emerged to find a fellow biker forensically examining the 43-year-
old machine. “Blimey, that’s a good rebuild,” he said. That’s no 
rebuild, my friend. Bar the odd nut and washer, the 9000-mile 
US-import triple is entirely as it left the shop.

Indeed, it carries a perfectly preserved reminder of how 
American biking culture has always been rather different to ours. 
In Britain in the Seventies, bikes carried stickers that warned:

“Touch my ride and I’ll break your legs.” This machine still carries 
a decal on the top of its back light saying: ‘Warning. Protected by 
AMA. The American Motorcyclist Association will pay a reward 
of $200 if information leading to the arrest and conviction of any 
person involved in the theft of this motorcycle while it is owned by 
a member of the Association.’

Likewise, the 1972 H2, with only 12,000-odd miles on the 
odometer, stands mercifully unmolested by modifying fingers. The 
only evidence of wear and tear comprises some slight rubbing of 
the crinkle black on the front of the instrument binnacles, and a 
smudge of fuel-drip discoloration on the left-hand crankcase.

Both bikes belong to Martin Young, who had them imported 
from the States by the triples-guru Rick Brett. The H1 carried a 
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‘ANY H1 IS 
A HARD-RATTLIN’, 

SMOKIN’ HOOT’

Michigan plate prior to coming to the UK last year. Mr Brett had 
used it as his stateside summer rider. The H2 lived in Minnesota 
before being imported here two years ago. It had been a one-
owner bike over there for years.

EVIL, WICKED, MEAN AND NASTY 
Nowadays, the H2 is the star of the duo. If any classic bike grunts 
‘badass’, it’s the 750-three. Legends about crazy power and 
suicidal handling stick to it like baked beans on a student-house 
saucepan. There are only two types of H2 rider – the quick and 
the dead. So went the old stories. The passage of time has gilded 
them with the patina of fact. Owning an H2 will do the same for 
your reputation as a 15-year stretch for armed robbery. The thing 

about the H2 in the Seventies and Eighties, though, 
is that hardly anyone in Britain saw one in the 
flesh, let alone rode one.

Kawasaki’s early-Seventies UK import 
arrangements were somewhat random, to say the 
least. So the numbers were never big for any of 
the early triples. For the biggest one, they were 
tiny. Only 113 H2s were officially brought into 
the UK in 1972. For all the versions over the 
750’s four-year lifespan, only 563 came here.

By comparison, the H1 was a UK bestseller. In 
1972 a total of some 160 H1Bs were imported. 

Of all the H1 versions, from 1969-76, around 
1590 were brought in. Ironically, about 600 
were the final, heavily-castrated type, the 
KH500 – shows what could happen when the 
big K finally got its dealership act together.

That comparative familiarity with the 500 
has bred a degree of contempt. “Wow yeah, an H1... but what 
you really want is one of them H2s.” No British magazine in 
the day ever directly compared them back-to-back. So this is 
something of a first attempt at objective comparison.

Objective? Well, I do have to confess to a hefty dose of bias 
here. I’ve had H1s – mostly the comparatively sanitised ’74/’75 
models – since the 1980s. Despite their many foibles, I 
wouldn’t be without one. Fact is, though, they are completely 
different beasts to H2s, belying their sibling good looks, similar 
badging and yen for antisocial behaviour – the all-seductive 
aura of candy-flake lethality.

There are many different ways to be antisocial (just ask the 
police). In America in 1969, the original white H1 was launched 
as the 500SS Mach III. The Yanks took SS to mean ‘Stoplight ��

Q ‘Go on, one more handful of 
revs and we’ll burn a hole 

clean through the ozone layer’
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to Stoplight racer’ – specially built for urban hooliganism.
The H1 was Kawasaki’s first triple. It was launched with one 

single-minded aim: to cement the big-K’s reputation in riders’
minds as a no-compromise performance brand, with the fastest-
accelerating bike that the world had ever seen.

Kawasaki called this secret endeavour Project N100. Make no 
mistake, they knew exactly what they were doing. And they did it. 
Mission accomplished (shock-horror headlines 
and a 12.8-second standing quarter were 
promptly achieved). The Japanese makers then
began steadily civilising the bike over ensuing
years by adding mid-range at the expense of
top-end, handling at the cost of weight, and
emissions-legality at the cost of free breathing.

But not by very much. Any H1 is a hard-
rattlin’, smokin’ hoot. This B model offers a
good compromise between most evil and least
entertaining. Well, it’s got the newly-introduced front disc brake,
anyway – even if it doesn’t have the wheelie-damping lengthened
chassis of the following year’s model.

TWIST YOUR WRIST AND HOLD YOUR BREATH 
Whichever model you ride, don’t expect anything in the way of 
mid-range power. Getting the H1B smartly off the line involves 
thrashy high revving, yowling intake noise and a glut of blue 
smoke. Shrinking violets need not apply. Once you’ve wound it up 
to the magic 6000rpm mark, all the bike’s claimed 60 horses kick 
in. That’s not much by the standards of today, but it still feels like 

armageddon – thanks, not least, to the slump in power that 
preceded it. Yes, it’s a two-stroke, only worse. And better.

The H2 is a complete contrast. When it first emerged in 1972, 
riders expected it to be more of the same. It is indeed that – more 
straight-line power, and that’s it. Rather like a narwhal’s tooth, the 
H2 is one single characteristic, taken to the extreme of extreme.

But the manner in which it delivers its claimed 74bhp is 
completely different to the H1. The first clue to 
their relative power characteristics is revealed 
by their tachometers. The H1 redlines just 
short of 9000rpm, while the H2 hits the red-
zone earlier, at 7250rpm.

As a Dutch H2 owner once told me, in his 
impeccable English: “This bike is like riding a 
wall of torque”. Indeed, the huge mid-range 
power feels far more like a four-stroke than a 
peaky, pipey two-cycle motor.

Jump on either of the bikes and your first task is to get 
accustomed to Kawasaki’s strange old habit of putting neutral at 
the bottom of the gearbox. There’s nothing quite as embarrassing 
as giving it a handful in front of a crowd, dropping the clutch, and 
moving forward not an inch. It’s a problem that can prove 
seriously dangerous at junctions.

With the H2, first impressions also include the bike’s 
considerable vibration. Some of these 750s’ cranks are so poorly 
balanced that it’s like holding on to a jackhammer. This one is 
comparatively civil. Open the taps and you are rewarded with a 
deep, guttural roar. The power delivery is so gloopily thick that it’s 

‘THE H2 IS MORE 
STRAIGHT-LINE 

POWER, AND  
THAT’S IT’

Q Two unsuspecting 
passers-by are subjected 
to the ‘all-seductive aura 
of candy-flake lethality’ 
on Brighton prom
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deceptive. You can promptly find yourself busting city speed limits 
or pulling an unplanned wheelie before you know it. In the first 
two gears on this particular bike, the throttle feels like it’s 
attached to a winch for raising the front tyre. 

The H1B, by contrast, feels primitively flighty, thanks not least 
to the high, thin bars and the minimal 
switchgear. The basic feel is reinforced by 
this particular bike’s habit of topping out the 
forks with a clang. It’s a more visceral 
experience than the H2, like a nervous 
greyhound on amphetamines. It wants to 
make you do bad things. Why bog the 
engine about at less than six grand, when all 
the action is up in the howling zone?

BEWARE OUTBREAKS OF SPITE
Both bikes feel remarkably easy to ride in 
town. With your knees gripping the thin 
tanks, it’s a cinch to tip their skinny tyres 
into tight, urban corners and smoke away in 
a bellow of power. On fast, twisty A-roads, 
however, the bikes can suddenly justify their 
reputation for spitefulness – if you push your 
luck. The real problem is unpredictability. 
Most times, they will take a sharp bend or sweeping corner with 
beguiling alacrity. But on a day when the devil gets into them, they 
can decide to go into a buck-and-weave routine that has you 
heading for the nearest wall or hedge. Or into a nasty tank-
slapper, despite standard-fitment steering dampers.

Holding either bike with the throttle wide open for any amount 
of time also means sorely tempting the gods of holed pistons, 
scored bores and thrown conrods. Today I’m not out to break 
world records, scrape footpegs or, heaven forbid, scratch the right-
hand lower pipes on the tarmac. And for good reason – both these 

bikes are shod on their original K97 Dunlop 
Gold Seals. Their reputation was iffy in the
Seventies. Four decades of gentle
dilapidation won’t have helped.

But for roaring round backstreets and
coastal drags, plus a pipe-clearing burst of
speed between towns, both bikes feel
perfect, in their different ways. Back in July
1972, America’s Motorcyclist Magazine
summed up the bikes’ contrasting styles by 
concluding: ‘The 500 is almost as fast as the 
750, but is trickier to ride because of 
minimal low-end grunt and peaky power. It 
does everything the 750 does at only 
fractionally lower levels of performance – 
offering incredible go power at an unreal 
low price [a measly £768 in those heady 
Stateside days].’

That price differential remains. 
Nowadays H1s are only mildly overpriced for what they are. You 
can get a fine example for between £5000 and £6000. Asking 
prices for H2s, by contrast, are stratospheric, not least because 
they have crossed the ‘investment bike’ threshold of £10k-plus. 
This means that potential buyers have to be very careful in these ��

Q Should really say: 
‘fill up with blue- 
smoke juice here’
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times. The gleaming chrome and paint of a restored H2 can hide a 
multitude of sins perpetrated over the decades by racers, backyard 
customisers, thrashers and thieves. With these old bruisers, 
‘original’ is usually a relative matter.

Martin Young almost got burnt in his quest to find a good ’un. 
“I wanted as original an example as possible and was offered an 
early blue one, but with black barrels. I kept asking the vendor for 
the engine and frame numbers, which weren’t forthcoming. Then  
I heard the engine was unstamped, so I pulled out of the deal.”

High prices, combined with dangerous reputations, make it
tempting to keep a prized H2 only for rare forays on the road. 
However, a dog is not just for Christmas, and a Kawa triple is not 
just for the garage – unless you want it to turn into a permanent 
static-display object. 

THE IMPORTANCE OF REGULAR EXERCISE 
These bikes need constant fettling. They also need regular riding, 
otherwise the crankshaft oil seals will harden and fail. Compared 
with the £1000 cost of an engine rebuild, filling these thirsty 
bikes’ tanks seems a snip – even though an energetically-applied 
right wrist can send their fuel consumption plummeting to the low 
end of the 20mpg range.

Both Martin’s bikes are looking forward to having some 
summer miles put on them. The H2 had a winter’s worth of sleep 
to wipe from its eyes. The H1 had suffered an enforced layoff due 
to DVLA backlog processing NOVA import applications that
stretched for months on end. The 500’s registration number only 
came through a week before our test.

So it wasn’t entirely surprising that the first ride of spring raised 
a couple of issues with both bikes. While hauling across town on 

the H2, the motor went momentarily fluffy. I thought a plug was 
oiling slightly, so tried to ride through the problem. Then it shot 
out two monumental backfires (I’d never heard a triple do that 
before in 30 years of ownership) and fired an exhaust baffle down 
the road. It then ran much better.

By the time I’d U-turned to retrieve the baffle, a car had run it 
over, leaving a squashed metallic sausage sitting wanly on the 
tarmac. The impact had at least knocked a lot of carbon out of the 
holes. Martin, being his characteristically affable self, shrugged his 
shoulders when I confessed what had happened, then said: “Don’t 
worry, it’s just a mechanical incident. Would have happened 
whoever was on it.”

Martin subsequently emailed a picture of a fully revived baffle, 
thanks to an hour’s work with a hammer and a rounded mandrel. 
Phew. Those baffles are made from pure unobtanium. 
Replacements can cost hundreds – if you can find one.

The H1 went rather off colour after a lot of roaring up and 
down the same road for the photographer. There was nothing 
perceptible, just a dose of the grumps. It revived completely after 
being left to cool for five minutes.

Is ownership worth all the bother? Good lord yes. Once fully 
sorted, and ridden with an appropriate blend of caution and 
craziness, these big triples provide miles of unparalleled fun.

Just sit these two beauties together on a side-street or by the 
seaside, and their gleaming candy-flake shines almost as bright as 
their aura of danger. 

Fend off the admiring crowds, pull away like some Seventies 
road-god and you will know that, while the reality might not quite 
match the fearsome reputation, it’s dammit near enough to put the 
widest grin on any midlife urban hooligan’s gob.

‘THEIR GLEAMING 
CANDY-FLAKE SHINES 

ALMOST AS BRIGHT 
AS THEIR AURA  

OF DANGER’

Q John and Martin on the way to 
terrorising the local garden centre
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9�  Over 35 years’ experience

9�  No broker administration fees

9�  Choose a vehicle repairer you trust

9�  UK & European accident & breakdown 

recovery including home service

9�  Free and automatic salvage retention*

9�  Cover for riders from 21 years of age 

and no upper age limit*

9   Agreed value*

S P E C I A L I S T  V E H I C L E  I N S U R A N C E

Cherished by you
Insured by us

Modern CarClassic Car Classic Bike Multi-vehicle Military

* Subject to our standing underwriting criteria. Please refer to the policy documentation on our website, or call, for further information.  
The vehicle needs to be registered prior to 1991 in order to be eligible for our classic insurance.

RH Specialist Insurance is a trading name of Willis Limited, a Lloyd’s Broker.  Registered office: 51 Lime Street, London, EC3M 7DQ.  
Registered number 181116 England and Wales.  Willis Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. The RH Specialist 
Insurance schemes are arranged and administered on behalf of Willis Limited by ERS Syndicate Services Limited, an appointed representative of ERS 
Syndicate Management Limited which is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the 
Prudential Regulation Authority: Number 204851
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LIFE OF SPEED
Ex-Classic Bike editor Mike Nicks started on Motor Cycle
News in 1966. He can tell you a thing or two...

MIKE NICKS

‘IT LOPED AT 80-
90MPH, BUT THE ’BARS
MADE IT EXHAUSTING 

TO MAINTAIN’

’ve never seen a restored 
mid-’70s Ducati 860GT or 
GTS. It’s almost like a
forgotten motorcycle in a
classic world where the 

name Ducati carries massive cachet. 
There’s usually a reason  for these things,
and in the 860’s case it would lie in the 
bike’s confusing identity.

Ducati followed the success of the 1971
750GT with the 750 Sport and 750 
SuperSport, and the company’s trajectory
as a sports bike maker seemed assured.

When it was announced, the 860 
triggered dreams of gushing power and
endless torque, because it would consist of
the top halves of two of Ducati’s 450 
singles on a common crankcase. The surge
was there alright – but it also had a 
confusing and unexpected identity. Ducati
were targeting the American market, and
had engaged car stylist Giorgio Giugiaro
to work on the 860. He gave it high, wide
bars, and a seat height of 32.5in.

So you had this surging, vibration-free
V-twin engine in a stable frame, with
Ceriani forks and Marzocchi rear units,
yet it was impossible to savour the 
package. The 860 loped gracefully in the 
80-90mph envelope, but the handlebars 
made it exhausting to maintain that 
rhythm. A gran turismo experience it 
certainly was not. The broad handlebar 
also provoked a slight high-speed weave 
over rippled surfaces, which was 
exaggerated at the timing session, where 
we tested for maximum speed by putting 
our feet on the rear footrests and curling 
the left hand around the fork leg. In that 
situation, the Ducati broke into a yawing 
motion at over 90mph, and we reverted to 
a normal crouch, whereupon the 860 
chundered through the lights at 111.1mph. 
The 860GT’s brakes were also 
disappointing. This 225kg motorcycle had 
a single 11in disc from the 450, but on the 
bigger bike it lacked feel.

Those early Ducati twins also suffered 
from laughable build quality and poor 
attention to design detail, which often 
resulted in erratic electrics, orange-peel 
paint, uneven chrome finish and 
inaccurate instruments. At Bike magazine 

we would point out these failings, yet we 
were empathetic towards Ducati, the 
plucky little European factory battling 
against the Japanese giants.

But the 860 GTS exhausted our 
tolerance. Ducati addressed complaints 
about the riding position simply by 
trimming half an inch of foam from the 
saddle and putting knee cut-outs in the 
tank. Flat ’bars eliminated the weave – but 
introduced another problem. Now you 
could fully explore the bike’s handling, but 
the 860’s engine was 19.5in wide (against 
12 for the 450 single), which meant the 
footrests dragged through fast curves. If 
you leaned a degree or two too far, you 
might kick the rear wheel in the air...

The GTS’ lighting was just as dangerous. 
Bike’s Peter Watson railed: “It’s that nasty 
plastic CEV switchgear again, still looking 

like something out of a Christmas cracker 
from Tesco.” The three-way dipswitch had 
a parking light option in the middle
position, and it was easy to flick the 
control into this setting when you were 
changing between high and low beam. 
Also, the on/off lighting switch was placed 
close to the dip control, and it was easy to 
plunge yourself into total darkness. As a 
road tester, you learnt to live with a 
certain sense of constant danger, but after 
a series of heart-stopping frights, we 
elected to ride the bike only in daylight.

It was as though you were spending 
your £1499 on an engine, frame and 
suspension – anything else appeared to be 
a thrown-together afterthought. Already, 
in this test bike’s short life, chrome was 
disappearing from the rear springs,
headlamp and Radaelli front rim.

Ducati saw the light (pun intended) and 
scrapped the 860 pretty quickly. Where 
does that leave it today? Restored bikes are 
not usually subjected to all-weather riding 
at continual high speeds. Ironically, an 
860GT or GTS could now make sense for 
someone who wants to savour the endless 
torque of its V-twin: Ducati character, 
with the flaws invisible.

DARK HORSE

FROM DUCATI

THE 860 DUCATI WAS SUCH A FLAWED ANTI-CLIMAX IN ITS DAY, 

BUT IT COULD MAKE A TEMPTING WEEKEND BIKE TODAY

Q Ducati 860 had a surging V-twin and stable frame, but a too-tall seat and a high-speed weave

I
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BLUE HAZE: SCOTT & SILK

Almost half a century separate the Scott Sprint Special and 
Silk 700S Mk2, but they share a design ethos of light weight, 

good handling – and a screaming twin-cylinder two-stroke engine

BRITAIN’S 
SMOKIN’ 

SUPERBIKES 
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W
hen I started getting into old bikes, I lusted after 
what everyone dreamed of owning,” says Martin 
Heckscher. “The bikes they couldn’t afford when
they were younger.” So what did he want?  
“A Trident T160, bevel-drive Ducatis and an MV 

Agusta America. I went through them all. They would have been 
great in their own time bubble, but ’70s classics don’t handle like 
modern motorcycles and they don’t stop like them either. I’ve 
always had a modern bike, and riding one of them puts the classics 
in perspective... but as time went on I became more and more 
attracted to older and older motorcycles.” 

A cammy Velo, a flat-tank Model 18 Norton and a Scott Sprint 
Special all found their way into Martin’s garage. Of course, 
vintage bikes don’t go as fast or stop as well as a ’70s superbike, let 
alone a modern motorcycle, but that didn’t seem to bother Martin. 
“I found it easier to forgive their shortcomings because they were 

so old. And they were great fun. This particular Scott had been 
my pin-up bike for ages before I finally owned it, and after a bit of 
sorting out it lives up to all my expectations.”

No wonder. Introduced for the 1930 season, the Sprint Special 
was the fastest, sleekest and most exclusive Scott money could buy 
and came with a £95 price tag – £9 more than the Flying Squirrel 
TT Replica. The 500cc Power-Plus engine had been developed for 
the 1929 TT, while the frame featured the same narrow-section 
twin downtubes used on the dirt track model. Built to special 
order in the Competition Department, customers were offered  
a choice of engine compression ratio, carburettor and exhaust 
system, gear ratios for the three-speed box, wheelbase length, 
wheel size, three types of petrol tank and the option of Webb 
girder, Brampton Monarch or Scott telescopic forks. Less than  
50 Sprint Specials were built, and no two were the same. Designed 
for grass track racing and hillclimbs, this intriguing Scott was 

Q Silk 700S (above) used a 
1970s development of the 1930s 

engine that powered the Scott 
Sprint Special (see detail on left) 

��
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described in its sales catalogue as being ‘equally fitted to any 
purpose where speed, liveliness and sure-footedness are essential’.

With a tuned engine that can be revved beyond 5000rpm 
thanks to a Roger Moss crankshaft assembly, Martin’s Sprint 
Special is quick – it has been campaigned in historic racing; at 
Brooklands in 1966 then-owner John Hartshorne covered the 
standing-start quarter-mile in 14.04sec with a terminal speed of 
102.7mph. To put that into perspective, in 1972 and with a 
professional road tester on board, a Suzuki GT750 covered 
the quarter-mile in 13.95sec with a 94.24mph terminal. A wet 
weight of 535lb (242kg) must have hampered the Suzi.

Martin has owned his Scott for 20 years. “I’ve ridden it in
events in the UK and on the continent, and thrashed it on a 
regular basis – track and road,” he says proudly. “Nothing has 
ever gone wrong... apart from the time I blew a gearbox case
into 13 pieces at Montlhéry in 2002.”  

“It goes an awful lot better without a silencer,” adds Martin. 
“At tracks like Dijon-Prenois, where I can get away with making 
a bit of a racket, I change the exhaust system to just the short 
front pipe, which is how they were raced in the vintage period. 
It really makes a huge difference.” 

He has also refitted the larger Amal TT carburettor which 
had been on the bike back in the ’60s. “That’s the easiest way to 
make a Scott really fly,” he says. “But its a heavy drinker if you 
ride it hard. The tank only holds a gallon and a quarter (six 
litres) and it’s running on vapours after 45 miles...”  
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It looked like Martin would never have his head turned by
another ’70s bike... until he was tempted by a 700S Mk2 Silk that
was for sale at West Sussex dealer Verralls. “There’s the Scott
connection, and I’d always fancied a Silk, but I was worried that
I would be massively disappointed when I tried it.” Ten miles later
and all doubts were dispelled. “I thought: Wow! This thing
handles! And it stops!”

TAKING THE SILK ROUTE
Like Martin, George Silk was a Scott
enthusiast who believed that the fun of riding
a motorcycle was being eroded as
manufacturers chased power and paid for it
with handling problems. He believed that
discerning riders would prefer a small,
lightweight motorcycle with bags of torque, a
decent turn of speed and race-bred handling
– a modern version of his own vintage Scott.

When he left school, George Silk was
apprenticed to legendary Scott tuner Tom
Ward of Derby, but he later moved to the
nearby Rolls-Royce jet engine factory where
he worked as an engineer. In 1969 he set up Silk Engineering with
his friend and fellow Scott fanatic Maurice Patey and they started
making goodies for the yowling two-stroke.

These included a redesigned, stronger crankshaft and a variable-
delivery oil pump linked to throttle opening. Both were tested on
the racetrack, with the engine dropped into a low and light
Spondon frame, modified from one they had designed for a 125cc
Yamaha racer. Spondon was another Derbyshire company with
links to Rolls-Royce – one of the company founders, Bob Stevens,

was apprenticed there before he started making race frames.
George used a gearbox from a Velocette, turned through 90°

so it lay on its left side, and filled it with a Venom gear cluster. An
LE Velocette thermo-syphon radiator kept the engine running cool
– a honeycomb Scott radiator would have been nice, but even back
then they were expensive. Spondon-made telescopic forks and
swingarm rear end, a Fahron 8in (200mm) twin-leading-shoe
drum brake up front and a Stevenson 8in disc with mechanical
caliper at the rear completed the package. The Silk-Scott racer

debuted at a twisty hillclimb in August 1970,
where one of George’s regular customers was
so impressed that he asked if he would make
him a roadster version.

The first road bike was ready for the 1971
Racing and Sporting Motorcycle Show in
London, and featured a Scott engine bored
and stroked to give 635cc. Coil ignition
replaced the original magneto, and a new
Amal Concentric replaced the old Type 276
with its separate float chamber. Twin exhaust
pipes were siamesed into an expansion
chamber, and the fibreglass side panels and

alloy petrol tank were finished in cream with classic Scott purple
panels and Scott transfers. When Matt Holder, who owned the
Scott, Velocette and Royal Enfield brands, heard about it, he had
a quiet word with an apologetic George, who renamed his
motorcycle the Silk. Another 21 Silk motorcycles with modified
Scott engines were built. They were sold in the UK in kit form to
avoid tax, while a couple of road-ready bikes were shipped to the
USA. But it wasn’t easy finding secondhand Scott motors, so he
sat down with David Midgelow – yes, you’ve guessed it, another

‘THE SPRINT SPECIAL
WAS THE FASTEST,
SLEEKEST ANDMOST
EXCLUSIVE SCOTT’

Q Left and below: 
Derbyshire-based Silk 
only made 138 bikes 
before production 
ceased in 1979

Q Scott Sprint Special  
is even rarer, less than 
50 ever left the factory 

��
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Rolls-Royce aero-engine man – and designed an all-new engine. 
At the time, large-capacity Japanese two-strokes delivered searing 

performance but dismal fuel economy. The Derbyshire engineers 
thought that the answer lay in updating the Scott cross-flow 
scavenging system – how the incoming charge helps to drive out the 
burnt gasses from the cylinder during the transfer stage – by 
incorporating transfer ports in the piston. They called in Dr Gordon 
Blair of Queen’s University, Belfast, one of the foremost scientists in 
two-stroke technology. The world’s leading two-stroke 
manufacturers benefitted from the QUB computers. 

A BETTER ENGINE MADE BY BOFFINS
The expansion chamber was designed by another professor, Dr
Geoff Roe of Manchester University. The first engine was ready by 
the end of 1974 and over the following winter George produced a 
small batch of 500cc clubman racers to iron out any bugs on the 
track, with the first all-Silk road bikes available in 1975.

The bore and stroke of the roadster engine was 76 x 72mm to 
give 653cc, with both the heads and barrels of the 180° twin water-
cooled. Inside each separate crankcase was a pair of small flywheels 
with caged roller bearings for the big ends and four main bearings. 
Primary drive was by duplex chain from a sprocket mounted 
between the two centre main bearings, with a Weller-type tensioner. 

On the end of the left crankshaft was a 100W alternator, while 
on the right was the oil pump and Luminition electronic ignition, 
which used an infra-red beam and rotating disc with a piece cut out 
to trigger the spark. While the gearbox internals might have been 
based on the Velocette original the clutch was designed by Silk and 
used six Triumph plates. A 32mm Amal MkI Concentric was used. 

There was no water pump or thermostat. Instead, a header tank 
was mounted above the engine and a compact radiator in front,
with simple thermosyphon cooling (where convection moves heated 
liquid upwards in the system as it is simultaneously replaced by
cooler liquid returning by gravity).   

The patented Velocity Contoured charge-scavenge system 
produced 45bhp at 6000rpm with maximum torque available at a 

lowly 3000rpm, where the engine delivered a useful 30bhp. With 
such a broad spread of torque, the wide-spaced four-speed cluster 
was dropped inside the new gearbox, which was bolted to the 
back of the crankcase. Claimed top speed was about 110mph, 
much the same as a GT750, and Silk claimed his new bike 
averaged 60mpg – impressive for any large-capacity motorcycle 
and almost unbelievable for a big two-stroke twin – with oil being 
burnt at a rate of one pint (0.6 litres) every 300 miles. 

Spondon made the frames in aircraft-grade tubing, and like the 
original Silk Scott they had straight tubes between the steering 
head and swingarm pivot, which was eccentrically mounted for 
precise chain adjustment. Timken roller bearings were used in the 
steering head. Spondon also supplied the forks and rear drum 
brake, and buyers could choose either Spondon’s race-proven front 
disc brake or a twin-leading-shoe drum. Other options included 
alloy or steel wheel rims, fork gaiters to keep the stanchions clean, 
long-range (four gallon, 18 litre) or sprint (three gallon, 13.6 litre) 
petrol tank, solo or dual seat and any colour you wanted. Seasoned 
road riders appreciated the fully enclosed rear chain that used a 
fibreglass case linked to the engine by plastic bellows from an MZ. 

In 1975 you could buy a Norton Commando for £928 while a 
Triumph Trident cost £1215. Kawasaki was offering their 
awesome 135mph Z1 for £1249 while Ducati listed the 860GT for 
£50 more. A Honda CB750 was a steal at £979. The 700S Silk, a 
hand-built motorcycle, was one of the most expensive motorcycles 
money could buy – a whopping £1388. 

In 1977 the 700S was updated to the Mk2 700S, with finned 
barrels (this was only cosmetic) instead of plain, a 150W 
alternator, a new seat, and the latest MkII Concentric. There was 
also a bigger-bore exhaust system, and a choice of single or twin 
10in (250mm) cast iron discs and Spondon (later changed to 
Lockheed) calipers up front, and either wire wheels or 
Campagnolo magnesium alloy. Porting and timing revisions plus a 
higher compression boosted power to a more respectable 48bhp.

Only 138 Silk motorcycles were made, with 138 frames and 140 
engines manufactured. The engine and frame numbers differ by 

Q Left: original Silks had 
Scott engines, but 700S 
had an all-new motor

Q Never venture out on a 
Scott Sprint Special 
without a fuel support 
crew – range of six-litre 
tank is under 50 miles
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two, so Martin’s Silk – engine No 700S/2/52, frame No 700/2/50 
– is an early Mk2. It didn’t exactly fly out of the showroom, not
finding a buyer until May 1978. No surprises there – the price for 
a standard bike in black with optional twin discs was an eye-
watering £2089, with another £125 for the clubman’s racer version 
– at least one of which was built. An RD400 Yamaha, with the
same sort of performance, was a relative snip at £980. “The first 
owner must have been as hooked on Scotts as I am,” laughs Martin.

In February 1979 Silk Engineering supplied the original owner 
with a larger 38mm MkII Concentric. On their advice he modified 
the ignition curve by removing one of the advance/retard springs. 

WHEN THE SILK REALLY STARTS TO FLY 
At low revs the Silk isn’t as torquey as the Scott. “When I first got 
it I thought that the engine felt a bit flat,” says Martin. “But if you 
hang on to a gear it really starts to fly – it will hit 70mph in second 
and 90 in third, but with the engine’s slightly fragile reputation  
I don’t do that too often,” says Martin. “It would benefit from 
being lower geared. I’d be happy to trade some top speed for better 
low-down acceleration, which would make it more fun to ride

“When I first got it I thought that the engine felt a bit flat. But if 
you hang onto it in a gear it really starts to fly – it will hit 70mph 
in second and 90 in third, but I wouldn’t want to try that too 
often. You can feel the vibration at higher revs.” The Mk2 engine 
is redlined at 6500 and spins easily to 7000, but because there is 
no rev counter fitted to Martin’s bike you have to ride by the seat 
of your pants and change up when the tingles tell you. “It would 
benefit from having lower overall gearing,” says Martin. “I’d be 
happy to lose 15mph off the top speed for quicker acceleration.”

As you would expect from a motorcycle with a race-bred 
chassis, where the Silk really scores is in the roadholding and 
handling departments. The brakes are equally impressive. “In an 
era when motorcycles were becoming heavier and heavier, George 
Silk’s vision of about 50bhp in a motorcycle weighing only a shade 
over 300lb was a revelation,” says Martin, before adding: “I was 
going to say it was ‘a breath of fresh air’. But it is a two-stroke!”

Q Left and below: Silk 
claimed 60mpg for its 
700S – amazing for a  
big ’70s two-stroke 

Q Sprint Special was 
designed for grass track 
racing and hillclimbs, 
with a TT-bred engine
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JOHN NAISH

‘I HAVE SEEN 20
MILLION DIFFERENT 
SHADES OF SUZUKI

MAUI BLUE’

hould my Kawasaki blue be 
a whiter shade of halibut? 
Getting the correct hue for
your back-to-original 
Japanese or British resto can

be fraught with peril. Bike shows are 
haunted by folk who will gladly declare
that your meticulously-chosen shade is 
seriously wrong.

With my KH250, it quickly gets 
complicated. Along with other major 
makers, Kawasaki wasn’t bothered about
colour consistency in the ’60s and ’70s,
when it was knocking out bikes by the 
boatload. Who cared about heritage back
then? After all, watching paint dry is one
of the most wasteful processes involved in
building a vehicle. When Henry Ford
declared: “any colour you want so long as
it’s black”, it wasn’t because he was a proto-
Goth. His factories dried cars in the sun.
Black, being least reflective, dried fastest.

The official 1976 colour for the KH250 
is Candy Sky Blue (though I prefer the 
sound of the previous year’s Halibut Blue). 
But there’s no gold-standard for what that 
colour should be. Paintwork was often 
contracted-out. Line up a bunch of 
original Kawasaki tanks in ‘one’ original 
paint colour and you will find a mini-
rainbow of hues. 

Joseph Turner’s old-master paintings are 
apparently a shadow of their former selves 
because he used cheap pigments. Old bikes 
suffer similarly. Many of their paints have, 
over the years, reacted with their 
undercoats and lacquers or faded in the 
light. So who really knows what the 
originals originally looked like?

One answer is to choose an ‘official’ 
colour from the differing shades available 
and stick with that in the pursuit of 
consistency. This is what John Critchlow 
at MS Motorcycles has done for old 
Triumphs with his Tricolour range.

The Triumph factory had at least two 
different paint suppliers at any one time 
supplying their variant of a particular 
colour, says Critchlow. To add to the 
confusion, batches from the same supplier 
varied in shade. So Critchlow has chosen 
one shade of each Triumph colour and 
stuck with that. The strategy has produced 

leading show-winners. He says: “I 
guarantee that Tricolour paints are 
accurate matches to at least one shade 
used by the Triumph factory. But I can 
also guarantee that they will not match 
every variant of the same colour.”

Similar confusion reigns with BSA, 
especially with its ’60s gelcoats, which 
were dipped in differing batches of 
pigment. Experts conclude, for example, 
that there is no correct red for the 1968 
Spitfire. Similarly, with Nortons, the 
owners’ sites feature long debates about 
the proper Commando yellow.

Honda, however, was characteristically 
consistent in its colours, according to the 
marque expert, David Silver. This makes 
them relatively easy to match using 
modern techniques, he says. 

Big H reliability falls down, however, 
with its ’60s plastic tank badges. “The old 
plastic emblems differed,” says Silver. 
“The trademark wing varied in colour 
from silver through to gold. On some 
bikes’ tanks, you have a silver wing on one 

side and a gold one on the other. If you can 
find originals now, you have to find 
matching pairs.”

Suzuki, likewise, did their best to do a 
proper job. Glenn Reay, the VJMC 
marque specialist for the Suzuki GT range, 
explains: “Suzuki’s paints from the ’60s 
and ’70s are strongly consistent. I believe it 
bought them from one supplier – the 
German company Berger.

Reay has sourced a 1975 Suzuki colour 
guide from Germany which shows that the 
factory adopted a recognised scientific 
model called the Munsell colour system to 
identify the make-up of their colours. 

That’s not the end for colour problems 
restoring a hot-red S-bike. “You can buy 
the right shades from companies like RS 
Paint, but because it is a candy colour you 
have to get the right amount of top colour 
coat over the silver base,” says Reay. “I 
have seen 20 million different shades of 
Suzuki Maui Blue. I would pay a top bloke 
good money to get it right, rather than 
have a cheaper job done wrong.”

One might at least expect World War II 
military bikes to be uniform. But that 
would be wrong. Steve Madden, the 
co-author of British Forces Motorcycles 
1925-1945 has reported that wartime 
motorcycle manufacturers got paint from 
external contractors producing en-masse 
for every factory making military vehicles. 

“Although paint suppliers were working 
to the WD specifications, the large 
numbers involved resulted in wide 
variance of shade,” according to Madden. 
“They could theoretically have numerous 
variations, all technically correct.”

To further muddy the waters, the 
official matt khaki-green was vaguely 
defined by official sources as ‘a cup of tea 
with milk’. It got worse with desert 
colours, as they were painted in the field 
using brushes and locally--mixed paints.

With my heart lightened by all this 
knowledge, I took a surviving side-panel 
from the KH250 and asked my local 
sprayer to match the darkest area, at the 
top under the seat. The result looks a good 
match to my inexpert eye. If anyone wants 
to criticise, I know that their judgment will 
at least be as wrong as mine.

THE SHADY SIDE

OF THE ’70S

ACHIEVING AN ‘ORIGINAL’ COLOUR WHEN RESPRAYING YOUR 

’70S CLASSIC IS VIRTUALLY IMPOSSIBLE, SAYS JOHN

SMOKE SIGNALS
Motoring editor of The Times in a former life, John Naish 
is a lifelong fan of 1970s Japanese bikes

Q Consistent colours? Not in the ’70s, mate

S
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HARLEY-DAVIDSON

BLUE HAZE: H-D’S GP STROKER

HARLEY’S 
500 GRAND 
PRIX RACER
A two-stroke twin? Four carbs? Sprocket-mounted rear 
disc? And a Harley-Davidson badge on the gas  tank? 
You cannot be serious... 
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A  
s a pub quiz question, it has few equals. When did
Harley-Davidson compete in the 500cc World
Championship against Suzuki and Yamaha – with a
two-stroke Grand Prix racer? There’s more than the
whiff of a trick question about it. But the fact is, it

really happened – exactly 40 years ago, back in 1975. 
OK, it wasn’t a full season, just a couple of races. Factory rider

Gary Scott retired his RR500 from the Austrian GP at the 
Salzburgring in early May with engine problems. And earlier in
the season French ace Michel Rougerie finished seventh in his
home GP at Paul Ricard, in a race won by Giacomo Agostini
making his two-stroke GP debut on a Yamaha after his shock
switch from MV Agusta. 

Rougerie also scored two non-title 
international victories in France on the
RR500, and his 250/350 GP factory team-
mate and Harley’s reigning 250cc world
champion, Walter Villa, had given Phil
Read’s four-cylinder MV Agusta a serious
wake-up call in early Italian championship
rounds with the same bike. 

Yet that same year the twin-cylinder, four-
carb H-D RR500 project died away almost
as mysteriously as it had been born, leaving
Harley’s Italian factory – where the bike had been created – to
focus on retaining its 250cc world crown with Villa that year.
And they went on to make it a hat-trick of titles in 1976 as well
as doubling up by winning the 350cc crown, too.

Those achievements were the work of the close-knit band of
four men who comprised the Harley-Davidson road racing team,
working out of the lakeside factory at Varese that had formerly
manufactured Aer Macchi seaplanes.

Albino Fabris was one of the H-D technical staff at the time and
recalls: “We’d made a 350cc version of the 250 twin, which was
by now water-cooled and we also built a 385cc version.”

In the final round of the 1973 500cc Italian championship at 
Misano, Franco Bonera, riding the 385cc twin, gave Phil Read and 
the four-cylinder MV Agusta a lot of trouble throughout the race, 
and narrowly finished second to him after setting the fastest lap. 

“That set us all thinking about what might be possible with a 
purpose-built full 500,” says Fabris. “Walter Villa by then was 
also riding the 350 and wanted to race a full 500cc bike, so we 
decided to ask our management to let us build one.”

The management of Harley’s Italian subsidiary responded 
positively – but with certain conditions. Though its Italian spin-off 
was doing OK, the US parent company – then controlled by AMF – 
was suffering a slide in sales caused by quality issues and increased 
Japanese competition. It meant the Italian 500 project was given a 

strictly limited budget to develop the bike, 
and costs would have to be offset by making 
a customer version available. They also had 
to produce a minimum of 25 examples to 
homologate it for AMA competition.

Engine designer Egisto Cataldi – the
creator of the 250/350cc parallel-twins that 
would shortly gather up a total of four world 
titles – worked after hours at home during 
spring 1974 to design the RR500 engine 
from a clean sheet, with only the gearbox 

casing and minor details carried over from the smaller engines. 
The new Harley 500 was also a water-cooled parallel-twin with 

a 180° crank, and its six transfer/twin intake/single exhaust port 
cylinders, canted forward 15º from vertical, measured 72 x 60mm 
for a capacity of 488cc. But unlike its piston-port predecessors, the 
new ‘biancone’ (as in ‘big white’, referring to the fact that the 
factory bike raced in a plain white fairing in its early races) had a 
reed-valve engine, in an attempt to soften the power delivery and 
make the bike more tractable on tighter tracks.

However, the problem was that there wasn’t yet a reed valve 
pack big enough for the bike’s requirements and nobody made 

‘MICHEL ROUGERIE 
FINISHED SEVENTH ON 

ONE IN HIS HOME GP 
AT PAUL RICARD’

��
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‘THE TOTAL OF 18 RR500 ENGINES
BUILT RESULTED IN 16 COMPLETE
MOTORCYCLES BEING SOLD’

them at all in Italy, so they couldn’t even persuade someone local
to make them a special design. The only solution was to use a pair
of Yamaha reed valves per cylinder from the newly launched four-
cylinder TZ750, and that meant doubling up on carburettors, too,
with two 34mm Dell’Ortos mounted to each cylinder, with the
reed blocks splayed apart for clearance. These were later replaced
on the single factory bike by 34mm Mikunis, while the total of 18
RR500 engines built (not 25, whatever they told the AMA!)
resulted in 16 complete motorcycles being sold to customers that
winter for 3,500,000 lire, all of which retained the Dell’Ortos. A
5% petroil mixture was used, perhaps surprisingly using Shell’s
outboard engine lubricant.

Ignition was provided by a self-generating Dansi CDI, mounted
on the left end of the crank with just 21º of advance. With 89bhp
delivered to the rear wheel at 10,000rpm and with maximum
torque of 50lb ft at just 6800rpm, it must have felt like a two-
stroke tractor! That power was transmitted via an extractable
cassette-type six-speed gearbox with different standard ratios than
the 250/350, matched to a 16-plate Surflex dry clutch positioned
on the left behind the generator.

This muscular-looking motor was mounted in a chrome-moly
tubular steel duplex fame very similar to that of the smaller bikes,
but subtly reinforced, with a 55mm longer swingarm delivering a
1410mm wheelbase. The eccentric chain adjuster was contained in
the axle mount, as opposed to in the swingarm pivot as on the
smaller-engined bikes.

The RR500’s 35mm Ceriani fork was set at a rangy 28º rake
with just 85mm of trail, and after starting out with twin Ceriani
shocks at the rear, the team soon adopted Girlings. Up front on all
the customer bikes, a pair of 280mm Brembo cast-iron ventilated
discs was gripped by twin-piston Brembo Serie d’Oro gold
calipers, with a 200mm Ceriani single-leading-shoe drum brake at
the rear, and Borrani 18in alloy rims at both ends (WM2 front
and WM3 rear). On the works racer, however, the team initially
experimented up front with the unique and much more costly
260mm Campagnolo so-called ‘hydro-conical’ cast alloy wheel
with a hydraulically-operated conical drum brake contained inside
the hub and, as Walter Villa was a fan of this (he used it
extensively on his 250 world champion bikes), they experimented
with it for some time before reverting to more conventional twin
discs for 1976 once Villa stopped riding the 500.

BLUE HAZE: H-D’S GP STROKER

Q American star Jay 
Springsteen on an 
RR500 in the 1977   
Charlotte AMA race   

Q Max power of 
89bhp came in at 
10,000rpm, with 
50lb ft at 6800

��



Q Two reed valves per cylinder 
meant four carbs were needed 
to feed the motor 

Q Portly looks gave the 
RR500 a sense of porpoise



Leave your bike for a while and the chances are

it won’t start!
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However, the rear disc brake set-up on the factory bike was a
different matter, and was retained throughout its career, having
been invented by the team and patented by Harley.

“We wanted to prevent rear-wheel hop under hard braking,
which was inevitable with the inertia forces caused by such big
cylinders, and gave the chain a hard time,” says Fabris. “The rear
brake assembly weighed four kilos, so moving it to the centre of
the bike and attaching it to the gearbox output shaft not only
reduced unsprung weight and thus improved suspension
compliance, it also compacted the mass more
centrally, and made the bike steer better.”

The 170mm disc was gripped by a single-
piston caliper, and was cooled via a duct in
the side of the fairing. With this installed, the
factory racer tipped the scales at 124kg
with oil and water but no fuel, split 53/47 per
cent forwards, as against the 130kg weight
of the customer bikes, split 51/49.

It’s surprising Harley didn’t make further
use of this patent – for example, on the
VR1000 Superbike? Or perhaps it forgot it had it..?

After developing the RR500 in track testing during the second
half of 1974, the model’s racing debut came about on March 16,
1975 in two different countries. First, Michel Rougerie took one of
the customer bikes to victory first time out in wet conditions on
the public-roads Rouen circuit, beating a fleet of TZ750
competitors including Chas Mortimer, Jon Ekerold and Kork
Ballington, as well as the TZ350-mounted Patrick Pons. And on
the same day in the first round of the Italian 500cc championship
at Misano, in which Walter Villa on the new Harley led Phil
Read’s MV Agusta four for most of the race, until he was forced

to retire when it got stuck in gear due to a broken selector spring.
Three days later he finished third behind the victorious Read in

the second round of the series at Modena, and four days after that
Rougerie won again on his customer RR500, this time in the dry
at Magny-Cours where he won one leg of the Trophée des
Millions open class international, winding up second overall
behind Christian Leon’s 680cc König.

A weekend later, the Harley RR500 made its (and the American 
brand’s) 500cc Grand Prix debut at Paul Ricard, with Rougerie

finishing seventh. In April, Villa managed
fourth on the works bike in the third round
of the Italian 500 series, again at Misano,
but retired from the race at Imola two weeks
later with a seized engine.

When Grand Prix duties intervened, Villa
focused successfully on retaining his 250GP
world title, and the baton was passed to
Harley’s American factory rider Gary Scott,
who, after testing the bike earlier in the year
at Monza and coming away satisfied with it,

made his Grand Prix debut on the RR500 in May’s Austrian GP
at the Salzburgring, retiring with unspecified engine problems.

Any plans Scott might have had to race the bike further in
500GP events were aborted when he found himself in a tight
battle for the AMA championship with his Yamaha-mounted
arch-rival Kenny Roberts, and a new rookie sensation named Jay
Springsteen – but he did ride it one more time at Laguna Seca in
July, in an effort to prevent Roberts gaining any more points on
him. Sadly, though, problems with the RR500’s gearbox meant
that Scott suffered a DNF. After that Harley-Davidson focused
on Scott beating Roberts to the AMA title. And he succeeded.

‘MOVING THE REAR
BRAKE REDUCED

UNSPRUNGWEIGHT AND
CENTRALISEDMASS’

Q Kickstart boss hinted at road bike intentions

Q Rear disc is mounted on gearbox output shaft

Q Rear disc brake 
assembly was 
cooled by a vent 
in the fairing 

Q Frame was strengthened version of earlier 350’s

BLUE HAZE: H-D’S GP STROKER
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The factory RR500 was only to race once more, when guest 
rider Mimmo Cazzaniga finished a lowly ninth on it in the 
Pesaro public roads race in August. Harley shipped the RR500 
Down Under for Franco Bonera to race it in the 500cc Australian
TT race at the bumpy Laverton airfield circuit outside Melbourne
where he finished fifth.

But the writing was already on the wall. By introducing a close
replica of Barry Sheene’s GP-winning factory square-four to sell to
privateers, Suzuki had effectively cut the ground away from any
possible market for the Harley twin.

Bonera concentrated on racing the 250/350 Harleys as back-up
to Walter Villa in Grand Prix racing, finishing third in the 250cc
World Championship points table at the end of the season, and the
works RR500 was never used again.

When Fabris retired from the factory’s Cagiva 500GP team at
the end of the 1995 season, he acquired the RR500 together with
a still-unsold customer bike, and nowadays prepares them for his
son Giorgio to ride in Italian historic events.

In June 1975 a spare RR500 engine was acquired by chassis
specialists Bimota, which had only been formed in 1973. Until
then, the only Grand Prix road racer to carry the Bimota name
had been a four-stroke Paton twin, although Walter Villa was
about to retain his 250 world title on a chassis designed by 
Massimo Tamburini for the Varese-based team. 

The RR500 motor provided them with the chance to step up
from the now-outmoded Paton. The result was a much lower,
lighter and more purposeful looking two-stroke twin than the
rather plump-looking factory Harley racer. The Bimota HDB1,
with monoshock rear suspension, was raced with some success
by Vanes Francini, including a rostrum finish in the 1976 Italian
500 championship round at Mugello. But it was destined to be
literally a unique machine – only a single such bike was ever built.

But there’s an interesting footnote to the RR500 story – because
it was always intended that there should be a road version! Look

SPECIFICATION 
HARLEY-DAVIDSON RR500
ENGINE/TRANSMISSION

Type  Water-cooled reed-valve 
parallel-twin two-stroke,
180° crankshaft

Capacity  488cc
Bore and stroke  72 x 60mm
Compression ratio  12:1
Carburation  4 x 34mm Mikuni 

(or Dell’Orto PHB34BD) 
Igniton Dansi CDI
Clutch Surflex 16-plate dry, 

bronze plates
Gearbox Six-speed extractable
CHASSIS

Frame Chrome-moly tubular steel 
duplex cradle

Front suspension 35mm Ceriani telescopic 
 forks
Rear suspension Tubular steel swingarm, 

2 x Girling shocks
Brakes (front)  2 x 280mm Brembo cast iron 

discs, twin-piston caliper                        
Brakes (rear)  1 x 170mm Brembo cast iron 

disc, mounted on gearbox 
output shaft, with single-
piston caliper

Front wheel/tyre 1.85in Borrani/3.50-18
Rear wheel/tyre 2.15in Borrani/3.75-18
DIMENSIONS

Weight 124kg with oil/water, no fuel 
(130kg customer bike)

Wheelbase 1410mm
PERFORMANCE

Output 89bhp at 10,000 rpm
Maximum torque 50lb ft at 6800rpm
Top speed 170mph

Q Ex-HD technician
Albino Fabris owns 
the factory RR500

closely at the right-side engine cover, and you’ll see a boss behind
the clutch for the kickstarter that it was planned to incorporate in
such a motorcycle. Unfortunately, any such plans were killed off
by the advent in the USA of the first generation of anti-pollution
environmental regulations. 

Just think – we could have had something like the Aprilia 
RS250 twenty years earlier, with twice as much power for not a 
huge amount more weight. 

Imagine what that might have been. A two-stroke 500GP race 
rep with lights – and Harley-Davidson on the tank. If only...

‘IT WAS ALWAYS INTENDED THAT
THERE SHOULD BE A ROAD VERSION 
BUT THE PLANS WERE KILLED OFF’
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CONFESSION

‘I CAN’T 
STOP BUYING 

OLD BIKES’
The urge to purchase motorcycles can consume your life. 
We meet a man with an extreme case of addiction to fi nd 
out how he became hooked. Cautionary tale or blueprint 

for a perfect lifestyle? Make your own judgement…
WORDS:  GARY  P INCHIN. PHOTOGRAPHY:  MYKEL  N ICOLAOU
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I  
n many ways, it’s a typical living 
room. Apart from the Harley-
Davidson WLA parked on the
carpet in front of the double-glazed 
patio doors. And the Norton project 

bike on a work table nearby, with an International 
Norton standing next to it. And the pair of JAP 
speedway motors – one on the dining table, the 
other on the windowsill.

OK, so maybe it’s not quite such a typical living 
room after all, which goes for the rest of the house 
and outbuildings, too. There seems to be a distinct 
lack of a woman’s touch, as the guy who lives here 
– we’ll call him ‘H’, as he’d rather remain
anonymous – confirms. 

“What woman in her right mind would allow 
all this junk in the house?” he asks, which tells a 
tale in itself. He was married once, but he’s now 
something of a recluse and admits he cannot kick 
his compulsive urge to buy old bikes, hot-rod cars 
and all manner of associated memorabilia.

The bookshelves full of Speed Age and Hot Rod 
mags plus hundreds of bike and car books bear 
further testament to that, as do the walls adorned 
with vintage motorsport pictures.

‘H’ is no spring chicken, having motored past 
his mid-60s a good while ago. In his younger days 
he was a well-known figure in the bike and car 
racing worlds as well as on the show scene before 
becoming a loner with just his machines for 
company. It’s a collection amassed from decades of 
bartering, buying, selling and swapping.

Depending on your point of view, he’s either a 
crazy eccentric or one of the luckiest men in the 
world. But what we really wanted to know was 
how did it come to this?��
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CONFESSION

WHATBROUGHTYOUTOTHEPOINTWHERE

YOURLIFEWASCONSUMEDBYMOTORCYCLES?

Well, we all go through phases in life. Bikes are in my blood. As a
kid I lived in Wiltshire and my dad – who had bikes himself – was
mates with Roy Ingram, a Norton works rider who lived virtually
opposite our house. Roy was a real family friend; when I was 13,
I went with him to Keevil, a local airfield, to help him run-in his
works Nortons.

YOURODEWORKSNORTONSAT13?

Yeah, he had 350 and 500 Manxes and we had to do several laps
of the airfield perimeter track at 3000rpm, then run them up to
7000rpm, which was around 120mph. I remember going into one
of the corners thinking: ‘I’m going to be a TT
rider when I grow up’ and whoosh, there’s Roy
gone. He was dressed in a suit – not a leather
suit, but a businessman’s suit, right down to the
tie! I had no ‘safety gear’ as such, either. I just
had time to see some smoke come off his shoe as
he touched it down in the corner. And I’m left
thinking: ‘I’ve got a lot to learn’.

YOUSTARTEDEARLY,THEN...

It gets better. I went with him to the Ulster
Grand Prix. On my own again. But the UGP had messed up the
ferry bookings, so it meant Roy had to leave the van at the docks
and we had to go over as foot passengers while Tony Godfrey took
the bikes in his van. Coming back, Tony was stopping on for a
later ferry, so Roy and I rode the two bikes from the paddock to
the docks. I just followed him through the city and people were
stopping to wave. I didn’t even have a helmet on!

WITHTHATSORTOFUPBRINGING,WEPRESUME

YOURFIRSTROADBIKEWASBRITISH...

I had British bikes because that’s all there were. My first bike was
a road-legal Ariel Arrow road racer. I lived in Wiltshire but bought
the bike from London. My first ride was across the city, in the wet.
It conked out at Chiswick, so we left it in a garage and I hitched a
lift home with dad in the family Hillman Imp. When I got the bike
home the following week, I got it running and rode it to Jack
Difazio’s bike shop – Jack was a friend of dad’s. He took one look
and told me the engine was knackered, but I rebuilt it. My first big
bike was an A7SS BSA with clip-ons and twin Gold Star pipes.

WHENDIDYOUSTARTGETTINGSERIOUSABOUT

COLLECTINGOLDBIKES?

Before the children came along, I had a garage full of old bikes: a
Velocette, a Norton ES2, a side-valve BSA and three or four
others, plus a Morris 1000. A friend of mine had a Marcos which
he was thinking of taking hillclimbing; he asked me if I’d like to
share it with him. It seemed like an easy car to drive sideways, so
off we went. Next thing I know, we’ve got an ex-Formula 3
Brabham, which we raced on a shoestring – I towed it to the
meetings with my Morris! Hillclimbing got me into cars; I had a
nice shiny Lotus Elan. I was squeaky clean in those days. It always
seemed really important, at that time, to have new stuff.

ANDMARRIAGEFOLLOWED?

Got married, had two kids, had a job in the
motorsport industry – more squeaky clean.
I sold a Featherbed Inter to buy a Laverda
Motjuic, which was huge fun. I ended up with
a garage full of modern bikes and cars.

WHATHAPPENEDTOTHAT?

Divorce in 1993. I managed to keep just the
Africa Twin I’d bought brand new – I told my
ex that it was on loan from Honda! The good

thing was I kept the kids, who were ten and 12 at the time. Things
were tough, though – bringing them up and being flat out at
work. One day, when the kids were old enough to do their own
thing, I’d had enough of working for someone else, so I sold up
and did small engineering jobs to get by. I’m retired. On a state
pension. I survive by selling some of the junk I have. I don’t ‘wheel
and deal’, but if I want something bad enough I’ll part with stuff.

THEHARLEYOCCUPIESPRIDEOFPLACE INTHE

LIVINGROOM.DIDYOUALWAYSWANTONE?

Not at all. I’d been to the Hot Rod Hayride and kept being drawn
to the Harley and Indian bobbers there. There was the desire, but I
could never afford to buy one. Then a basket-case WLA turned up
in Wales for £7000 – that’s compared to £11,000 for a complete
bike – so I bought it. Would’ve been cheaper to buy one complete.
The engine and gearbox were together, having been rebuilt by
Simon Egg, he’s a well-known guy for 45s. I got home, emptied all
the boxes as my son came to have a look. The first thing I said
was: ‘I think I’ve bought a rotavator’.

‘I’M ON A STATE
PENSION. I SURVIVE
BY SELLING SOME OF
THE JUNK I HAVE’

Q VW awaits hot rod treatment

Q Perfect when the chips are down

Q Every hot rodder needs a runabout

Q Norton JAP sprintster in the making

Q Harley trinkets adorn every shelf

Q JAP engine has speedway heritage

Q Mark 18 meets Speed Age mags

Q Beaker says ‘mee, mee, mee, mee’
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Q Probably won’t make 
the pages of Ideal Home,

but it certainly makes 
‘H’ feel right at home



These things take time...
‘H’ spent two years turning his Harley-Davidson WLA from a basket case into a bike loaded 
with personal touches. This is the kind of stuff that cuts you off from civilisation...
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CONFESSION

WAS IT DIFFICULT TO FIND PARTS FOR IT?

Good original parts took some hunting down. But that’s what 
happens when you buy a basket case. I’ve never regretted a 
moment. I built it as well as I could and I love it. It took me two 
years to put together and I’ve had it on the road for three years 
now. It does get ridden quite regularly. Of all my toys, this bike is 
one of the last things I’ll ever part with.

WHAT ABOUT THE RIDING EXPERIENCE?

It took a few months for us both to get to know each other. I could 
get on my Dominator and ride like we were old friends. But not on 
a 45. For example, it doesn’t stop well. But 
people know the clichés. As it’s got the foot
clutch/hand shift, I don’t actively seek out busy
towns when I’m riding it. I think I’d cope better
if I was 18. Left turns at junctions are always a
bit tricky. But on rolling country roads at
45-55mph it’s just gorgeous. 

IF YOU HAD TO CHOOSE ONEOF

YOUR BIKES TO KEEP, ALONGSIDE

THE 45, WHICH ONE WOULD ITBE?

The Inter. It was bought brand new in 1937 by Frederick
Reynolds, from Alec Bennett in Southampton. Fred came from
Marazion, Cornwall and raced it at Pendennis in the final event
they ever held there that year. I bought it in 2007. I knew a guy in 
Cornwall with a load of bikes and cars. I’d bought bits and pieces 
off him in the past, but he was infamous for not parting with
them, especially his bikes. He rang me to ask about a Riley he was 
after, owned by another of my mates. I told him it was expensive; 
he said he’d have to sell a bike or two – maybe even his Inter.

HOW DID YOU MANAGE TO GET HOLD OF IT?

He said what he wanted for the Inter and I knew it was out of my 
league. I went to bed that night thinking of nothing but that bike. I 
knew they wouldn’t be getting any cheaper. And I’d owned one 
years before and it was lovely. 

I got back out of bed and checked my savings, then I checked 
my overdraft. I worked out that I could just about afford the bike, 
if I maxed-out my overdraft. Once I’d worked out that I could 
scrape together all the money, I realised I’d have to be coy about 
how I approached trying to buy the bike, as the owner was 
notorious for changing his mind about selling stuff. 

DID HE TAKE MUCH CONVINCING 

TO PART WITH THE BIKE?

The next day I phoned the guy and said I was 
off to see my daughter in Newquay and I’d 
drop in for a chat – if he didn’t mind. His place 
has a drive a quarter of a mile long, so I 
unhitched the trailer and hid it out of sight, 
then drove up to the house. He had the Inter 
outside, tinkering with it. I thought: ‘I can see 
he’s not going to sell this.’ So I ignored the bike 

and started to make conversation. He was happy because he’d 
found a timing cover to fit so he could run the rev counter.

Eventually, I just popped the question: “are you going to sell it 
then?’ He said: “I’ll have to if I’m going to afford the Riley’. And 
with that, I held out my right hand to shake his, and pulled out the 
wad of notes with the other. He looked at my hands and said: 
‘I suppose I’ve just sold it’. I said: ‘Yes, I suppose you have. I’ll get 
my trailer and load it up then’. ‘You b******,’ he said. I think he 
went into shock!

‘I KNEW I COULD JUST 
ABOUT AFFORD THE 

BIKE, IF I MAXED-OUT 
MY OVERDRAFT’

MARKINGS

‘People ask if it’s 
D-day landing 
colours, but the 
markings are made 
up.  I got bored with 
the bulbous green 
look and came up 
with the black and 
white markings.’

AIRFILTER

‘I bought it an 
autojumble as a 
pair. I just loved 
the shape. I had 
no idea at the 
time what they 
came off, or what 
I was going to do 
with them.’ 

SKULL

‘The bronze skull 
(on air filter) is 
one of three I’ve 
bought. I got one 
at Beaulieu, then 
bought two more 
the next year. I 
might fit one to 
my hot rod.’

SILENCER

‘The best thing I 
did was take the 
straight-through 
pipe off and fit 
this military job; 
it runs and 
sounds better. 
I love its art 
deco-ish style.’

MAGNETO

‘I bought the 
Joe Hunt 
magneto brand 
new and painted 
it old. It just 
ensures some 
kind of reliability 
for starting the 
old thing.’ 

THUMBSCREW

‘The choke lever 
on these bikes 
is normally a bit 
of rod. I came 
across the 
thumbscrew on 
the end of a 
piece of wood at 
an autojumble.’

TAIL LIGHT

‘An alloy Bentley 
side-light; £27 
from an 
autojumble. I 
filed the bottom 
to mount it flat. 
My mate says I 
could have sold 
it for £200!’

COWBELL

‘At my first Hot 
Rod Hayride, I 
saw bobbers 
with cowbells. 
Apparently they 
‘ward off road 
demons’ so I 
thought I’d best 
get one.’ 
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CONFESSION

YOU HAVE A COUPLE OF NORTON-BASED  

PROJECTS ON THE GO. BUT ONE OF THEM HAS  

A JAP ENGINE. WHAT’S THAT ALL ABOUT?

It’s going to look like the kind of bike that would have existed if 
people had built café racers in the 1930s. I want it to look like it’s 
just come off a sprint course – but I also want it to be road legal. 
The engine is a four-stud, short-stroke, JAP speedway single. I like 
the JAP, because when you run them on methanol they are not far 
off the performance of a Manx Norton! 

It’s got a Norton ‘Doll’s Head’ gearbox. I wanted that for the 
period look, but it doesn’t fit the frame so I’ve, err... adapted it to 
fit by making different engine plates with different gearbox 
adjusters. The gearbox is mounted on the engine plates, so it’s a 
stiffer, stronger set-up than how it was originally, which would 
have seen the gearbox mounting off the frame tube. The gearbox 
casting mounting points used to have a tendency to crack. Doing 
what I’ve done just made it difficult lining up the sprockets – but 
we got there in the end!

IS THE OTHER NORTON IN THE FRONT ROOM 

GOING TO BE A SPECIAL, TOO?

The Model 18 came up for sale in North Devon and it was a 1946 
bike – the same year I was born. I wanted a Norton single to use 
every day, because I’d had an ES2 before and loved it – and a 
Model 18 is an ES2, as far as I’m concerned. But the 1946 bikes 
still had girder forks. Look at the catalogues – and then look at the 
1939 brochures. They’re the same. 

I plonked an alloy tank on it – just wondering what it would 
look like. I wanted to make a bit of a 
special out of it. Something that looked 
fun. It’s got a genuine Inter 21in front 
wheel – it’s 19in on the original model 18. 
21in looks more vintage. But the main 
reason for the bigger wheels is a bigger 
front brake, because these old bikes chug
along at a fair old rate. 

It’s also the one bike that I own that’s
intended for two people. The pillion pad
clips on to the rear mudguard. The project
got shelved so I could get on with the 
Harley. But next year I’ll get it done.

ON THE SUBJECT OF SPECIALS,

WHAT DO YOU MAKE OF THE

RESURGENCE IN CAFE RACERS?

I grew up in the café racer era – all Tritons
and Gold Stars – so I don’t really get the
CX500 café racer thing. Or turning
R100RS into street scramblers with 
knobby tyres. It’s like throwing all the
practical stuff off the bike and creating
some kind of weird hybrid. I like the new
‘culture’, but I don’t really understand it.
Do I sound like someone’s old dad? I’m
actually into new nostalgia – if that makes
any sense? Old stuff that’s new to me. I
should have done all this when I was 18.
But didn’t.

YOU CERTAINLY SEEM TO BE 

MAKING UP FOR LOST TIME

Yeah, I am. And there’s still more bikes I’d 
like to get hold of. I’d love a Harley 
Panhead – solid rear end, dirt track bars. 
The nice thing is that my son gets it, too. 
He didn’t for a while. But now he’s got 
American cars. He’s building a café racer – 
as well as a Ford Falcon, as well as his 
1927 T-body hot rod. I think he’s more 
hillbilly than rockabilly. Bit like me really. 
That’s it. I’m just an ageing country boy 
who loves his bikes and cars. 

Buying the 1937 Inter
introduced ‘H’ to the time-
consuming detective work
of unraveling a bike’s
history. He called the 
VMCC to get the ball rolling.

“They came back with so 
much information,” he 
says. “I now know it left the 
factory with the alloy barrel 
and head and it’s a Model 
40, bought on May 17, 
1937. It had an alloy head 
with bronze skull, alloy 
barrel, dyno-tuned engine, 
Manx tank.”

He wondered why such 
an expensive motorcycle 
would start its life in 

Cornwall. “One day I went
through all the Reynolds in
the Marazion phone book.
I finally got an old lady on
the line and told her I was 
looking for a Mr Frederick 
Reynolds who bought a 
Norton in 1937. She said: 
‘My dear, why don’t you 
speak to him yourself’. 

“It turned out to be his 
sister. She gave me his 
number and I rang him and 
said: ‘I’ve just bought your 
old 350 Norton’. He was so 
shocked – all he could say 
was the registration 
number! He eventually told 
me he’d not seen the bike 

since the ’50s when he 
sold it. I offered to take it 
down to let him see it.

“He came to the door, 
walking with the aid of 
sticks and when he 
reached the bike he just 
tossed them over his 
shoulders and his son and I 
helped him sit on the bike.

“He told me when he 
first rode it he felt it lacked 
a little poke, so he rode it 
up to Norton. Can you 
believe that? They gave him 
carb slides and other bits 
which he said meant he 
was able to do 75mph 
along Penzance seafront.”

Q ‘H’ appreciates Norton handling

Q ‘H’ collects brass skulls. Nice smile

Q Hillbilly firing range. In England

Q Parts collection is functional art

Hooked on history
‘H’ isn’t averse to spending days researching a bike’s provenance
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tut-tut!’ The word is Zulu for ‘motorcycle’. Anyone
reared on a diet of modern multis will understand
why, if they come anywhere near the DJ Rally. It is
exactly the sound emitted by a 1930s Velocette. Or
any single-cylinder British bike of that era.

DJ stands for Durban to Johannesburg, and the annual rally
commemorates a completely crazy 400-mile public roads race,
that ran from 1913 until 1936, until finally sanctity prevailed, in
the form of state intervention. But the DJ was not to be forgotten.

In 1970 the event was revived – as a regularity rally rather than
a flat-out blinder, but open only to bikes that would have been
eligible for the real thing. Bikes built before the end of 1936.

My steed was a 1935 BMW R12 – a side-valve 750 flat twin,
thanks to Simon Fourie, philosopher, philanthropist, flat-out
merchant and old friend. Fourie is a major figure in South African

DJ RALLY

motorcycling, still racing himself at the age of 70, and editor/
publisher of the seriously unique Bike SA magazine.

He is famous for all sorts of reasons. One is for entering the 
gruelling dirt-roads Roof of Africa marathon (across the
mountains of Lesotho) on a completely unsuitable machine – a 
Honda 750 KO. He almost completed the first of two days before 
collapsing exhausted in the middle of the road. This year,
however, he decided not to ride in the DJ. Instead, as we
exchanged emails, he said: “Wanna ride me bike?”

No second invitation was necessary.
The BMW R12 is a classic version of the air-cooled flat-twin 

breed, and one of the bikes that helped Hitler lose the war 
(although not through any shortcomings of its own). I know of no 
other event in the world that better celebrates old motorcycles than 
the DJ, or that tests them harder. The London-Brighton run is 

S

WORDS:  MICHAEL  SCOT T . PHOTOGRAPHY:  B IKE  SA , MICHAEL  SCOT T  &  IAN  GROAT

Well, it is South Africa. The DJ Rally, to be precise – one of the toughest 
tests of man and machine in vintage motorcycling. Your guide and BMW 
R12-riding cattle-dodger is legendary Grand Prix writer Mike Scott...

SHOULDN’T THAT BE 
A ZEBRA CROSSING?
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admittedly for much older bikes (and cars), but it’s only 50-odd 
miles in total, and all you have to do is get to the finish line.

In the DJ, it’s around 400 miles, and complicated by the need to 
stick to an exact time schedule past hidden control points, over 
several extended regularity sections with varied 
average speeds. Bikes start at one-minute 
intervals, in different speed groups so you can’t 
use anybody else as a marker. I’d chosen to be 
in the 60kmh (37mph) group, on the grounds 
that means one kilometre a minute. Didn’t help 
much: speeds over five timed sections on the 
first day varied from 25kmh (15mph) to 60. As 
a rally virgin, my first aim was just to get to the end. 

I’d met the bike the day before. A beautiful low-slung hunk of
gleaming black enamel and white pinstripes, with flared

mudguards, footboards and a heel-operated rear brake. Pioneering 
telescopic forks provide some suspension at the front end, while a 
large sprung seat insulates the rider from the pain felt by the hard-
tail rear. A pressed-steel frame keeps the wheels apart; levers 

projecting from the bar ends operate clutch and 
(rather notional) front brake in the normal way,
the layout not only keeping cables tucked out
of sight within the bars, but also providing
better leverage, with the stronger fingers having
the greatest mechanical advantage.

The major difference from a modern was the
four-speed gearchange, operated with a car-

style H-pattern (first to the left and down, and so on).
Fuel on, tickle the carb, and it’s an easy sideways kickstart,

settling to a chuffing idle. Time for a brief test ride in the Jo’burg

Q Elements of local 
difficulty on the DJ 

Rally include random 
livestock intervention 

‘THE DJ IS 400 MILES,
WITH AN EXACT 
TIME SCHEDULE’
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’burbs. My apprehensions about the gearchange proved ill-
founded. The four-speeder was easy to operate, though slow and
inevitably clunky on downshifts; with your right hand off the
throttle, you can’t blip. As Gawie Nienaber, riding the other R12,
explained: “At least you know you’re in gear”.

Bike-wise, The DJ Rally was a nostalgic dazzle. There were 26
different makes, mainly British and mostly singles – it’s easier to
estimate your speed when you can count the beats. Most 
numerous were BSA, Velocette, Ariel and Sunbeam, in that order,
and between them making up almost half the entry. Norton, 
Triumph and AJS were strongly represented; handfuls of Royal
Enfields, Panthers, Indians and Zeniths swelled the numbers.
There were a couple of Harleys, and some real rarities, including
a single Motosacoche and a New Henley among the remaining
Rudges, Zundapps, OK Supremes and Matchlesses. And a 
gorgeous 1936 DKW 500 two-stroke twin which suffered dynamo
failure and failed to make it off the start line. Oldest bike of all
was a clutchless, pedal-operated, single-gear belt-drive 1909 
Humber, ridden by plucky Samantha Anderson, who had taken
up mountain biking to get fit enough to help it up the hills.

And the competitors? A gathering of grandads, leavened by a
smattering of youngsters, including a 23-year-old. The oldest rider
was Henry Kirton, a very chipper 82-year-old who had yet to turn
three when his 1930 Ariel left the production line. He finished
54th. Company in which (in my advancing years, and along with
Cal Crutchlow’s dad Dek) I could feel comfortable, even sprightly.
Adventure before dementia. You know it makes sense.

The rally starts some 20 miles inland from Durban, where it
becomes convenient to join the Old Main Road, and follow the
authentic route. Back when it first started, it was mainly a very
rudimentary dirt track, including farm gates and stream crossings;
now it is (in many stretches) a deteriorating secondary road long
since replaced by freeways. On day two, in Gauteng Province, long
stretches of repairs feature extensive stop-and-go sections with
one-way traffic, entailing waits of up to 20 minutes. This forced
the organisers to abandon some previously timed sections, but
gave overstressed old engines and riders a chance to get their 
breath back, in time for the next session of kickstarting.

The rally started in light rain as we chugged up a series of 
escarpments to finish 348km (216 miles) and more than nine 
hours later in Newcastle, with a couple of stops for refreshment.
Long before arrival, it had turned blazing hot. Wearing leathers
under full waterproofing, I was slow-cooked. Having lost touch
with the pace-notes soon after the lunch stop, where my main

DJ RALLY

  

Q A Triumph 3/1 leaves its
tell-tale signature beneath it

Q DJ is a serious 
business: pace notes 
and two stopwatches

Q Lowering skies in 
the thornveld belied 

expectations 
of sunshine.

Q One of three 
Indian Scouts in 
the rally takes a 
bit of a fiddle

stopwatch mysteriously zeroed itself, 
I was surprised to find myself placed 
57th out of 100 entrants. Incentive 
to try a bit harder the next day, and 
try to get into the top half.

It rained in the early hours, but a 
brightening sky persuaded me to 
abandon my waterproofs, packed 
away in luggage carried by support 
crew Fourie and companion Sharon 
Kell. We had one more major 
escarpment to climb – past the 
famous Majuba Hill, scene of the 
decisive battle in the first Boer War, 
where the British were routed by 
commando-style troops in 1881. 
Beyond lay the Highveld, around 
6000 feet high, where I reasoned 
that dry heat would be more of a 
problem than rain on the almost 
200-mile run to Johannesburg. This 
proved a very foolish error.

In the middle of a power cut, one 
unfortunate fell victim to a muddle 
at the inert traffic lights in a (luckily 
not too serious) collision. For the 
rest, the beckoning vista of the 
Drakensberg mountains revealed 



‘THERE WERE 26 
DIFFERENT MAKES, 

MAINLY BRITISH AND 
MOSTLY SINGLES’

Q Roadside fan 
base enjoyed 

the ‘stut-tuts’

Q Having mastered the car-
style H-pattern gearchange,
Mike hunts for a location to 
implement his picnic hamper
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ominous patches of mist clinging to the valleys, as we passed our
indicated trees, bridges and overhead wires.

The rain began again on the climb past Majuba, but got serious
on the Highveld. Really serious. Soon I was wet through, my
sodden leather jacket weighing me down, and freezing cold – teeth
chattering, hypothermia threatening, and the support truck 
nowhere to be seen. Eventually we did hook up – luckily at the end
of a timed section, although by then I cared little about regularity,
and would willingly have lost the 15 minutes it took to get some
warm, waterproof clothes on.

Others were less lucky. At the next fuel stop, at Balfour, I 
watched a brave elderly man remove his boots, empty them of 
water, and wring out his sodden socks. A female spectator took
pity. “You can’t put those back on,” she said. “Take my socks.”
Which is why he ended up wearing pink hosiery from there on.

Long stop-and-go sections with generous time allowances 
meant I could catch up again, and on the last run into 
Johannesburg I was within 15 seconds of the final three targets. I
was learning how ... a little too late perhaps, but enough to elevate
me to a reasonably satisfying 51st overall.

But in this company, 15 seconds is yawning gulf. For 
comparison, my total accumulated points were 2116. Winner
Kevin Robertson erred by a total of only 136 seconds, with fellow
Velo rider Mike Ward a heart-breaking eight seconds off the 
target, and third-placed Martin Davis (Sunbeam) just ten away.
The top 30 all accumulated less than 1000 points. They clearly
knew what they were doing.

Bonhomie prevailed at the prize-giving at the Vintage and 
Veteran Club the next day. Anyone who got one of the finishers’
medals could be proud. In bad conditions on ancient motorbikes,
getting to the end of this unique event was some sort of 
accomplishment. As unique in its way as the Isle of Man TT.

The DJ is not exactly under threat, but there are (as with the 
original race) growing murmurs of the danger, on a deteriorating
road system with increasingly busy traffic, including some 
merciless taxi-buses and big trucks, which don’t pay much heed to
slow-moving old motorcycles. International support would do a
lot to counter these arguments, which are clearly an anathema to
every participant. Got a pre-1936 bike? Got a good friend who 
can lend you one? Then next year is the time to have a go.

 

 
  

 
   

 
 

 
 
 

 

  

 
  

 
 

 
 

DJ RALLY

‘FINISHING THIS UNIQUE EVENT
WAS AN ACCOMPLISHMENT’

Q Out of 100 
pre-1937 starters, 
there were 74 finishers

Q Scott and Gawie 
Nienaber (left) both 

made the finish.

Q Johannesburg, journey’s end. 
The rally commemorates a 
lunatic pre-war road race.
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Q Only 103 Endurance models
were ever built, all but one of 
which were exported. This one 
was brought home from the States

DIRTY VELOCETTES
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VELOCETTE
Veloce Ltd wasn’t always about racing KTTs or pristine Venoms

and Thruxtons. The company also made scramblers and enduro bikes.
Neil Redley has these outstanding renderings of the firm’s efforts

WORDS: GARY PINCHIN. PHOTOGRAPHY: MYKEL NICOLAOU

T
he name Velocette conjures up images of café racer 
Venoms and Production Race-winning Thruxtons. 
Beautifully sculpted four-stroke single-cylinder
engine architecture. Black tanks with gorgeous gold 
pinstriping. Fishtail exhausts.

And, of course, there was the company’s curious excursion into 
the smaller-capacity division with the 200cc water-cooled twin, 
the LE – the ‘Noddy Bike’ used by police forces all over the UK. 

You probably wouldn’t think of a Velocette as a scrambles iron 
or dirt bike. But after quitting its works road racing effort at the 
end of 1952, when the long-serving KTT finally became 
outclassed, Veloce Ltd went scrambling for publicity to sell bikes.  

Don Morley hit the nail on the head in his rather excellent 
book, Classic British Scramblers: ‘The Velocette scramblers can 
best be summed up as superbly finished, but somewhat eccentric 
machines. They were the typical products of a financially-pushed 
factory that clung desperately to its loyal following by making do 
with or modifying whatever was to hand.’ 

Neil Redley is one of those loyal followers, a Velocette collector 
who prefers to own bikes with special significance. He has the 
first-ever Venom, VM1001, the dove grey 1955 Olympia show 
bike; a very special 1929 250cc twin-port, two-stroke USS, 
believed to have been raced by factory rider Fred Povey and now 
restored from a rusted-out wreck; a fully-faired 1963 Vogue, plus 
a show-stopping 1969 Indian Velo, designed by Leopold Tartarini 
(of Ital fame) for American entrepreneur Floyd Clymer. 

Neil also has a smattering of machines that offer a 
comprehensive representation of Velocette’s off-road heritage – 
it’s those that we’ll be focusing on in the following four pages. 
They’re some of the coolest, cleanest dirt bikes you’ll ever see...

DIRTY SIDEof 

The

��
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1968 Velocette Endurance
The Endurance was only made in limited numbers, 103 in total, 
and all were exported with the exception of one that was sent to 
off-road dealers Comerfords in Thames Ditton, Surrey.

Neil always researches each of his bikes in great detail and has 
a folder full of information and data on every bike he owns. He 
consults the pile of paperwork on his latest acquisition – bought 
after its appearance on the Velocette Owners Club stand at 
Stafford last year – and states: “The first Endurance sold was 
5472E on November 24, 1961 to Nicoletta in Italy. The bike 
Comerfords had was 5474E on November 30, 1961. They were 
competition specialists and ISDT experts, although I can’t find out 
what they did with it. But then the third Endurance wasn’t built 
until July 18, 1962 – engine number 5530E.

“I know two were sent to Baldwin’s in the States in February 
and September 1963 respectively,” he adds. 
“And from records I’ve seen, only five were 
produced up to the end of 1963. But then
between 1963 and 1966, MC Supplies in
California bought 81 bikes and were
winning scrambles in California. Mine is
one of those – a 1966 bike and one of the
last four they bought.”

The original Endurance was a scrambler
model in road trim with lights, a toolbox
and mudguards. According to Rod Burris’
book Velocette, A Development History of
the MSS, Venom, Viper, Thruxton and
Scrambler Models, the 
Endurance was to satisfy the 
American demand for a new 
500cc Velocette. But the US 
owners would remove the 
lighting, toolbox and front 
mudguard, shorten the 
rear one and use the bike 
for desert racing. There was 
no battery needed on the 
Endurance, thanks to its 
magneto ignition.

The style of fuel tank was originally conceived for the 197cc 
Valiant and was also used on the MkII Scrambler and the Simon 
Goodman-inspired and built ’98 Street Scrambler.

The first Endurance models were built with an MSS engine, but 
those sold by MC Supplies all had Venom engines. “The engine is 
standard Venom, engine No VM6150,” says Neil. “Chris added 
the visible external oil-level line to the primary chain case, but I 
think Velo did something similar. A couple of my other bikes have 
oil-level lines made by Christophe Axtmann in Germany, who 
also made the beautiful machined alloy primary chaincase shortly 
to be fitted to my MkI Scrambler. The gearbox is the wide-ratio 
gearbox used on the road bikes, known as the Series 12.” 

The Scramblers came fitted with an Amal TT carb, but the 
Endurance had an Amal Monobloc and the gearing was different; 

(18-46 on the Endurance compared to 16-60 
on the Scrambler). The Endurance was fitted 
with 21in front and 19in rear wheels – the rear 
coming from the Scrambler model with its non-
full-width hub. The Endurance was weightier, 
tipping the scales at 375lb (170kg) compared to 
the Scrambler’s 335lb (152kg).

Neil is also at pains to point out: “The rear 
tyre on my bike is 3.25 x 
19in, but the original would 
have been a 4.00 x 19 tyre. 

It had the smaller tyre when I 
bought it. Basically, I think that 

these days the size is determined by 
what is available.” The front wheel 
is a 2.75 x 21in, shod with Enduro 

rubber. The forks are Velocette 
double-damped spec.”

According to Neil’s research, the last 
two Endurance models ever made – 
both with Venom engines and 
12-series Venom gearboxes – emerged 
on May 31, 1968 and went to Mama 
Cycles in Canada; one of the engine 
numbers was 6480E.

DIRTY VELOCETTES

‘US OWNERS REMOVED 
THE LIGHTS, TOOLBOX 

AND MUDGUARD TO 
GO DESERT RACING’
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1956 Velocette MkI Scrambler
Racing success was used as promotion for selling road 
bikes for most of the British bike manufacturers in the 
1950s. But Velocette, no longer with a competitive road 
racer, had quit the sport at the end of the 1952 season. 

Instead, the company turned to scrambling in 
1953, with a machine based on the MSS. Early 
testing was carried out by former BSA racer John 
Draper and the Scrambler was launched as a 500 in 1954, 
followed two years later by a 350cc version. Neil’s is a later model 
with a 500cc Venom engine. 

“I bought mine in August/September 2013. It had been 
converted for road use by the previous owner, Alan Lawrence. 
He’d bought it from the States, originally to race. He did some 
hillclimbs, then converted it to road use and did the Lands End to 
John O’Groats run on it twice.”

The engine is standard Velo scrambles fayre – a Venom with a 
slightly higher compression ratio of 8.75:1 instead of 8:1. The 
carburettor is an Amal Concentric Mk1 – not original, but better 
for road use. An Electronic BTH magneto is fitted along with a 
Criterion alternator – though the original bike would only have 
been equipped with a Lucas racing magneto. The gearbox is a 
standard 12 Series, wide ratio.

The high-level pipe is also standard, but that’s an Aprilia 
silencer tagged on, with, as Neil puts it: “Holes punched in it in 
the end, tuned to give the correct Velo sound!” It would have been 
a straight-through pipe on the original.

The fuel tank is from a pre-war 350 Velo, with cutaways to give 
the necessary steering lock for off-road racing. On the American 
version, the oil tank would be fitted on the left side to allow a 
large capacity, tubular air-filter on the right to cope with all the 
sand and dust kicked up in desert racing.

The deeply-padded single seat was made by Lawrence, 
although the original Scrambler saddle would have been 
the same length as a traditional Velo dual seat. The alloy 
tube toolbox behind the seat is not an original Velo 
fitment. The forks are two-way damped, especially for 
off-road use. The front brake is single-leading-shoe 
type and the tyres fitted are 3.00 x 21in Avon (front) 
and 4.00 x 18in Avon Distanzia enduro (rear). ��
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Q Oil tank is
standard Venom

Q Lever covers kept
motocross grunge out

Q MkII motor
produced 40bhp

Neil s bike

Q 10TT9 Amal carb,
BTW competition

magneto

kII
Scrambler
The original slotted shock-mount frame of
the MkI Scrambler was well suited to US 
scrambles tracks, which were more like 
desert trails than bumpy European tracks. 
But when Velocette developed the MkII, 
they developed a triangulated tubular steel 
subframe incorporating fixed mounting 
positions for the top of the shock.

The same frame design is used on some 
Endurance models and Simon Goodman’s 
prototype Street Scrambler. The kick up 
on the subframe is a modification. Parallel 
was standard, but it seems someone wanted 
more clearance on the rear mudguard.

The MkII also sports a Valiant tank and 
has a dual seat and alloy mudguards. The 
Venom oil tank is standard. Forks are two-
way damped, while the shocks are NJB – 
but the bike came with Girlings as 
standard. The NJBs are slightly longer, so 
the rear is jacked up slightly more than the 
original. Knobbly tyres are Dunlop Sports 
80/100 x 21 front and 110/90 x 19 rear.

Velocette produced very few of the MkII 
Scrambler – even though 40bhp had been 
extracted from the breathed-upon 499cc 
(86mm bore x 86mm stroke) engine. Neil’s 
bike is one of only two made in 1958. 
“This is one of the first they made and was 
exported to the States where it was ridden 
in the desert races across California and 
Arizona,” he explains. “I bought it from a 
guy in Arizona in an unbelievably terrible 
state in 2006. The restoration work took 
almost a year to complete.”

Engine spec is an ‘uprated Venom 
engine’ with 8.75:1 compression, breathing 
through a 10TT9 Amal carb. Exhaust is 
standard straight-through Velo. The 
original MkI Scramblers came with a soft 
17/7 cam, but the MkII had a 17/8, 
developed from the KTT Mk8. Magneto is 
BTH competition. Gearbox is stock 12 
Series with normal ratios.��

DIRTY VELOCETTES
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Q The filter box has a 
simple function: it’s 

there to fill a gap!

Q The bike was built 
as a prototype. 

It never made 
production

     
    

1998 Simon 
Goodman-built Street 
Scrambler
Simon Goodman, great grandson of 
Veloce Ltd founder John Goodman, built 
this prototype in 1998, in a bid to revive 
the Velocette Company which had ceased 
production in 1971. “The idea was to put 
it into production,” says Neil, “but at 
around £12,000 each, it would have been 
too expensive to do as a production model.  

“The engine is now between Venom and 
Thruxton spec, with a compression ratio 
of 8.25:1. The cylinder head has been 
worked on by Kevin Thurston. It’s got 
MG6R4 valve springs and different valves 
– larger inlet and smaller exhaust – a twin 
plug cylinder head for improved burn and 
primary belt drive. It has a 35mm 
Concentric MkII carb. Ignition is a BTH 
twin-spark, self-generating alternator/
magneto. The alternator is a French Alton 
unit – the same company does electric 
starts for Velos and Nortons.

“It was only once I bought it that we 
realised it had been built as little more 
than a show bike. The second time I rode 
it, the front downtube snapped near the 
headstock, so the frame has since been 
rebuilt – which meant a total stripdown.”

The oil tank is from a Thruxton, fitted 
with a heat shield. The shocks are Koni 
and the forks are standard two-way 
damped Velocette. It has a twin-leading-
shoe Velo front brake which would have 
originally been fitted to a MkII Venom 
Clubman or Thruxton. The fuel tank is 
Valiant, but modified underneath to fit 
around the cylinder head.
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CLASSIC AMERICA
A Canadian living in Kansas, former TT rider Mark Gardiner 
has an outsider’s view of US motorcycling

MARK GARDINER

FIXING BEEZAs 

and BONES

MARK MEETS THE CALIFORNIAN WHO CAN CURE YOUR BACK 

WHILE HE MENDS YOUR BRITISH BIKE 

Q California Ken Armann is equally adept with carburettor needles and acupuncture needles

‘KEN IS A BRITISH
BIKE SPECIALIST
WHO’S ALSO AN
ACUPUNCTURIST’

D
o you know the way to 
San Jose? You can love 
or hate that Burt 
Bacharach song, but 
many Californians who 

ride classic British bikes do, in fact, know 
the way to San Jose. 

There are two reasons for that. One is 
Raber’s Parts Mart, which has one of the 
world’s largest stockpiles of NOS 
Triumph, BSA and Norton parts. The 
other is a small shop a few miles away – 
Ken Armann British Motorcycles. 

Ken’s a Bay Area native and now – by 
default, he says – the head of the local 
chapter of the Norton Owner’s Club. In 
fact, he’s spent almost his entire life, 
barring a couple of years of military 
service within a few miles of his current 
shop. He surfs at Cal’s Beach, just down 
the hill in Santa Cruz. The farthest he 
likes to get from home are the days he 
rides up into the Sierras to fish for trout.   

The reason you’d want to know the way 
to Ken Armann’s shop in particular is, let’s 
face it, keeping a vintage bike running can 
be a real pain in the neck. And Ken, 
conveniently, is the world’s only British 
bike specialist who’s also an acupuncturist. 

Ken’s business card reads: ‘the 
approachable’, which is both a pun on the 
old Norton slogan, and a nod to the fact 
that, no matter what he’s got going on, the 
shop’s doors are open and visitors are 
welcome. That said, you might arrive and 
find yourself looking at someone who 
resembles a human pincushion.

“A couple of years ago,” Ken told me, 
“this guy came in and told me his Norton 
wasn’t running well, and it was hard to 
start. I took one look at him and said: 
‘Dude, your neck is messed up’. He said: 
‘Yeah’. I said: ‘I can fix that’. I popped his 
neck (Ken is also a trained chiropractor) 
and put a bunch of acupuncture needles in 
him. I pulled the needles out of him and he 
was kinda stoned on endorphins, because 
that’s what acupuncture does to you. I 
pulled the plugs out of the bottom of his 
carb bowls, used one of the needles I’d just 
taken from his neck to clear the idle 
screws, kicked it once and it started.”

Ken hadn’t originally planned to run a 

bike shop. He was going to be a full-time 
acupuncturist, but after he’d completed his 
training, a school administrator was 
caught selling copies of the final exam. 
The school lost its accreditation, which left 
Ken temporarily unemployable. 

Meanwhile, in 1976, he’d borrowed 
$2000 from his mother-in-law to buy an 
electric-start MkIII Commando. As a 
student, he didn’t have enough cash to pay 
anyone else to keep it running, so he 
taught himself to work on it. After a while, 
his friends started bringing them their 
bikes. When the fraudulent administrator 
poked holes in Ken’s acupuncture career, 
opening up a repair shop seemed logical.

“I’m not into restoration,” he says. “I 
don’t see the point in taking a $4000 bike, 
putting $16k into it and ending up with a 
bike worth $12k that you never ride.”

He was part way through work on a 
rare Norton dirt track racer, built on a 
Redline chassis and owned by Rod Lake, a 
noted flat track sponsor and collector. And 
there were three P11 desert sleds in 
varying states of preparation in his shop. 

The P11 was basically a Matchless G85 
chassis with an Atlas motor, first 
concocted by Bob Blair, who distributed 
Norton in California back in the early 
’60s. It’s rare to find three in one place. 
But that’s nothing; Ken dug out a photo 
taken the day he had ten John Player 
Specials at the shop. (He’s got the original 
fairing from one of Peter Williams’ JPN 
race bikes up in the rafters. It was left 
behind after the machine’s only US 
appearance, at Laguna Seca in 1973.)

The Northern California Norton 
Owners Club had 200 members. Now 
they have 30, but Ken hangs in there 
because he feels newbies need help buying 
a good Norton. One of his customers 
bought an ES, sight unseen from 
Argentina, only to learn that Argie 
mechanics are brilliant... at cobbling 
together broken and mismatched parts. 
That was a real pain in the neck. 

But Ken can fix it...
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+TOP TIP+
BULB TESTER

Never mind your fancy 
multimeters, I’ve carried 
this bulb tester in my 
jacket pocket for years. 
Mine is a sturdy old BMC 
car panel light, but a twin-
wire pilot light socket will 
do, even the guts of an 
indicator; anything with 
two wires that will fit in 
your pocket. Beginning at 
the battery, you can run 
through, connector by 
connector, to find a lost 
power supply. Meters can 
misleadingly record a 
voltage even when the 
actual current is 
inadequate, but the bulb 
tells you exactly what you 
are getting. Its brightness 
(or otherwise) will reveal 
poor connections or 
earths and it also doubles 
up as a handy inspection 
lamp after dark. 

‘USE A SOLDERING 
BOLT AS A 

CONDUCTOR 
TO PRESS HEAT 

INTO THE WORK’

I
probably shouldn’t tell you this,
because I’m still looking out for
them myself, but you know those 
old solid copper soldering bolts 

that you have to heat up on a gas ring? 
They are absolutely fantastic!

Sure, an electric soldering iron is the 
obvious choice for 
wiring, but when it 
comes to soldering 
petrol tanks or (in my 
most recent case) 
Scott radiators, they 
are just not man 
enough unless you 
happen to have an 
enormous one. 

See, I’ve had little 
success with soldered tanks over the 
years; I soon found that my electric 

iron was too feeble but a gas flame too
easily distorts the thin sheet metal,
especially when you are trying to
solder in something solid, like a brass 
tap boss. Getting the brass up to 
soldering temperature puts the 
surrounding sheet well into warp 

territory. With luck, 
it will more or less 
resume its shape under 
cooling, but solder is 
‘hot short’ – it solidifi es 
over a narrow 
temperature band – so 
while it sets, the steel is 
still shifting around. 
At best, you get leaks 
and at worst, a tank 

that looks like it’s been kicked around 
a football pitch a few times.  

A soldering bolt is the answer. Less 
warpingly aggressive than the gas 
fl ame, you can nonetheless play a 
fl ame onto the iron, using it as a 
middle man – literally a conductor – 
to press that heat into the work.

Admittedly, it’s a bit of a three-
handed job, but I’ve had more success 
with this method than any other. 

So I’m currently keeping an eye out 
for old copper bolts in different shapes 
and sizes... funny how the old ways 
are often the best!

Practical problem-solving, fine fettling
and handy hints on steed selection
classicbike.workshop@bauermedia.co.uk
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Spannering supremo Rick P
cogitates on your motorcycle maladies

Q When setting, the
timing marks should
be visible through
this window

FOLLOW THE SINES 
Simple question: if your ignition 
timing setting is, say, 38° before 
TDC, how do you convert that 
to millimetres of piston travel – 
or vice versa? Roger Dodgson 
was the enquirer, he’s trying to 
time up his Moto Rumi Tipo 
Sport. Now , I know this 
question and there are two 
things I can tell you about it. 
One: it is an ideal question to 
sort the wheat from the chaff 
of technical ‘experts’. Two: 
I don’t know the answer. 
I’ll get my coat... 

See, I’ve seen this question 
answered before, incorrectly 
and provoking a storm of 
abuse, but I have never made a 
note of the correct answer. 
The general blunder is to say: 
‘simply divide the crankshaft 
stroke by 180 (representing 
crank degrees).’ But this doesn’t 
work, because the piston speed 
(and therefore movement relative 
to crank rotation) varies through 
the stroke. Briefly stationary at 
top and bottom, it accelerates to 
maximum speed halfway up 
before decelerating again. 

I lamely told Roger I was sure 
I had read the answer 
somewhere in an old copy of 
CB but couldn’t remember 
either the answer or in which 
issue. Luckily he found it in the 
CB archive. The answer was 
supplied by my friend and 
predecessor Mike Jackson in 
the April 1992 issue. Now, 
although Mike describes the 
solution as ‘schoolboy 
mathematics’, I think he must 
have gleaned a lot more from 
his lessons than I did – it’s a 
half-page of intimidating sine 
and cosine calculations, for 
goodness sake! There’s no room 
to reproduce the whole thing 
here, but if you need to know, 
look out at autojumbles or on 
the internet for a secondhand 
issue or contact us at the CB 
office for a photocopy. 

Well done, Roger... and well 
done Mike!

SORE LUGS
Patrick Fizgerald’s delight at 
acquiring a 1962 Bonneville 
was slightly deflated with the 
discovery of a nasty case of 
hacksaw surgery inside the 
crankcase. As he points out: 
‘The cases are old and welding 
could cause problems; should I 

Now Jim Brough is rebuilding a Honda CB350 
Four, but is a bit uncertain about timing up the 
ignition. He asks: ‘Does the timing mark relate 
to cylinders one and four or two and three, and 
is the 350 the same as the more familiar 
CB400/4?’ Well, looking at the parts lists, yes 
the numbers of the ignition components are the 
same for 400 and 350 (out of interest, the points 
plate pictured in the 400 Haynes manual is 
stamped 333, which is the parts model code for 
the CB350). I didn’t have to think about timing 
on the Project CB400, because it was fitted with 

a Boyer ignition but I think the points set-up is 
pretty simple, too. The advance unit is keyed to 
the crank, so it will only fit in one position. That 
should locate the 1 / 4 or 2 / 3 mark in the points 
plate window when the pistons of those cylinders 
are ready to fire. You don’t have to worry which 
of the two is on compression and which exhaust, 
because the coils, being double-ended, spark 
both cylinders at once anyway. Maybe not a 
universal rule, but I’ve often found that when a 
manual doesn’t seem very clear about something, 
it’s often because it is simpler than it looks.

GOOD POINT

W O R K S H O P
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Q Hacksaw surgery poses the question: to weld or not to weld?

TIGHTEN A LOOSE SPOKE
If you find a loose one, you need to tension it before breakages make the problem much harder to solve. Here’s how...

3  The nipple should free. Use a spoke key or well-fitting small 
spanner, but to save stress on the spoke, grip it near the 

nipple with pliers. Back it off part way, and inject release oil.

1 You should get a ‘ping’ note from a correctly tensioned
spoke. Rattling or a flat noise indicates the spoke has lost 

some of its tension, increasing the strain on its neighbours. 

4  Don’t over-tighten, just until it pings like the rest. Individual 
adjustment shouldn’t affect the wheel’s trueness, but check 

spoke end doesn’t need grinding off before replacing the tyre. 

2 Tightening may cause the sharp spoke end to poke out of 
the nipple, so remove the tyre. If nipple won’t move freely 

don’t force it – breakage is a much bigger problem. Use heat.

leave it as it is?’ The missing 
lugs originally housed ¼in 
cheese-headed screws which 
secured the crankcase mouths 
front and back. They’re 
concealed and fiddly to access, 
so it’s likely that they were 

either seized or someone broke 
them attempting to split the 
cases without noticing they 
were there. 

Old aluminium can be tricky 
to weld; typically oil will have 
soaked into the structure to a 

degree – that’s why, when you
oven-heat a casing for bearing
removal, the previously clean 
surface comes out besmirched 
with black oil stains that have 
oozed from within. Heating the 
aluminium to welding 
temperature can lead this oil to 
burn or even explode, causing 
irreparable damage. Distortion 
can also give trouble; the 
localised heat of welding 
warping the case so that it will 
no longer be oil-tight. 

However, Triumph casings of 
this period are not generally too 
porous and so long as the 
welder understands the 
distortion issue and takes steps 
to securely anchor the casing to 
a flat surface, it should be 
possible to perform a welded 
repair. Certainly if it were mine 
I would have a go at it, but 
alternatively, taking the discreet 
approach to valour, it’s worth 
knowing that on later models, 

Triumph deleted these screws,
so it’s unlikely to do any harm
just ignoring the problem. 
Patrick says he’s going to think 
about it...    

ET TU BRUTE?
Well, my engineer mate Bruce 
Hazelgrove really slapped my 
wrists for saying in my recent 
drill feature that metric drills 
increase in 0.5mm increments. 
Bruce pointed out that ‘proper’ 
drill sets increase by 0.1mm and 
the 7.8mm that I mentioned is a 
tapping size for 9mm, not 
simply an Imperial equivalent. 
He also made the point that a 
full drill set from a proper tool 
wholesaler isn’t really that 
much more expensive than a set 
bought from a DIY store – and 
it will give you a set for life, 
having every size you will ever 
need, manufactured in a good 
quality material. Fair enough. 
Point taken, Bruce.
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‘THIS BIKE TYPIFIES  
THE IDEAL FIRST 

RESTORATION PROJECT ’

REVIVING 
BRITAIN’S 

‘FASTEST 250’
WORDS:  R ICK  PARKINGTON. PHOTOGRAPHY:  JASON CR I TCHELL  &  MYKEL  N ICOLAOU

For a ’60s teenager, a 250cc Royal Enfield Continental GT was a dream  
come true; but will it become a nightmare project for Rick, our ’80s teenager?
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I  
f Brigitte Bardot was the top teen fantasy of the
1960s, Royal Enfield’s Continental GT was
probably a pretty close second. The British industry
is often slated for not keeping up with the trends the 
market demanded, but the GT is the exception.  

Other factory café racers, like BSA’s Clubman Gold Star and the 
Velocette Thruxton, had earned their looks through years of 
development as production racers, but the GT is pure ‘flash’ – 
from its enormous engine breather pipe and fly screen to the fake 
cooling fins on the front brake. It’s great, and what’s more it was 
aimed squarely at the learner market – aged 16 back then, your 
first bike could transport you directly to TT-winning fantasies 
while in reality crowning you king of the local milk bar.    

What you see here is the new Classic Bike project – and this 
time I haven’t had to go far to find it. The bike belongs to my 
partner, Judy; she bought the bike in 1989. “You couldn’t keep me 
off it,” she laughs. “It was the fastest bike I’d ever had – including 
my 650 Thunderbird – and after the sedate Triumph TRW I had 
before, adopting the extreme riding position felt like scrunching 
up onto a kid’s tricycle. It was exciting, flashy and loud, forever 
setting off car alarms and getting me stopped by the police.” 

Used as daily transport and for events like Rockers Reunion 
and 59 Club runs, the little bike proved hardier than its reputation 
would suggest, even surviving a monumental slide down the 
famous Sidcup Mad Mile when Judy hit a patch of diesel on a fast 
corner. Changes in circumstance eventually saw the bike put into 
storage in 2007, from which it has only just emerged, still bearing 
the scars from the accident and looking rather sorry for itself. 

The bike typifies the ideal first restoration project. Firstly, 
because it is complete. It’s always tempting to start off your 
restoration career by buying a keenly-priced box of bits, but you 
need knowledge and experience to successfully tackle a basket 
case; they’re cheaper for a reason. Better by far to spend more and 
buy something that’s reasonably achievable, then you can make 
morale-boosting progress while learning the skills.

The second advantage of this Enfield is that despite being a 250, 
it is a sought-after model. This makes the initial cost higher – 
£1000-£1500 for one in this condition – but there’s less danger of 
spending far more on restoration than the bike is worth. If you’re 
building your dream bike, cost may be secondary to achieving the 
desired result, but often choice is dictated by chance or purchase 
price. So budgets need to be monitored; you may not really like 
the bike once finished and it can easily end up as one of those 
depressing ‘£5000 spent on rebuild, offers around £2000’ adverts. 

The third advantage is that there exists a very well-established 
specialist dealer. As well as selling Indian-made Enfields, 
Hitchcocks have also been supplying old stock and secondhand 
parts for Royal Enfields since 1984. Over the three subsequent 
decades they have increased their stock enormously and tackled 
the manufacture of reproduction parts as original supplies have 
dried up. Their present day catalogue is extensive and although 
bargains can still be picked up elsewhere it is reassuring to know 
that there’s always the option of picking up the phone. So, adding 
it all up, this job should be a walk in the park... shouldn’t it?

CONTINENTAL GTENFIELD

 i tion with

Q Judy on the Continental GT.
Exciting, flashy and loud...



SEAT

Repro seat was 
sagging when Judy 
bought the bike (note 
wooden-block support). 
Time for a new one.

CENTRESTAN D

Typical Enfield fault;
the alloy centre stand
has worn and doesn’t 
lift the wheels off the 
ground any more; I’ll 
need to find a solution.

SHOCKS

These replacement 
shocks are due for 
another replacement. 
Maybe time for a nice 
pair of Hagons...
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Q Imagine being
16 and planting 

your face next to 
this at 90mph...



FRONT WHEEL

Wheel rims are original
and the chrome looks
like it might polish...
but will they look too
far gone if the rest of
the bike is shiny?

PETROL TANK 

These glassfibre tanks 
are attacked by the 
ethanol in modern 
petrol – can it be 
sealed or is there 
another option?

CYLINDER HEAD

There’s a couple of 
broken fins on the 
cylinder head; it would 
be nice to sort them 
out, but what’s the rest 
of the engine like? 

ALUMINIUM BRACKET 

UNDER HEADLIGHT

This impromptu Zener 
Diode heatsink reminds 
me that I converted 
the bike to 12v years 
ago, but is it time 
for a rewire?
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GT HISTORY

Royal Enfield launched their unit-
construction Crusader range for 
the 1957 season to replace the 
250 Clipper. The new model 
represented a big departure from 
established thinking, with valve 
gear under the left-hand engine 
casing along with the primary drive 
while the alternator was situated 
on the right casing. A five-speed 
gearbox was fitted to the first 
Continental sports model of 1963 
and the café racer-style GT 
appeared at the motor cycle show 
late in 1964. It later achieved just 
short of 90mph on road test.
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I
talian engineer Lino Tonti joined FB Mondial in 
1957, when the Milanese factory was top marque in 
125cc and 250cc Grand Prix racing. But plans he
had for 1958 were thwarted when Mondial made a 
pact with Gilera and Moto Guzzi to jointly 

withdraw from costly world championship contention.
Not to be deterred, Tonti teamed up with redundant Mondial 

chief race mechanic Giusseppe Pattoni to create the Paton marque. 
The first Paton, a double-overhead-cam 125cc single, was 
followed by a 250cc twin. By the time the latter was racing, Tonti 
had moved on to design and develop similar twins for Bianchi. 

A big manufacturer of cars, pedal cycles and bearings as well as 
motorcycles, Bianchi (pronounced ‘bee-anky’) had raced dohc 
350cc engines in the 1920s and had a supercharged 500cc inline 
four ready when World War II began. A return to international 
motorcycle racing came when seven Tonti-designed six-speed 
250cc (55 x 52.5mm) twins were entered for the 1960 Lightweight 
TT. Practice troubles saw only two start, ridden by Derek Minter, 
who broke down, and Osvaldo Perfetti who finished ninth. 

Tino Brambilla raced a 350cc (65 x 52.5) version in the 1960 

GP des Nations at Monza, sensationally lapping at 111.35mph 
(against Gary Hocking’s 111.66mph on his MV four), but failed to 
finish. Bianchi’s best 1961 GP results were two second places for 
new works riders behind Hocking – for Bob McIntyre at the Dutch 
TT and Alistair King in the Ulster, while Brambilla was Italian 
champion. A 68.4mm bore (386cc) twin for the 500cc class, with 
four carburettors, appeared at the Italian GP but did not race. 

In 1962, Silvio Grassetti took third places in Holland and Italy 
on the 350 and, with a bigger engine, third in the 500cc race at 
Monza, behind the MVs of Mike Hailwood and Remo Venturi. 

Venturi became Bianchi’s main rider in 1963, when Tonti 
increased the stroke to 59mm and created 422cc, 440cc and 454cc 
versions. In home internationals, Venturi beat John Hartle’s Gilera 
four in the Imola Gold Cup 350cc race and saw off the MVs of 
Grassetti and Alan Shepherd in a 500cc race on the Riccione 
seaside circuit. In 350cc GPs Venturi took second place behind Jim 
Redman’s Honda, ahead of Phil Read’s Gilera in West Germany, 
and was third behind Redman and Shepherd (MZ) in Italy.  

Concerned about costs, the factory reduced its backing for 
racing in 1964, but Venturi kept the team alive, clinching the 

Lino Tonti’s twin was as fast as an MV four, 
but lacked strong factory backing 

G R E A T E N G I N E S  I N  B I T S

WORDS:  MICK  DUCKWORTH 
PHOTOGRAPHY:  S IMON HIPPERSON

500cc 
GRAND PRIX

BIANCHI

1 9 6 4
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Italian national championship. At the early-season Modena 
international, he collected a 500cc win after Hailwood fell off 
while leading and was second to Mike at the Cesenatico street 
race. At Imola he narrowly lost a 500cc race in a ding-dong with 
Argentinian Benedicto Caldarella’s Gilera. An outing in the Dutch 
TT saw Venturi take another second, to Hailwood in the 500cc 
race, and a third behind Redman and Hailwood in the 350.

By the end of 1964, the biggest twin had grown by increments 
to reach 498cc, but Bianchi shut down its racing department at the 
end of the season. In 1967, the Piaggio Group bought the company 
and road bike production ended. Tonti began his 500cc Linto 
project and worked for Moto Guzzi. 

The engine shown here is a 498cc type, a linear development 
from the original 250cc twin. Its design shows how Lino Tonti 
attended to intricate detail to extract high revs and every ounce of 
power from a vertical twin. Claimed output was 72bhp at 
10,500rpm. While the engine’s weight (56kg), width and height 
are reasonable for a 500cc unit, the earlier 250cc and 350cc 
versions were bulky for their capacity.

Unusually, camshaft drive is not directly off the crankshaft, but 
via a countershaft behind it. Elaborately-cast crankcase halves join 
along the engine’s vertical centre line. Containing the transmission 
as well as the crankshaft and countershaft, they have upward 
extensions on either side of the main joint behind the cylinders to 
house the lower part of the camshaft-drive gear train.  

The crankshaft runs in four main bearings. The outers are 
13-roller units shrunk into the crankcase walls, each retained by a 
plate with four countersunk screws. The inner bearings – a roller 
on the left and ballrace on the right – are held in a substantial 
alloy housing which extends back to support the countershaft in a 
large seven-ball bearing. The crankpins are in 360° configuration, 
fixed in pairs of full-circle flywheels, beautifully scalloped on their 
circumferences near the crankpins to achieve balance. 

Each flywheel has a mainshaft integral with it, and at the centre, 
the shaft on the inner left wheel press-fits over the smaller one on 
the right wheel. The sleeve shaft has journals for the inner mains 
and between them gear teeth cut on the shaft transmit drive to a 

BEARINGS INSIDE BEARINGS
Gears in the camshaft drive train turn on double bearings,
with ballraces running inside needle roller units retained by
circlips. This Lino Tonti foible, that has amused other
engineers, is intended to achieve minimal friction losses in
the valve train. However, it does add weight and any friction
avoided is insignificant compared with friction generated
between the pistons and bores.

Q Two-piece hairpin valve springs are enclosed, 
with their upper loops retained in saddle plates

Q The oil pump contains two pairs of gears: 
lower for bottom end, upper for valve gear

Q Even the gauze oil 
filter is a work of 
engineering art

Q Ballraces turn  
inside needle  
rollers
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STRONG SUPPORT
The chunky alloy housing for the inner main bearings is fixed 
rigidly to the crankcase to avoid vibration and permit high 
rpm. The housing’s flange, which carries a bearing for the 
countershaft, is fixed to the left crankcase half by eight studs 
and a dowel is used for firm location. On the right, it slots into 
a round holder, to be held by four radial bolts at roughly 5 
o’clock, 6 o’clock, 8 o’clock and 10 o’clock and two more are 
inserted from the top.  

‘TONTI ATTENDED TO INTRICATE 
DETAIL TO EXTRACT HIGH REVS’

larger gear on the countershaft. A slot cut in the central bearing 
housing allows the two gears to mesh.  

The countershaft gear engages with the lower of two equally-
sized camshaft drive gears, which turn freely on spindles fixed in 
the crankcase’s upward extension. The upper of the two drives a 
third at the rear of a gear case forming the central portion of the 
vertically-split cambox – alloy in this case, but also made in 
magnesium. It is riveted to a slim gear locked to the inlet cams on 
tapers. Two intermediate gears in the casing take drive forward to 
another cam gear on the exhaust side. If Tonti’s plan for 
desmodromic valves had come to fruition, the intermediate gears 
would have been replaced by gears operating valve-closing cams.  

Each cylinder has its own short camshaft, with an oil-flinger tab 
adjacent to the cam lobe. The shafts and their driving gears are 
held together by through-bolts, with needle rollers supporting the 
shafts’ outer ends. 

The separate cylinder heads have generous flat-sided finning. 
Each is held down by four studs, which pass through the vertical 
iron-lined alloy barrels to thread into the crankcase. 

The valves are opened when the cam lobes bear on T-shaped 
pushers with hard shims on their upper faces. They are closed by 
two-piece hairpin springs with their upper loops retained in saddle 
plates held to the valve stems by collets. Tonti’s collets engage with 
two grooves on the valve stems, rather than one. The spring wires’ 
lower ends insert into blocks surrounding the tops of the valve 
guides, screwed to the head with socket-head bolts. The guide 
material is Beryllium copper alloy, once favoured for use in F1 car 
engines for hardness combined with efficient heat transfer. Hard 
valve seats are shrunk-in: on earlier engines the valves seated on 
the head alloy, pre-hardened by hammering. Clearances can be 
checked through threaded inspection caps on the cambox.      

Using two 10mm spark plugs in each hemispherical combustion 
chamber helped produce power without the need for a squish 
band. The inner plugs, reached through apertures in the cambox, 
are set at 12° off the vertical while the outers are more angled at 
36°. The included angle between pairs of valves is 78°, with the 
inlets set slightly steeper than the exhausts.

Tonti designed special carburettors with integral floatbowls, 
made by Dell’Orto. Unusually, they have elliptical chokes with a 
maximum height of 32mm and width of 40mm, approximating to 
a conventional 34mm size. Flexible hoses connect them to the ��
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SPECIFICATIONS
1964 500CC BIANCHI
ENGINE/TRANSMISSION

Type air-cooled dohc parallel twin Capacity 498cc Bore x stroke 73 x
59.5mm Compression ratio 9.8: 1 Valve sizes inlet 42mm, exhaust
37mm Valve angle 78° Valve timing Inlet opens 61° BTDC, closes 82°
ABDC Exhaust opens 81 BBDC, closes 52 ATDC Valve clearances inlet
0.06in, exhaust 0.08in Carburation 2 x 34mm Dell’Orto SS1
Power output 72bhp @ 10,800rpm Weight 123lbs (55.75kg)

Q Six-speed gear
cluster can be
removed as a 
complete assembly, 
cassette-style

RUNNING ONE TODAY
A lack of Grand Prix victories seems to have robbed the
Bianchi twins of the glory enjoyed by MV Agusta fours of the
1960s. But the bellowing blue and white twins matched them
on speed, if not on agility or reliability. A number of GP
second places and two Italian championships testify that
when they kept running they were highly competitive.

Bianchi twins are rarely sighted today; fewer than 10 of all
sizes from 250cc to 500cc are thought to exist. If you see
one in this country, it will most likely belong to lucky Martyn
Simpkins. He secured a haul of parts, patterns and drawings
from Italy soon after Lino Tonti died in 2002. The Derbyshire-
based equipe of mainly Italian racing exotica he runs with his
racer son Dean now boasts three complete 500s. That’s
probably more than ever existed in the 1960s.

“You don’t prepare Grand Prix engines like this simply from
a manual,” Martyn says. “Each one has to be carefully set up
to run right.”

The aim is to have one or two of them fired up and making
glorious noise at historic racing events this year.

W O R K S H O P

head via alloy adapters leading to elliptical inlet tracts.
Domed crowns on the three-ring pistons have cutaways to clear 

the valves. Liberally ribbed for strength, the connecting rods have 
crowded rollers running directly in their big-end eyes and plain 
phosphor-bronze bushes in the small-ends.  

Located in the lower crankcase, the oil pump has a vertical 
shaft, driven off the countershaft by skew gears. Inside the pump 
are two sets of gears, a lower set to supply the bottom-end and the 
upper for the valve gear. Oil is drawn up a suction tube from a 
triple-element gauze filter in the base of the self-contained sump, a 
finned alloy container held to bottom of the crankcase by eight 
long studs. The lower gears pump oil through crankcase drillings 
to feed the crankshaft from both sides, via jets in the ends of the 
shaft. While feed is direct on the left side, it goes via an external 
oil carrier on the right. Eccentric cavities inside the crank fling 
sludge away from the big-end feeds under centrifugal force. Oil 
flung off the crankshaft lubricates the gearbox.

The pump’s upper gears send oil through an external hose that 
branches into four to feed banjo unions at the outer ends of the 
camshafts. It passes through the hollow shafts to exit on the cam 
flanks, draining back to the sump down the camshaft drive column.                                                           

The countershaft, supported at each end by ballraces in the 
crankcase walls, extends through the right-side wall to drive an 
ignition unit. Here, original Dansi kit has been replaced by a 
Kawasaki CDI system for reliable starting. On the left, a gear held 
to splines on the shaft by a nut transmits primary drive to the dry 
clutch. The driven gear has a boss that extends through a 
detachable oil-tight cover plate to carry the clutch’s lightweight 
alloy outer basket on splines. Two large needle rollers, side-by-

Thanks to Martyn Simpkins for providing an engine, his kitchen 
floor for photography and a supply of hot tea. 

side, allow the gear to turn freely on the gearbox mainshaft.       
Operated by a pushrod running through the mainshaft, the 

clutch has six springs retained by bolts in cups on an alloy pressure 
plate pressing on four plain and four friction plates. The clutch 
centre hub is also light alloy.

The six-speed gearbox is an indirect type with input and output 
on the mainshaft. The internals are in cassette form with the 
mainshaft, layshaft, change drum, three selector forks and their 
spindle, mounted to an alloy bearing carrier plate. The output 
sprocket is on the right, fixed by splines and a nut to a sleeve gear 
supported by a roller bearing. The other end of the shaft runs in a 
ballrace, while the layshaft is in rollers on the left and balls on the 
right. A detachable housing to the rear of the sprocket contains 
détente gearchange plungers and behind it a rack engaging with 
teeth on the end of the selector drum has two pawls and a ratchet 
inside it to provide a positive stop. 
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ALL STITCHED UP

Q Stewart’s old seat 
was pants, he decided. 
New scheme is more 
Mocha than mocker

OUR CLASSICS
Stewart takes the idea of a colourscheme for his café racer a bit too literally, while Gary is reminded that 

just because a job seems simple, it won’t necessarily be that way as he tries to light up his Matchless

W O R K S H O P

I’ve had to modify the TR1’s seat quite a
bit. It was, well – ‘does this look big under
my bum!’ A little bit fat and baggy for my 
taste, in short. In my quest for straight 
lines and a more slimline look I decided I 
wanted the width of the seat base reduced 
to fit flush with the rear subframe. 

My personal collection of garage-based 
implements could be described as 
minimal, so I knew I needed to tool up. 
But a trip to the shops and £28 later, I was 
the proud owner of a jigsaw. I hacked off 
the sides off the seat and, by some small 
miracle, it now fitted flush back on the 
frame. But when my seat-covering man, 
Paul at Tealess in Peterborough (07748 
186862), came to see my handiwork, he 
informed me that he actually needed sides 
on the base to wrap the leather cover 
around. Doh! 

He had no means to repair the damage 
my jigsaw had done, so I visited two 
bodyshops and a metal fabrication 
workshop to get help, without any success. 

Stewie gets cosmetic on his TR1’s ass with a bit of leather and warpaint

1982 YAMAHA TR1
Stewart Parkes
CB’s art editor sends 
shock waves through 
the mag with ’80s 
V-twin purchase – 
and it’s headed 
Bike Shed-wards...
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The month in numbers: Miles 0
Money spent £578 Workshop time 12 hours

PETE NORMAN
1976 Moto Guzzi Le
Mans, Guzzi Krajka
replica, 1979 Morini

350 Sport, 1974
Benelli 250, 1969

Ducati Cadet

GARY PINCHIN
1979 Yamaha 
XS650, 1957 

Matchless G3LS, 
1991 Harley 

Sportster, BSA 
B31/33 bits, etc...

RICK PARKINGTON
1927 Rex Acme TT, 
1949/56 Norvin, 
1935 Norton Inter 

and six more

RICHARD ‘DICKIE’
FINCHER

1970 Norton
Commando

STEWART PARKES
1982 Yamaha TR1

GEZ KANE
1977 Honda

CB460F, 1978
Yamaha TY175,
1965 Gilera 124

RUPERT PAUL
1960 Royal Enfield
Meteor Minor 500,

1998 Ducati
900SS, 1998
Ducati M600

MARK HOLMES
1975 Moto Guzzi T3

PATRICK WALKER 
Several Manx 
Nortons, two 

Internationals, a 
Model 18 and a 
TT100 trials bike

I was beginning to wish I’d left it alone. 
Then, one desperate Saturday morning, 

I found myself in B&Q trying to buy a 
glassfibre repair kit when the shop 
assistant guided me to a tiny tube of filler! 
Not what I had in mind. 

Then an elderly gent interrupted. I was 
wearing a leather jacket so he assumed I 
owned the Honda parked outside and 
struck up a conversation about the bike. 
When I said my bike was at home, he 
added: “Don’t bother with the filler 
they’re trying to sell you in here – there’s 
a small car parts shop five minutes walk 
away, and they sell all the body repair kit 
you could ever need.”

Sure enough, I found some flexible wire 
mesh next to a tub of Isopon, a quick-
drying body filler priced £10. I had 
nothing to lose. I duct-taped the wire to 
the seat base, then caked it with the filler. 
Two coats later, I was left with what all 
the pros said they couldn’t do – some 
solid sides to my café racer seat. I was 
slightly gobsmacked, secretly proud and a 
little bit high. It’s fairly toxic stuff, which 

makes it all the more fun to work with! I 
think my bike is on the way to becoming 
what I’m going to call a ‘pro-build’.

The seat went off to Paul to be 
upholstered and, a week later, I had a call 
from him to say that it was ready. I shot 
off to Paul’s workshop and once I’d 
threaded my way past the chickens I was 
confronted with a piece of art. The colour 
and the stitching had transformed the 
look, with the original foam shaved down 
to a shape similar to that of a new 
Yamaha XJ1300.

As you can see from the main pic, I was 
able to bolt the seat back on without a 

mechanic in sight. The total cost for the 
leather and the attention to detail that 
Paul bestowed on my seat was £240.

This month I also got the bodywork 
painted. I wanted white, but it’s not as 
straightforward as you might think – 
there are hundreds of different shades of 
white, with every sample paint card 
described and named differently. 

I knew stark white wouldn’t suit an 
older bike, so when I discussed this with 
Barry at Splash Motorcycles in St Ives 
(01480 464883) I gambled on a yellow-
tinged white. The colour didn’t have a 
name, so I called it... Barry White! Barry 
wasn’t amused.

Despite my crap joke, his work was 
fantastic. When I’d dropped off the 
metalwork, he’d mentioned that he could 
still see the Honda logo slightly raised in 
the old paint on the tank. In taking it 
right back to bare metal, Barry spent ages 
getting rid of any imperfections before 
applying ‘Barry White’.

I was worried when I first saw the 
finished work. I didn’t expect cream, but 
with the beautiful seat covering and black 
finish on the rest of the bike, it’s given my 
bike a real coffee/cream look. What better 
colours for a café racer!

Barry charged me £300 for the tank, 
sidepanels and mudguards and 
considering the totally new look and 
quality finish I reckon that’s well worth it.

Next month, roll on the powder-coated 
wheels. Literally...

Q Formerly black tank
and was taken back to 
the metal and resprayed 
in ‘Barry White’

Q Seat was hacked to
bits by a jigsaw and

filled, but fortunately it 
enjoyed a full recovery
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Q Rupert measures the tiny Bates headlight to
work out what size spacers we’ll need

W O R K S H O P

You’ve got an old Brit bike. You’d like it to
have modern lights and indicators. It’s
incapable of generating the necessary
current. What do you do? A) Buy suitable
lights, switches etc, build a loom and bolt
on a decent modern alternator from
Electrex World. They supply
comprehensive ignition and/or alternator
kits for quite a few old bikes (I’m fitting
one to the Enfield 500 twin I’m building,
partly to get electronic ignition). But prices
are from £270 – and that’s on top of the
cable, sleeving, connectors, battery and
lights you’ll also need. B) Keep the stock
Lucas dynamo and fit LED indicators, tail
lights and a 35W headlight to minimise
the current draw (you can’t get road-legal
aftermarket LED headlights yet). With
luck a dynamo in decent nick will kick out
enough power. C) Look for the dynamo
and find it’s missing. This is the situation

with Gary’s Matchless 1957 G3. His
planned solution is to stick with the low
current-draw idea, but just rely on a
battery, which he charges between the
short summer rides he envisions. With a
modern battery hidden in the toolbox,
even at night he’d have a fair bit of range.

Or would he? Curious to find out, I
offered to put a loom together for him.
The obvious supplier for the switchgear
and lights was Paul Goff’s electrical
emporium (norbsa02.freeuk.com), and
after visiting Goffy at Shepton Classic
Show, Gary dropped off the bike and a
large bag of goodies at my place.

He’d chosen a Bates replica headlight,
four LED indicators plus a suitable flasher

unit, a Vincent-type LED tail light and
two switch clusters – one for the
indicators, the other for the dip/main and 
horn, gel battery, etc (total cost £193.10). 
It sounded a simple job. Needless to say, it 
didn’t stay that way for more than about 
five minutes...

A fag-packet sketch of the circuits 
showed Gary also needed a Goffy three-
position ignition switch to 1) isolate the 
battery, 2) switch on the daytime running 
circuits, and 3) add in the night-time 
extras. Including £40 headlamp brackets 
bought at the Kempton jumble, the total 
hardware cost came to £233.10.

But before we could wire them up, we 
needed to fit them to the bike. We also 
needed to put the battery, flasher unit, 
horn and ignition switch somewhere.

In the end it took two days. I turned up 
some tubular mounts for the rear
indicators to bolt to, and got local
engineers Qprep (qprep.co.uk) to TIG 
weld them onto the mudguard loop as 
near to the tail light as possible. The tail 
light itself needed a chunky aluminium 
bracket bolted to the numberplate after the 
original light had been gently removed 
with a hacksaw. Luckily, Gary had a laser-
cut bracket from Untitled Motorcycles 
(untitledmotorcycles.com), intended 

Rupert wires up Gary’s Matchless 3GL, and reveals it’s anything but simple to retro-fit a lighting system
NEW LIGHT CASTS ITS SHADOW

1957 MATCHLESS
G3L
Gary Pinchin
Bought a year ago to
ride back lanes, but
only now nearing the
stage where it’s
going to be rideable.

��

Q It all started with a trip 
to the Shepton autojumble 
to buy all the lighting 
kit from Paul Goff



TRIPLES WORKSHOP
We`ve lived and breathed these beasts, since the Seventies.

Call NEIL on 07785 115559 (T) West Yorkshire

e-mail: triplesworkshop@btinternet.com
Opening hours Mon-Sat 9am-6.30pm. CLOSED SUNDAYS

Callers by appointment only
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Order a fully restored H1 500 Triple o.t.r. for £7500

gital
ometric

New
Model
Digital
Classic

Tel: 01564 775522

Classic Style Gauges
from the 50’s, 60’s & 70’s

t: 01590 612261
f: 01590 612722

vintagetyres.com

sales@vintagetyres.com

authentic tyres from the ultimate tyre authority
ₔ

ₔ

classictyres

Free delivery on UK orders over £50

Friendly, expert advice from classic enthusiasts

FERRET’S CUSTOM ELECKTRICKERY
THE FINEST MOBILE WIRING SERVICE FOR ALL CLASSIC BIKES

YOUR CLASSIC OR CUSTOM MOTORCYCLE’S ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
COMPLETELY OVERHAULED USING TOP QUALITY AUTHENTIC 

MATERIALS!! 
A CUSTOM OR REPLICA WIRING LOOM DESIGNED, CONSTRUCTED AND

FITTED. OLD WIRING REVITALISED, DAMAGED/BODGED WIRING
REPAIRED. ALL COMPONENTS TESTED, SWITCHES, ETC, SERVICED!!

DEMONSTRATED IN OPERATION UPON COMPLETION!! 
ALL CARRIED OUT IN THE CONVENIENCE  OF YOUR OWN GARAGE

OR LARGE SHED!!

GREMLINS EVICTED!!

07765 832420
NATIONWIDE SERVICE OVER 25 YEARS EXPERIENCE. ALL WORK GUARANTEED

“DO IT RIGHT – DO IT ONCE!”

www.motorcyclewiring.co.uk
A comprehensive range of sundry

electrical components & accessories
always carried in stock

MOTOR-CYCLE SEAT
RENOVATING SERVICE

R. K. LEIGHTON
Unit 2, Partridge Court, Price Street, Birmingham B4 6JZ.  Tel: 0121 359 0514.

Email: info@rk-leighton.co.uk    www.rk-leighton.co.uk

Suppliers of new seats for most
British classic bikes

Loose covers & foams supplied.
Please phone for details and price list

�Electronic ignition conversions 
�Generator repairs/rewinds 
�Regulator/rectifiers 
�CDi units 
�HT coils

www.rexs-speedshop.com
Electrical specialists, testing, new parts & repairs

Tel:01580 880768

TRY US FOR BSA UNIT SINGLE PARTS
ALL MODELS CATERED FOR

TRY US FOR A10, A7, A65, B31/3
GOLDSTAR, BANTAM & UNIT

SINGLE PARTS
Plus 1,000s more parts for your model. Phone, Fax or write for quote

KIDDERMINSTER MOTORCYCLES
60-62 BLACKWELL STREET, KIDDERMINSTER, WORCS DY10 2EE

Tel: (01562) 66679-825826 l Fax: (01562) 825826
Email: kmc4bsa@hotmail.com

EXPORT WELCOME

STARTS HERE
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Q Working out where to drill the holes to mount the headlight 

Q Untitled Motorcycles rear light brakets was cannibalised for the G3 

Q MTN black paint provided perfect finish for the headlight brackets 

Q Vincent-style LED tailight with modified bracket is now ready to fit 

for use on one of his other bikes, so we
‘modified’ that to suit out needs.

Meanwhile, Gary set about painting his
headlamp brackets after we’d decided on
the most sympathetic position for the front
indicators, and drilled the 8mm holes.

We rejected some black MTN Hardcore
paint I had lying around, instead spending
£9.80 on a can of Hammerite – so 
laborious to use, I lost patience and 
applied a final coat of faster-drying stuff,
which reacted and went all wrinkly. Next
day I stripped the paint back to metal and
did one coat of MTN black. Perfect.

Fitting the brackets was a pain. As with
many Brit bikes, you have to pull the
stanchion up through the bottom yoke
with a threaded tube masquerading as a 
special tool. Cue more happy hours 
sourcing a one-inch diameter tube and 
cutting a 20 tpi thread on the end.

The toolbox already had a battery shelf, 
but no means of holding said battery 
securely. With time short I decided to
encase it on all sides with closed cell foam. 
The bike’s original front numberboard 
provided the aluminium to make a 
mounting bracket for the flasher unit, and 
the horn (which, bizarrely, had been 
mounted inside the toolbox) was relocated 
above the rear mudguard. 

The only possible place for the ignition 
switch was on the right of the toolbox/oil 
tank cover. It’s not ideal to have it sitting 
where the carb can belch fuel vapour onto 
it, but hey-ho.

W O R K S H O P

The lesson is that retro-fitting electrical
hardware to an old bike takes serious
thought, time and expense. Even then, it
can go wrong: the Bates headlamp takes a
modern H4 halogen bulb fitting, and most
available bulbs are 60/55W, rather than
the 35/35W you’d get from a traditional
bayonet type. The best H4 I’ve found is a
60/40W, so it’ll have to do.

In the next issue we’ll cover the actual
wiring, including the tools, materials and
techniques you need to build a loom, and
the new wiring diagram for Gary’s bike.

‘RETRO-FITTING
ELECTRICS TAKES 

SERIOUS THOUGHT’

The month in numbers: Miles 0  
Workshop time 16 hours Money £233.10

Just in case you’re mad enough to want to 
do the same thing... rupesrewires.com



do 750 & 850 MK II

Except Mk3 and
750 Fastback with distributor

“La jambe électrique”
Some things in life are worth
the wait.

Over forty years after the
fi rst Commando appeared,
the Alton EKit electric start
conversion fi nally brings it to
life at the touch of a button…
…the one Norton put there
in 1969.

On sale only through our
authorised distributors
Contact us for list.

24, route de Kerscao
29480 Le Relecq-Kerhuon

France
Phone : 00 33 298 283 575

www.alton-france.com

PRECISION ALIGNMENT
Superior
Handling Better 

Performance

07794637159
www.parallelengineering.co.uk

Spares   Parts

BRITISH
SEND FOR OUR FREE CATALOGUES OR VISIT OUR NEW IMPROVED WEBSITE

TRIUMPH HOUSE, RIGBY CLOSE, HEATHCOTE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, WARWICK, CV34 6TL
PHONE +44 (0)1926 832345 FAX +44 (0)1926 832352 EMAIL SALES@NORMANHYDE.CO.UK WEB WWW.NORMANHYDE.CO.UK

QUALITY PARTS FOR TWINS
& TRIPLES SINCE 1976

Ikon
Fork 

Springs Safer 
Brakes 

10" & 12" 
Floating 

Discs

Alloy Calipers
Ferodo Pads

Hyde 
Clutch parts

Valve Gear, Pistons, 
Camshafts, Gaskets

Ikon
Rear
Units

Toga
Exhausts

 

Spares Direct Ltd 861 Harrow Road, London NW10 5NH

ANDREW ENGINEERING (LEIGH) LTD.
14 Lodge Road, Atherton, Manchester, Lancs., M46 9BL
Tel:- +44 (0)1942 888848         Fax:- +44 (0)1942 888878

Send SAE stamped at 100 gram rate (min 9”x3”) to above address for current price list,

or check our web pages www.andrew-engineering.co.uk
STOCKISTS & MANUFACTURERS OF AJS &

MATCHLESS REPLICA SPARES AND GENERAL ENGINEERS
Our spares list is constantly enlarging

We can also undertake manufacture of spares for any club spares schemes.
Visitors are welcome Monday to Thursday between 9.00 am and 5.00 pm.

Any other time by arrangement, please.

BSA & TRIUMPH SPARES
PETER HAMMOND

MOTORCYCLES LTD
Specialising in BSA & Triumph Spares,

1958 onwards.
Mail order also available.

44 Watermoor Road,
Cirencester, Glos GL7 1LD.

parts@hammondmotorcycles.co.uk

Tel: 01285 652467
www.hammondmotorcycles.co.uk

BSA A10 B31 and Goldstar Stainless Parts

Also Range of Parts for Cafe Racers
Alloy Rearsets, Stainless Clip-ons,

Tel 01379 586728 www.barleycorn.co.uk

See
you at

Stafford
April
25/26

HAWKSHAW M/Cs LTD
Large stock of new/used parts and books for

TRIUMPH NORTON BSA
& other British Bikes built up over 

last 35 years – 12,000 lines in stock
Full list of parts and prices on our website

ALTON Norton & Velocette Electric
Start Kits & Dynamo replacement Alternator stockists

Worldwide Mail Order Specialists
Phone/Fax 0151 949 0991

Email: hawkshaw@btconnect.com
www.hawkshawmotorcycles.com

A SITE FOR SORE BIKES
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W O R K S H O P

PHOTOGRAPHY: JACQUES PORTAL

SPEEDING BULLITT
By Stewart Parkes
I wanted a vintage-style helmet, but one 
produced using modern techniques and built to 
modern safety standards, so I opted for a new 
Bell Bullitt. It hints at 1970s style (when the 
motorcycle road and racing world was dominated 
by Bell Star helmets) but is 100% ECE approved 
with a low-profile fibre-composite shell and 
multi-density EPS liner. It has a removable, 
washable and anti-bacterial interior. Flat or 
bubble visors are available. 

Bell Bullitt helmet in solid black gloss, £299.99
racefx.com  

GOODNESS
ASSORTED 

Stuff to wear. Stuff to improve your bike. Stuff we love.
This is where we’ll be gathering it from now on...
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ROAD RUBBER
By Stewart Parkes
I needed new tyres for my TR1 project and was 
dreaming of some semi-knobby rubber. But I 
figured I was more Destination Ace than 
Destination Adventure and opted for sensible 
ContiGo! tyres, as all my riding will be on-road. 
The ContiGo! is a newly-developed crossply 
offering good grip in all weather conditions. 
According to Continental, they give excellent 
mileage, too, while the tread pattern provides 
even wear characteristics and channels water 
away from the contact patch    

Continental ContiGo! tyres, £70 front, £86 rear 
conti-bike.co.uk

DURABLE DENIM
By Gary Pinchin
I wanted riding jeans that looked high-
street but offered some serious 
protective qualities. Resurgence Gear 
jeans fit the bill perfectly. They are so 
wonderfully comfortable and look great, 
while incorporating good safety 
features. Made from highest quality 
13-ounce, dark blue denim, the straight-
leg jeans have enough room to go over 
bike boots. They also have a comfort 
stretch and incorporate a ‘super 
resistant’ Pekev liner from the top of 
the waist to the bottom leg seam, which 
means high levels of impact, abrasion 
and cut resistance – and is resistant to 
corrosive chemicals, has a low moisture 
absorption rate and a low coefficient of 
friction. And they come with mesh hip 
and knee pockets for the CE-approved 
Knox body armour. (Resurgence Cafe 
Racer Selvedge Jeans option top left)

Resurgence Vintage Brown jeans, £240 
resurgencegear.net

The all-new, limited-edition, official Classic
Bike T-shirt, with a trendy spanners logo on the

front, stylised CB logo on the back and arm.
The shirts come in biker black or hipster grey. 
Buy one now... before they’re all snapped up.

ORDER HOTLINE

01733 468099
All sizes, Small to XXL, cost the same – 
£14 inc post & packing (UK only). Credit/
debit cards or cheque only no PayPal/
cash. Make cheques payable to ‘Classic 
Bike magazine’ and send to: Classic Bike 
magazine, Bauer Media, Media House, 
Lynchwood, Peterborough, PE2 6EA)

Overseas customers please send an email 
to: sally.barker@bauermedia.co.uk for 
postage charges. Please allow at least 28 
days for delivery.

ANYONE 
FOR T?

£14 
EACH



THE CLASSIC BIKE  
PARTS AND SERVICES DIRECTORY
Want to contact a specialist? Need electrical components? 

Look no further...

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS SECTION PLEASE CALL 01733 366347

BLAST CLEANING

Send an A5 SAE for free spares booklet

TALK TO THE PEOPLE THAT
UNDERSTAND MOTORBIKES

Mk 1 Concentric all sizes
Mk 1 Triple Sets
Mk 2 Concentric
Monobloc 376 & 389 all sizes

Alcohol Mk1 and Mk11
Mk2 Smoothbore, GP3, 10TT9
276 & 289 Pre Monobloc
Matcbox Float Bowl
504 Float Bowl, 302 Float Bowl

Unique to Surrey Cycles – Quality Polished Alloy Bellmouths
Turned from solid billet, screw cut thread, 

stainless steel gauze
To fit Concentric, Monobloc &

Pre Monobloc Carburettors
FULL STOCK OF SPARES

ALL CARBURETTORS JETTED AND SET TO YOUR SPECIFICATIONS FREE
#ONTACT�US�ON�4EL�������������� s &AX� ����� ������
email: info@surreycycles.com or via our website www.surreycycles.com

25 Squires Close, Crawley Down, West Sussex RH10 4JH

BIKE AQUA BLASTING
Bike-Aquablasting Makes  your restoration project a one 
point contact. We use virgin glass bead with an average size 
of 160 Micron diameters allowing us to effectively work on
all engine parts, and aluminum part to bring them back to
the as new look , full wheel cleaning and  rebuilds, provide
that all-important quality finish.  Cleaning and Powder
Coating all metal items including frames and  bike body
parts are carried out by long term associates to owner Ray Dunkleys high standards.

Bike Aqua Blasting
Unit 56 The Whittle Estate Cambridge Road Whetstone Leicester LE8 6LH
Contact Ray on 0116-286-7845 or 07940-771298
bike-aquablasting.co.uk contact@bike-aquablasting.co.uk

HIGH GLOSS BLACK from £80+VAT

SPECIAL OFFER - FRAME and SWINGARM
any size shot blasted and polyester powder coated, followed by hot coat

(other colours available)

MICROBLAST POWDER COATING
Old Yard Workshop, Arthur Road, Windsor SL4 1SE

15 mins from Junction 15 M25 & 5 mins from Junction 6 M4
microblastservices@yahoo.co.uk   www.microblastservices.co.uk

Tel: 01753 620145

THE CLUBTHE CLUB
TECHNICAL HELP
DATING & REGISTRATION
TRACK DAYS

SPARES SCHEME
INSURANCE SCHEME
RALLIES & EVENTS

JOIN US!JOIN US!
01949 838752
www.nortonownersclub.org

THE NAME IN BRAKES THAT YOU KNOW & TRUST
s Professional Service Est 1980
s Brake & Clutch relining specialists
s Classic, Vintage, Specials & Obsolete
s Bonded, Riveted, Machined

s Wide choice of asbestos free lining compounds
s To suit all applications, Road use, Trails & Racing
s 24 Hour mail order service

Custom Brakes & Hydraulics Ltd
Unit 2, Holbrook Rise, Holbrook Ind Estate, Sheffield S20 3FG

Tel: 01142 767971
www.custombrakes.co.uk

AS
SEEN
ON TV
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BRAKES

CLUBS

BATTERIES

BLAST CLEANING

CARBURETTORS

“I Cleenz Macheenz!”
Moderns, Classics, Vintage
& Veterans all cherished!

ALL parts A to Z
Stripped, Decorroded,

Decarbonised, Brightened.
Processes include:

Vapour Bead Blasting
Carb Ultrasonic Cleaning

NO VAT - Plus 
Paint, Repairs, Welding,

Machining & Plating Service
Visit web site for loads of pictures

and interesting stuff!

www.icmhome.org.uk
Unit E Franklin Ind Est, London, 

SE20 7AE - 020 8766 7164
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CHROM ERESTORATION SPECIALISTS

www.ch ro m e re sto ratio n sp e cialist.co .u k
01303 257187

Unit 5-6 North Close Business Park, Shorncliff e, Folkestone, Kent CT20 3UH

VAPOUR BLASTING
ULTRASONIC CLEANING
(IGH 1UALITY s 1UICK TURNAROUND SERVICE

Email: fandjhalliwell@btconnect.com

www.fjmotorcycles.co.uk
Tel/Fax: 01695 722004
Mob: 07778 339841
Unit 2, 3 Wigan Road,

Skelmersdale, Lancs WN8 8NB

  
  

  
   

  

  

CUMBRIA Woolpack Inn

At the foot of Hardknott Pass...
...one of England’s most exciting roads.
B&B ♦ Camping ♦ Pub ♦ WiFi ♦ Cafe ♦

Car park ♦ Wood Burning Pizza Oven ♦ Real Ale
OPEN ALL DAY ♦ BIKERS WELCOME

www.woolpack.co.uk office@greendoor.me
Tel: 01946 723230 
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BORDER MEDIA BLASTING

ULTRASONIC
CARBURETTOR CLEANING

HARPERS

Tel: 01270 669339   Mob: 07752 008698
email: sales@harpers-ultrasonic.com

Vapour and Dry Blasting
2 Stroke tuning
Engine Rebuilds

Rebores
Crankshaft
Rebuilds etc

K.P MOTO SOLUTIONS
Tel 07508 606418
www.kpmotosolutions.com

contact@kpmotosolutions.com

VAPOUR – BEAD – GRIT 
– ULTRASONIC
Fine Limit Cleaning

and Finishing Specialists
Also Welding, Stove Enamel

& Powder Coating
Office: 01895 263890

HEATHROW, MIDDLESEX

COTSWOLDS
The Crown & Sceptre, Stroud

Biker friendly pub in the heart of the Cotswolds. 
Bar snacks all day. Sunday Roasts. Cask Ales, Ample Parking.

www.crownandsceptrestroud.com

info@crownandsceptrestroud

Tel: 01453 762588

01792 402458
E-mail: jrs@jrs.uk.com www.jrs.uk.com

MOTORCYCLE
CARBURETTOR SPECIALISTS

CHROME 
PLATING

BOOKS 
AND MANUALS

CARBURETTORS

BLAST CLEANINGBIKE STORAGE

BIKER FRIENDLY



S&TBYCHRO
ME PLATING

For a Great Range

of Vintage T-Shir

Tel: 01664 823975

hotfuel.co.uk
Visit

FREE
UK P&P

FINAL SALE OF CARRILLO CON RODS & ENGINE SPARES
BSA DBD34, A65, B33; DUCATI 851//748; Manx Norton;

Suzuki GSX-R 750; Yamaha XTZ660, FZ750;
BE Bolts & Races, SE bushes. B31 BE bearing.

CARS: V6 5.224" c-c & V8 5.629" c-c; BMW 320i/2002;
HOECKLE TZ crank spares incl. 52mm 500cc s/stroke flywheels

MAHLE chrome piston rings TZ 250L & HUSQVARNA 250
WESLAKE, GODDEN SPEEDWAY engine spares.

E.D.S. for DYNAMIC BALANCING

Tel/Fax: 01708 223287 PO Box 163. Upminster. RM14 3WL

www.meridenmotorcycles.co.uk
Windmill House, Walsh Lane, Meriden. CV7 7JY

01676 523838 / 07885 932026

TRIUMPH
BONNEVILLE
T120 & T140
SPECIALISTwhere the legend was made

FRAME REPAIRS

ENGINE REBUILD

ENGINEERING SERVICES

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTSCHROME PLATING

CLOTHING

www.nourishengineering.co.uk

Billet crankshafts for
British singles & twins,
covering most models.

Bespoke service available.

Tel: 01342 851367
Newtye Hurst Farm

Chiddingstone Hoath

Tonbridge  Kent  TN8 7DA

SHIREMOOR
COMPRESSORS LTD 
ESTABLISHED OVER 45 YEARS 

WORKSHOP & DIY
COMPRESSORS

EXAMPLES
5.68 CFM 6 LITRE £69.50 + VAT 

7.28 CFM 50 LITRE £99.50 + VAT 

14.55 CFM 50 LITRE £159.50 + VAT 

14 CFM BELT DRIVE 50 LITRE £337.00 + VAT 

14 CFM BELT DRIVE 200 LITRE £499.00 + VAT

ALSO LARGE RANGE OF USED 
AND EX DEMO COMPRESSORS

11 FRONT STREET, SEGHILL, 
NORTHUMBERLAND 

TEL: 0191 2377177

www.shiremoorcompressors.com

 PHONE FOR
FREE 

CATALOGUE

Exhaust systems
for most bikes.

1970 to date  4-strokeQuality Chrome Ltd
SPECIALISING IN NICKEL, COPPER,
CHROME, GOLD PLATING, FULL
METAL POLISHING SERVICE,
ELECTRO-PLATING OF STEEL,

COPPER, BRASS AND MOSTALLOYS
Parts collected from your door on

next day delivery anywhere in the UK.
Phone today for friendly advice.

ALLWORK IS CARRIED OUT BY
OURSELVES IN OUR FULLY EQUIPPED

PLATING PLANT.

QUALITYCHROME LTD,
UNIT 1 & 2 MALTON STREET,
WITHAM, HULLHU9 1BA

TELEPHONE & FAX (DAY) 01482 589838

Email: sales@qualitychrome.co.uk

Website: www.qualitychrome.co.uk

All work guaranteed to British Standards

 

Somerton Motorcycle
Engineering

(B&Y Engineering Ltd)

Our dedicated mechanics each
specialise in, British, European or

Japanese Machines.
We offer over 100 years of

combined experience.
Our service covers Repair, Restoration

& Engine Rebuilds. Wheel Building.

01458 270004
www.somerton-motorcycle-engineering.co.uk
Machine Shop,  Stainless & Aluminium Welding.

4-5a Cary Court, Somerton Business Park,
Somerton, Somerset TA11 6SB

Rex’s Rewinds
Ignition & electrical specialists

Japanese bike generators rewound

New regulators, CDi units & HT coils

01580 880768
Unit 5, Russet Farm
Redlands Lane
Robertsbridge
TN32 5NG

OVER 270 MOTORCYCLES

1st SUNDAY EVERY
MONTH TILL OCTOBER

Open: 10am-4pm Call for details
Brockfield Villa,

Stockton On Forest, York
Tel: 01904 400493

CRAVENS
MOTORCYCLE 

MUSEUM

D H DAY
Mechanical & Electrical

Engineering Magnetos, dynos,
exhausts etc. Fully equipped

machine shop.
Tel: 01793 812323
Fax: 01793 845323

dhday31@hotmail.com
ALDRANS, CHURCH HILL,

WROUGHTON, SWINDON. SN4 9JR

CLASSIC BIKE MEET
OAP mcc

Every Friday
10am till 2pm

Tea/coffee ’n’ bacon butties

THE VICTORIA 
LE67 3FA

www.vicbikerspub.co.uk

 

 

DYNAMOS,DYNAMOS,DYNAMOS

Reconditioned and off the shelf. 
Lucas E3L E3LM E3HM E3H E3AR 
E3N E3MD + Miller. Lucas 
conversion for Velocette & 
Vincent. Range of spare, 
Dynamos always wanted �TEL: 
01782 856839

01494 868218
www.norbsa02.free uk.com
62 Clare Road, Prestwood, Bucks. HP16 0NU

Phone: 01673 862286
Mob: 07595 448 713

Email: sales@tubeengineers.co.uk

Specialists in making bespoke
stainless steel exhaust systems for
all British and foreign made bikes

MALLARD METAL PACKS

Metal Supplier for all
restoration projects

NO MINIMUM ORDERS
Tel: 0121 624 0302 

Web: www.mallardmetals.co.uk

ARIEL 3 MUSEUM
A documentary about the Ariel 3
Museum has recently been shown
on ITV. If you didn’t see it you can
see it again on our website.
Ariel 3 Museum, 167 Winchester 

Road, Bristol BS4 3NJ

www.ariel3.com

ELECTRONIC 
COMPONENTS

ELECTRONIC 
COMPONENTS

METAL
FINISHERS

MAGNETOS 
AND DYNAMOS

EVENTS 
AND TRAVEL

MUSEUMS

METAL SUPPLIES

EXPORT SERVICE

EXHAUSTS

EXHAUSTS

COMPRESSOR



DE-CORROSION
SERVICES LIMITED

Fine finishing for
your frames and components

Telephone 01932 564 666 | Mobile 07774 494 804
Email de-cor-serv@hotmail.co.uk

WORKS OFFICES, LITTLETON LANE, SHEPPERTON, MIDDLESEX. TW17 ONF

s -ICRO lNE BLAST CLEANING AND PAINTWORK RElNISHING
s 0OWDER COATING OR STOVE ENAMELLING IN ALL STANDARD COLOURS
s #OLLECTION AND DELIVERY CAN BE ARRANGED
s 6ISTORS WELCOME  FAST TURNAROUND TIMES

s��7EST�-ERCIA�2ADIATORS�ARE�PROUD�TO�BE�ONE�OF�THE�5+�S�FASTEST�GROWING�EXPERTS IN THE
REPAIR�AND�RECOREING�OF�PRACTICALLY�ALL�AND�ANY�TYPE�OF�MOTORBIKE�RADIATORS
s�7E�CAN�HAVE�IT�l�XED�AND�BACK�TO�YOU�AS�GOOD�AS�NEW�WITHIN�����DAYS
s��/UR�PRICES�ARE�SHOCKINGLY�COMPETITIVE��AND�ARE�FAR�CHEAPER�THAN�BUYING�A�NEW ONE
FROM�A�DEALER��OR�EVEN�SECOND�HAND

West Mercia Radiators����(OLYHEAD�2OAD��7EDNESBURY��7EST�-IDLANDS 73�� �0!
www.westmerciaradiators.co.uk

STAINLESS STEEL
FROMD. Middleton & Son

Kits for Norton Commando’s
34 YEARS OF EXPANDING AND HONING MY RANGE FOR MOTORCYCLES
Stainless Steel Bolts, Nuts, Allen Screws, Hose Clips, Exhaust Clamps, Nipples, Bar, etc.

Cycle, BSF, BSW, BSP, UNF, UNC Metric and Metric Fine.
D. Middleton, Unit 5, Lady Ann Mills, Batley, W. Yorks, England WF17 0PS

Tel: 01924 470807 (24-hour). Fax: 01924 470764
Email: sales@stainlessmiddleton.co.uk

www.stainlessmiddleton.co.uk

��� ������	 
����

Probably the World’s largest stock of genuine AJS & Matchless
secondhand 1941-on tinware, engine, frame and cycle parts for sale.
Extensive range of quality new parts. Fast worldwide mail-order service.
Visa, Delta, Mastercard and Switch accepted. Stock list available.

AMC basket cases & spares always wanted.

Tel: 01462 811770 Fax: 01462 851035
www.amcclassicspares.com spares@amcclassicspares.com

ASH ROAD, SEVENOAKS. TN15 7HJ. GB

Specialists can carry out all custom work to motorcycle seats, covering them in vinyl, leather and
many real and faux animal skins.We supply and fit gel pads, memory foam and many sundries

involved with our business.
We provide a while you wait service to all our customers or a 24hr courier service for mail order work

Viking Motorcycle Seat Specialist Tel 07977 874075
www.viking-motorcycle-seats.co.uk

www.facebook.com/leetheseat

RADIATORS

SPARES - BRITISH

STAINLESS STEEL

SPARES - JAPANESE

SEATS

RESTORATIONS

MERSEYSIDE
ELITE ENGINEERING &
POWDER COATINGS
6KRZ ZLQQLQJ ÀQLVKHV
Quick turnaround
*ULW 	 EHDG EODVWLQJ
� SDFN ÀQLVKLQJ

$OOR\ 	 VWDLQOHVV ZHOGLQJ
9LQWDJH 	 FODVVLF VSHFLDOLVWV
THE BOXWORKS, UNIT 6,
HEYSHAM ROAD, AINTREE,
MERSEYSIDE L30 6UR

Tel: 0151 524 2838
Email: eepc@hotmail.co.uk

Looking for Classic &
Vintage Paintwork &

Restorations?
Please view our gallery:

www.vale-paints.co.uk
01623 842074
07713 827116

Mansfield NG20 0AS

VULCAN SHOT 
BLASTING 

& POWDER
COATING LTD
6 Cranes Close, Basildon, 

Essex SS14 3JB 
Tel: 01268 282662

One of the largest independent product 
finishers in Essex.

Over 20 years experience in applying
specialist colour and protective finishes to 
your classic, sports or vintage motorcycle.

www.vulcanshotblasting.com
   
   

 
 

  
 

 

Chestnut Registrations Ltd.

Manufacturers of all vintage and
classic number plates.  Mail order

online or by phone.
PO Box 333, Crosby
Liverpool. L23 2WB

Tel: 0151-924 6480

Mob: 07860 145384

Japanese Italian British
German American

Speedometers and Revcounters

Unlike our competition, we do not paint 
garden chairs or office furniture. So you 
can be sure we will not rush your valuble 

parts through with some industrial job 
lot. UK collection & delivery service.

QUALITY IS NOT EXPENSIVE IT IS PRICELESS
Unit 3, Harris Street, Bingley, BD16 
1AE 01274 562474 5% Discount 

Visit our website
www.Triple-S.co.uk

SPEEDO REPAIRS
CHRONOMETRIC & BRITISH
MOTORCYCLE INSTRUMENT

SPECIALIST

Tel/Fax: (01252) 329826
Mobile: 07824 884434

http://www.speedorepairs.co.uk
Email: a.pople@btconnect.com

Speedo Repairs, c\o A & E Coachworks,
Unit 12/13 Station Yard, Ashchurch Road, Aldershot GU12 6LX

PAINTWORK

CYCLE SPRAYS
THE ULTIMATE PAINTWORK
Specialising in British, Italian, American 
and Japanese. Tank & bodywork repairs.

Custom & helmet paintwork.

www.cyclesprays.com
email:tony@cyclesprays.com

Call: 01483 275258

TRIUMPH TIGER
CUB SPECIALISTS

SPECIALISTS IN

MERIDENOFFROAD

07955 555112 / 07583 601003
sales@meridenoffroad.co.uk

www.meridenoffroad.co.uk
Weaccept all major credit and debit cards

t Full Restoration
t Engine Rebuilds
t 1st Class Paint Work
t Bead Blasting

t Shot Blasting
t Cylinder head

re-conditioning
t Aluminium welding

Shot Blasting & 
All Metal Work 
Powder Coated
01773 530200/ 
07971 655659

Morton Industrial and Custom Coating. 
Unit 6 Brook Court, Amber Drive, 

Langley Mill, Nottingham, NG16 4BE

MOTORCYCLE COLLECTION
& DELIVERY SERVICE

07774 964386 or 01244 532443
www.accelerationcads.co.uk

Call ACCELERATION

• Nationwide and fully insured
• 20 years experience, competitive rates
• Secure storage available
• Satellite navigation systems fitting thus
ensuring a speedy delivery any time
• Vans are fully equipped to hold securely
Also for Scooters – Quads – Pushbikes – ATVʼs
Sidecars – Mobility Scooters, etc. Call for details

BMW – BOB PORECHA UK’s
Longest Established Independent 
BMW specialist for Classic BMW 
Twins. Spares, Repairs, Service & 
Restoration, T: 0208 659 8860, F: 
0208 659 9198, 
bob@porecha.fslife.co.uk �0208 
659 8860

AJS
Motorcycles 
Ltd.
Unit 3,
Balksbury Ind. Est., 
Upper Clatford, 
Andover, Hants.
SP11 7LW. 
Tel: 01264 365 103

DISCOUNT STAINLESS cycle

BSF, BSW, UNF,UNC, BA, Metric.
Taps & Dies. For price list send
SAE to PO BOX 306, Altringham,
Chesire, WA15 6GH.
www.discount- stainless.co.uk �
0161 2861534

£67

BRITBITS New spares for 
Triumph, BSA, Norton 1945-1983. 
Tel: 01202 483675 Fax: 01202 
475327. T140 list & clearances on 
www.britbits.co.uk �01202 
483675

STAINLESS 
STEEL

SPARES - 
BRITISH

PETROL 
TANK REPAIRS

SPARES 
AND PARTS

SPARES - 
EUROPEAN

SHOCK 
ABSORBERS

POWDER
COATING

TRANSPORTATION

STICKERS/ TRANSFERS

SPEEDOMETERS

SHOT BLASTING

PAINTWORK

NUMBER PLATES



Motorcycle Holidays in the USA & Canada | info@roadtrip-usa.com

www.hagon-shocks.co.uk

TOURS

WHEELS

WOKING
SURREY

DAVENTRY
NORTHANTSEAW

GIRLING REPLICAS
from £44-95p pair plus P&P

Wassell Series 6 & 9 £79-99p each plus P&P
Replacement for OEM 600/900 Jetted to your requirements

Visit: www.eawmc.co.uk
Tel: 01483 473989
for a quote or list to be sent

See us at Sammy Millers, 10th and Kempton Park, 23rd May

Motorcycle Tyre Sales. Specialising in Dunlop Road & Race, Classic & 
Modern tyres. All major brands supplied. “Ride in, ride out”, mail order 
tyres to UK & Europe. Special offers on oil filters, EBC brake pads and
discs, NGK spark plugs.

Call or email now for a quote on the best prices!

Racing Lines Derby Ltd
Unit 1, Perkins Yard, Derby. DE21 4AW 
Telephone: 01332 331716    rob@racinglines.co.uk 
www.racinglines.co.uk

01789 459 234

ENGINEERING
Unit 6, Love Lane Industrial Estate, Bishop’s Castle, Shropshire. SY9 5DW

Tel 01588 630288
Frame design/fabrication Bespoke engineering

malarkeyengineering.co.uk mal@malarkeyengineering.co.uk

Please mention

when responding to adverts

Motorcycle Towing
Trailer/Recovery

System
www.tow-a-bike.co.uk

www.stamford-classic-bikes.com
TAKE YOUR BIKE, TRIKE OR

SCOOTER ANYWHERE
Tele-01780 752425
Mob-07802379117

ONE MAN OPERATION-EASY 
TO LOAD-ATTACH IN MINUTES

TYRES

WEB DIRECTORY

TRANSPORTATION

TRAILERS

To
advertise  

in
Classic

Bike
contact
sales on
01733

366360
or

01733

366306

WHEELHOUSE

TYRES
info@wheelhousetyres.co.uk

www.wheelhousetyres.co.uk

SPARES AND PARTS



 

Why do I want 
agreed value? 
Because it’s 
worth it!

1

carolenash.com / insidebikes @insidebikes

Six Wheel Multi-Bike Off Road Custom Future Classic Modern Bike Vintage

0800 093 5599
Accept nothing less, call now for a Classic Bike insurance quote

UK opening hours: Mon–Fri 8am–8pm, Sat 9am–5pm, Sun 10am–4pm. 
1 Subject to satisfying underwriting conditions. 

Carole Nash Insurance Consultants Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.

2013

MOTORBIKE NSURANCE

2014

MOTORBIKE INSURANCE

of customers would recommend Carole Nash

Scores correct as of January 2015.

2015

MOTORBIKE INSURANCE

Call one of our friendly team for a quote:

mcebikes.com

0844 338 67 10

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
8.30am - 9pm Mon - Fri, 
9am - 5pm Sat & 10am - 4pm Sun 
Open Bank holidays: 9am - 5.30pm

Or visit us at:

CLASSIC
BIKE
INSURANCE
AGREED VALUE AVAILABLE



Conditions of Acceptance: For private advertisers only and for trade by prior agreement. No correspondence can be entered into. Unfortunately we cannot guarantee that your advertisement will appear in a particular issue. Bauer Media
does not accept any errors or mistakes in adverts. All advertisements are subject to approval of the publisher, who reserves the right to amend, refuse, withdraw or otherwise deal with copy submitted and/who will have no obligation to
provide you with any reason for so doing. Bauer Publishing reserves the right to publish your advert in our other magazines that we deem relevant. If you do not wish to appear in our other titles please make us aware.

Name .......................................................................................................................

Address................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................

Postcode .............................................................................................................

Daytime tel no .....................................................................................................

Checklist:
1. Please use block capitals and start your advert with the make and model.
2. Specify the type of advert.
3. Don’t forget your phone number. Advertisements submitted by email must contain a name,

daytime phone number and full postal address.
4. Have you included a cheque made payable to Bauer Automotive? Alternatively we will call

you for your card details. You must include your phone number.
5. You may photocopy this form if you have more than one bike to sell.
6. Due to demand, we can accept a maximum of three adverts per customer per issue.
7. We do not accept trade adverts without prior agreement. All trade advertisements

should have (T) at the end of the advert copy.

Please include make, model, year, price, phone number and area, also up to 25 words of text. For Super ads please supply up to
50 words of text and submit separately. PLEASE USE CLEAR BLOCK CAPITALS

Your advert will appear in the next available issues.

BUYING OR SELLING A MODERN BIKE?
You can advertise a bike in Motor Cycle News, in print and online from just £13.99 

www.mcnbikesforsale.com

SELL YOUR
BIKE FOR FREE

READER ADS 

Britain’s biggest and best selling magazine for oily-fingered bike addicts 
To be the first to see the classified adverts, make sure you take out a subscription to Classic Bike.

1

2

3

Please tick
the advert
you want...

Bike
details...

FREE

PLUS

CLASSIC
FREE

Single column picture ads for privately-owned
classic bikes registered before 1986

MODERN
£20

Single column picture ads for privately-owned
classic bikes registered in or after 1986

AUTOJUMBLE
FREE

Ads for spares and
miscellaneous items

TRADE
£20

Single column picture ads
for trade sales

BIKES WANTED
FREE

Ads for motorcycles
you’re looking to buy

SUPER
£30

Double-column, high-impact picture ads, including make, model,
year, price, phone number and area, also up to 200 characters

PARTS WANTED
FREE

Need something to finish
your rebuild? Ask here

Your advertisement will automatically be placed in the next two available issues of Classic Bike – please state if only one issue is required.
Due to high demand, we can only accept a maximum of 3 adverts per customer per issue. You may photocopy the coupon below if necessary

Adverts for privately-owned bikes registered before 1986 are free (for bikes registered after 1985 they cost £20; super double-column adverts cost £30)

BOOK BY POST:
Please fill in the form below, specifying the type of 

advert you want (classic, autojumble, bike for sale or 
bike wanted). Include make, model, year, price, 

phone number and area, and up to 25 words of text. 
Please include your name & address, which will not 
be published or used for other purpose. Then post 

to: 
Reader Ads, Classic Bike, Media House, Lynchwood, 

Peterborough, Cambs, PE2 6EA 
 Photographs (we regret that we cannot return these) 

should be of a good quality, with your name and 
address on the back. 

BOOK BY EMAIL 
Send your advert details to:

cbreaderads@bauermedia.co.uk 
Please include your surname and the type of  

advert in the subject line. Include make, model,  
year, price, phone number and area, and up to  
25 words of text. Please include your name & 

address, which will not be published or used for  
other purpose. Include your photo as an  

attachment, named accordingly, preferably as  
a jpeg. If a payment is required we will call you  

to take your card details.

ENQUIRIES
We do not take advertisements over the phone. 
Should you have a query regarding an advert, 

please call 01733 366340. For trade 
advertising, please call Farah Ball on 01736 

755508.

Make Model Year Price 



AERMACCHI 350cc 1967
Raced by Joey Dunlop & Michael
Dunlop, fully rebuilt by the Bladen Bros,
not raced since. Inc. lots of paperwork,
photos, 1 of Joeys trophies, spares, lots
provenance. Exchanges taken. Call
anytime.£35,000 TEL: 01905 21667 OR
07966 178348 WORCS

251429

BOOM TRIKE 2006
Very low mileage. Full Service
History. Currently on SORN.
Immaculate condition. Piaffio 500cc
engine & auto transmission. Please
text as I have hearing difficulties.
Spalding area.£5000 TEL: 07774
883762 SOUTH LINCS

252240

BSA A10 1956
Golden Flash, Matching numbers,
export model. Fully rebuilt. Possible
part exchange, early A7 rigid project
/ parts / vapour blaster. VGC. Call for
details. £5500 TEL: 07931 975223
OR 01384 358996 W.MIDS

248892

BMWR80G/S1984
Engine,box,carbs,brakesrebuilt.
Superbrunner.MoTJuly.Manyextra's.
Manyadditionalnewpartstowards
plannedrestoration.Superb
opportunity.Detailscall.OFFERSPLEASE
TEL:07920095019DONCASTER

248524

AJS 350CC 16MS 1955
In good running order, original
condition, matching engine &
frame numbers, original reg, non
transferable & green log book.
Call for full details. £2750 TEL:
01209 314141 CORNWALL

252080

BMW R60/7 1977
Low mileage, excellent original
condition. elec. ignition. Chrome
rack, engine bars, original books
, pump. Very reliable. Long MoT.
geoffrey.downing@ntlworld.com
£2350 TEL: 07919 158173 HANTS

254319

BSA 250 FLEETSTAR 1970.
Ex Police, Tax exempt, MoT 2016.
In good condition & a very reliable
classic. Boyer electronic ignition &
loads of historic information.
Chesterfield area. £2500 TEL:
01246 475305 DERBYS

252705

AJS998ccR21930
Twoknownkeepersfromnew.Avery
raremachineinlovelyrunning
condition,havingbeenrestoredsome
10yearsagoretainsalltheoriginal
features.www.unit56.co.uk£37,500
TEL:01386700403OR07514017681
(T)GLOS

255176

BMW R60/6 1974
21,000 miles. In very good
condition. Stainless steel exhaust.
On SORN. Call for full details.
Ashbourne area. £3500 TEL:
01889 566756 DERBYS

251998

BENELLI 650S 1972
Tornado. MoT July 2015. In good
condition, owner worn out. Call
Steven for full details. £5295
OVNO TEL: 01535 676334 OR
07745 483876 (AFTER 1400HRS)

247635

BMWR651984
Verygoodcondition.Onlyused
occasionallyduringsummer.Paniers,
recentpaint,stainlessexhaust.Willbe
missedbutnotusedenough. Ipswich
area.£1800TEL:01473610176OR
07939496302SUFFOLK

252326

BMW R100GS 1984
Up-rated chassis, suspension,
brakes, engine, gearbox and
much more. Call for full
information. Hook Norton area.
£8750 TEL: 01608 730111 OXON

251999

AJS MODEL 31 1958
650cc. Fully restored, all receipts.
Excellent condition. G12CSR
engine, runs well. Currently on
SORN. A beautiful bike. £4550
TEL: 01244 881509 CHESTER

253365

BMWR100RS1981
22,251mls.Muchrestorationwork&
conversiontounleadedfuel. In
excellentcondition.MoTOct’15&
readytogo.Moredetails:
anthonygodin.co.uk£3995TEL:01622
814140OR07769970559(T)KENT

255269

BSA A50 CYCLONE 1964
V. Rare. MoT, lots chrome, alloy
rims, rev-counter, elec. Ign, 12V.
Goldstar f. brake, Hagon shocks,
dating cert. New f. tyre, 8500 mls
since resto. Offers over £4100.
TEL: 01323 642351 E.SUSSEX

249314

BMW R100RT 1980
Very good original condition, owned
since 1989. 57,295 miles, regular oil
changes, runs very nicely. Dry
stored, on SORN, for three years.
Pontnewydd area. £3300 ONO TEL:
01633 838757 S.E.WALES

249222

ARIEL COLT 1955
Good condition, trans reg and
very original. Something a bit
different & always causes
interest. Call for more details.
Bradford area. £1400 TEL: 01274
601649 W.YORKS

247675

ARIEL ARROW 1960
Restored condition, used 
regularly, MoT until Jul'15. New 
wheels, exhaust & engine rebuilt. 
Tamworth area. £2500 TEL: 
01827 281026 STAFFS

251822

TRIUMPH T120TT Off road 
650cc Flat tracker, unfinished 
project. 1967 750cc conversion. 
All paintwork redone, looks 
fantastic. Wheels & top end of 
engine will need rebuild. 
Barnfields Classics. �TEL: 07970 
007775 (T) ESSEX

TRIUMPH BONNEVILLE 1969. 

Olympic flame red, T&T, export 
model. Very good paint & 
chrome. New parts including 
battery, shocks, silencers, CWC 
front rim. £6850�TEL: 01708 
531917 ESSEX

BMW BOXER CUP 1100S 2004. 
Rare collectors classic with only 
10k mls from new. Fabulous 
condition with full history & many 
expensive extra's. Bargain.
£6500�TEL: 01522 703687 
LINCOLN

HONDA XL250S 1982, £500 
ono. Complete, painted Nato 
Green, with some spares. 
Running GS500 needs exhausts. 
Guzzi parts various. �TEL: 07954 
968057 OXON

BSA D1BANTAM 1952. V5C, old 
buff logbook, original reg. Very 
nice bike, would consider swap 
for bigger British bike. £1895�
TEL: 01538 753086 STOKE-ON-
TRENT

TRIUMPH 6T 1960. Engine 
completely rebuilt by Hughie 
Hancox, unfinished project. All 
original tinware. Rhondda Cynon 
Taf area. £3600�TEL: 01443 
775691 S.WALES

TRIUMPH T140V 1977 In lovely 
condition, had fair bit of money 
spent in last 2 years. Genuine 
bike needs new home.  £3850�
TEL: 07742 215701 STOCKPORT

HONDA CX500 1982. Good 
runner, V5C, no MoT, needs rear 
brake pipe. Can be viewed near 
Daventry. £500�TEL: 07934 
114301 NORTHANTS

ELECTRIC folding cycle. Suitable 
paddock bike, brand new 
batteries cost £80. VGC. Suitable 
age 8-80. Lewes area. £125 ONO�
TEL: 01273 812101 E.SUSSEX

PUCH M125 SPORT. Barn find, 
speedo reading 4000 miles, 
sunburst head & handbook. 
Offers or WHU? �TEL: 0208 
2004868 LONDON NW9

BMW R100RS 1979 (T). Good 
condition, stainless exhausts, 
Krauser panniers, 57k miles.
£2750 ONO�TEL: 01539 741341 
CUMBRIA

HONDA VT500E 1988 Good 
condition, only 32k genuine 
miles, well maintained, original 
tool kit. £750�TEL: 01460 394826 
OR 07480 130964 SOMERSET

PUCH MONZA 1977. Complete 
apart from pipe. UK bike, no reg. 
Call for details. �TEL: 07880 
544259 RUGBY

HONDA XBR500 1985. Maroon, 
vgc, original, well looked after, 
very reluctant sale.  £1495�TEL: 
01384 390831 W.MIDS

CZ125S TRAIL road UK bike. 
VGC and runs. �TEL: 07880 
544259 RUGBY

BIKES FOR SALE



www.principalinsurance.co.uk

Principal Insurance Ltd, Dalton House,

Dane Rd, Sale, Manchester M33 7AR. 

1970s and 80s
Japanese Superbikes

www.earlclassics.com

Always 25-30 bikes in stock

see our current collection at:

07766 144142 01689 854469

3 Months

Warranty

2 week Exchange

Option

Viewing by appointment, 7 days a week  Chelsfield, Kent BR6

Suzuki GSX1100 Katana Choice of 2Kawasaki Z1A Choice of 2 Suzuki Gt750 Choice of 2

 Honda CB400F Only 7,400 miles !

      

Kawasaki Z1BSuzuki GSXR750H

Established 1972

LYNBROOK
INSURANCE
OFFER UNIQUE, INNOVATIVE
AND QUALITY INSURANCE FOR
MOTORCYCLES 15 YEARS OR OLDER, WITH:
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NOTE: We also specialise in insuring Modern Motorcycles, Sidecar Outfi ts,
Classic & Modern Cars, Classic Campers, and Household

WE TRY TO BEAT COMPARABLE QUOTATIONS THOUGH OUR
QUALITY IS INCOMPARABLE
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BRIDGESTONE COLLECTION 1960’S
10 models, 50cc to GTR 350cc twin. All
prof.restored, showroom cond, air
con. displayed since. 10 bikes (no 
separating) 45,000 Australian Dollars.
Details & photos: 
powerflowmceng@bigpond.com.au
TEL: 03 52819388 VICTORIA, 
AUSTRALIA

251437

BULTACOSHERPA2501972
Justhadrebore&newmains,
electronic ign.newsprockets,good
twinshocktrailsbike.Basedin
Alicante,canshiptoUKforapprox350
Euros.£950TEL:0034865665029
SPAINOR07943396069UK

252701

BSA BANTAM 1968
175cc, D14/4. In original
condition. MoT & Taxed. Please
call for further information on
this classic bike. £800 TEL: 01619
802240 CHESHIRE

253691

DUCATI DESMO 1971
350 cc race bike. Race ready, high
spec, race or parade. Based in
Alicante, can ship to the UK for
approx 350 euros. Call for full details.
£4950 TEL: 0034 865665029 SPAIN
OR 07943 396069 UK

252700

BSA A7 TWIN 1961
500cc. Good order, engine 1956,
magneto & dynamo rewound,
many new parts. MoT, not yet
run in. Hemsby area. Call for full
details. £3500 TEL: 01493
733095 NORFOLK

253729

EXCELSIOR CONSORT 1962
Good runner, stored since 2007
so a little more rust than on
photo. Good condition for age,
call for more details. Colchester
area. £900 TEL: 01206 241645
ESSEX

248518

BSA B33 1954
Good condition. New tank, new
front mudguard, new valve
guards. Tax & MoT exempt.
Please call for full details.
Swindon area. £5000 ONO TEL:
07761 257444 WILTS

248508

BSA B40 WD 1966
12 Months Tax and MoT, road
going gears, Boyer ignition, not
Concours. Please call for full
details. £1800 TEL: 07714
190997 N.E. LINCS

248862

G M STUHA 2007/8
500cc Speedway bike. Fitted with
interspan ignition, Blixt carb, RTS
bullet proof front forks Welsh Wizard
to M Browns bike. Make me a
sensible offer please. TEL: 01633
838757 CWMBRAN, S.WALES

247683

BSA B44 1967
Victor Roadster. TLS front brake,
alloy rims. New seat, remote oil
filter. Only 4 owners. MoT March
2016. Call for full details. £2295
TEL: 01743 245836 SHREWSBURY

252248

BSA C15 1964
95 percent restored. Gearbox
and Engine rebuilt. Please call
Ken for further information.
£2000 TEL: 01844 351873
OXON/BUCKS BORDER

251476

BSA C10L 1955
Excellent condition and a great
runner. Please call for full details.
Wirral area. £3750 TEL: 01513
780593 MERSEYSIDE

251872

HONDA 400 FOUR 1975
In good original condition, runs
fine. New battery & tyres, Taxed,
& MoT. Use as is or restore.
20,000 mls. Ring Rob after 1st of
May. £1575 TEL: 01799 525877
ESSEX

244952

BSA A7SS 1963
In excellent condition & runs well. 
Much stainless & many new 
parts. MoT & Tax. Please phone 
for full information. Clacton area.
£3500 TEL: 01255 812060 ESSEX

251997

HEINKEL TOURIST 1962
Just restored & runs lovely. 12
months MoT. Beautiful paint.
Selling as I have now got a new
project. £3300 TEL: 07787
242044 NOTTS

247517
BSA A65 1971
Firebird Scram, matching numbers, 
fully rebuilt. Possible part exchange 
early A7 Rigid project / parts / 
vapour blaster. Very good condition. 
Call for more details. £7250 TEL: 
07931 975223 WEST MIDS

248881

FRANCIS BARNETT 1935
250cc Cruiser. Seldom seen Villiers
powered machine. Running order,
best described as an older
restoration. Exchange for much later
Villiers powered twin or sell. £3450
TEL: 01666 860577 (T ) NORTH WILTS

255152

HONDA 250CC 1982
Superdream, also, 400cc
Superdream 1982, £1500 each.
Both bikes with MoT ready to
ride, exchange classic bike. WHY?
Cash paid. Call anytime for
details. TEL: 01905 21667 WORCS

249704

BSA 250 1955
Older restoration, in daily use for 
shopping, runs, shows, etc. Ultra 
reliable, fun bike. T& T exempt, 
low insurance. Bigger bike forces 
sale. Priced for quick sale. £2495 
OVNO TEL: 07543 227681 STOKE

250887

BSA BANTAM 1969
175cc. 4 speed gearbox. Fully
restored 2009 and not used
since. Please call Ken for further
information £1500 TEL: 01844
351873 OXON/BUCKS BORDER

251054

BSA C15 1965
250 cc. Blue and chrome. Good 
condition, Taxed (historic and 
free) and Tested. Call for full 
details. Leigh on Sea area. £1600 
ONO TEL: 01702 526461 ESSEX

248384

CLASSIC BIKE Mags for sale 
from No 1 in 1976 up to Dec 
2003, some in binders.There are 
some Classic Racer mags as well 
& other bike mags from the late 
50's, 60's, 70's. Buyer collects.
£150 LOT�TEL: 07753 224395 
WIRRAL

VESPA PX125 1981, part 
dismantled, engine in frame, 
most parts there, good side 
panels & front mudguard. 
Footboards need repair, scooter 
needs restoration. P/S call after 
7pm. £425�TEL: 01634 843803 
KENT

BONNEVILLE HINCKLEY, brand 
new perfect & complete rear light 
cluster, cost £95. Bought but not 
fitted, includes lenses, bulbs, 
plug. £45 plus postage at cost 
£7.90. Call Peter. �TEL: 07476 
267995 OR 01274 568812 
BINGLEY

CHARNWOOD COACH built 
sidecar with chassis. Similar 
design to Bysmar but much 
smaller. Solid roof & side door. 
Hardly used excellent condition.
£695�TEL: 07788 862878 STOKE-
ON-TRENT

ARIEL LEADER body-outer 
shells, s. arms, footrests, gear 
clusters, brake pedals. clutch 
parts, cyl. heads, arrow dummy 
p/tank, sell or swap Triumph pre-
unit spares. Call after 7.00pm. �
TEL: 01634 843803 KENT

YAMAHA SR500 1978. MoT, 
new tyres, battery. Original first 
year of production, black/red. 
Nice tidy classic single, first to 
see will buy. £2750�TEL: 07912 
185478 NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE

3TA - 5TA rear shocks with new 
lower chrome shrouds £12. 
Monoblock extended float 
chamber £5. Venom standard 
piston £5. All plus postage. �TEL: 
01513 367110 CHESHIRE

CLEAROUT. BSA fork shafts, 
new, part no. 41-5116, oil seal 
holders new inc. seals & other 
good used fork parts mid 60's 
Triumph VGC. H/L brackets. �TEL: 
07757 734211 HERTS

BELSTAFF ladies leathers, size 
12, 2 piece black padded zip 
together, VGC quality suit £80. 
Also mens bikers Paradise jeans, 
antique brown, 34w, £60. �TEL: 
07903 274831 ESSEX

4 X CLASSIC BIKE magazines; 1 
x Dec'86, 1 x Jul'91, 1 x Aug'91 & 
1 x Apr'92. Good condition. £10 
for all 4 plus p&p. �TEL: 07788 
981908 BRISTOL

BSA SIGN, ally, 16 inch dia, BSA 
authorised motorcycle dealer, 2 
fixing holes. Post free. £30�TEL: 
02083 997541 SURREY

BANDIT 1250-650, Beowulf 
oval silencer, stainless rad grill, as 
new. £120�TEL: 01432 265726 
HEREFORD

BSA ZB31 1950's, complete 
engine with mag-dyno fitted.
£400�TEL: 01362 687506 OR 
07426 427937 NORFOLK

TRIUMPH TIGER 1976. 750cc. 
Complete, for restoration. £2300 
ONO TEL: 07516 840807 WEST 
MIDS

BIKES FOR SALE

AUTOJUMBLE



1949 Vincent Black
Shadow £65,995

1973 Triumph T140 Flat
Tracker £7,495

1951 Vincent Rapide
£44,995

1955 Vincent Black
Knight £59,995

1947 Triumph Speed
Twin £6,995

1949 BSA A7
£6,750

1982 BMW R100RS
£3,995

1969 Triumph TR6
Combo £8,495

1968 Triumph T120R
Bonneville £8,995

1971 BSA A65 Flat
Tracker £6,495

1931 Indian 402
£62,995

1965 Triumph T120R
Bonneville £8,995

1960 Velocette MSS
£6,750

1924 Brough Superior
SS80 £105,000

1923 Triumph SD
£9,995

1955 Norton Dominator
88 £6,495

1981 Harley-Davidson
£22,995

1961 Triumph T110
£4,995

We urgently need your bike!

www.anthonygodin.co.uk
Consignment Sales Undertaken

Mereworth, Kent
01622 814140 

Viewing by appointment only

Anthony Godin Tel.  01622 814140
07769 970559

PART EXCHANGE NO PROBLEM AND DELIVERY ANYWHERE IN THE UK !! LARGEST ROYAL ENFIELD DEALER IN UK

GET YOUR CLASSIC RUNNING SWEETLY, WE HAVE WORKSHOP FACILITIES
FOR RESTORATIONS AND A DYNO FOR YOUR ROLLING ROAD.

01288 355162 s www.ncmc.co.uk s info@ncmc.co.uk

Awarded Highly
Valued Dealership of

the Year

NCM
NEW AND USED MOTORCYCLES

Full description of
all these bikes please

go to our website

Lot’s more
interesting bikes

to view

North Cornwall
Motorcycle &
ATV Centre

1979 reg BENELLI SEI, Classic, 0 miles. Here we have a
brand new classic Benelli 900sei 6 cylnder 1979 0 miles still
with its factory grease on !!! .................................. £15,999

1983 A reg BMW R100, 0 miles. Here we have a great R100 in
fantastic condition !, engine rebuild 2000 miles ago and runs and
rides great very original condition will come with 12 months mot.
........................................................................................... £3,650

1977 reg NORTON COMMANDO, 0 miles. AS NEW !! see photos !
a Terry Hobbs built Proddy one of the last ones ! not used and just
Fantastic ! frame no 20 m 3127740, eng 3/127740 it has all the
attention in the shop and we have over a 100 bikes !!.... £18,950

1976 P reg SUZUKI GT, 0 miles. Here we have a UK standard 
bike!!! With standard exhaust, AND JUST HAD £2500
ENGINE REBUILD runs and rides as new perfect!!..... £7,899

AJS MODEL 20, 1956, 10,000 miles. had top to
bottom restoration, history log book, Lots of Stainless
steel ............................................................... £5,599

2015 reg ROYAL ENFIELD 500 CLASSIC Classic, 0 miles.
What a great colour and looks stunning, we are the largest
award winning dealer and we can customize this bike. £4,450

1962 reg MATCHLESS G12, 1,650 miles. G12 matching numbers 
2 owner bike ! first owner until 1999, and then restored in 2009 
by second owner lots and lots of history including the original bike 
shop sales ledger when it was sold new back in 1962 ..... £6,950

1978 T reg BMW R100 1000, 18,600 miles. Very rare original
R100RS very low miles, runs and rides great ! and its in
fantastic condition ! will come with new MOT............. £4,799

2015 reg ROYAL ENFIELD GT, Classic, 0 miles. We are the largest, 
award winning, Royal Enfield dealers in the UK. you can see this 
bike in our show room now. WE SUPPLY UPGRADE PACKAGE for only 
£350.00 which replaces the silly exhaust and mirrors ............ £4,995

2003 03 reg TRIUMPH THUNDERBIRD 13,000 miles. Red,
This is a very smart Thunderbird, and now getting rare ! with
sissy bar and screen (not fitted) .................................. £3,850

1986 D reg YAMAHA FS 50 F.S.I.E, 0 miles. Full
restoration, this bike looks like new and it rides like
new! What great fun!!. .................................... £3,599

1987 D reg BMW R65 650, Classic, 55,000 miles. Here we have 
a great running R65 cafe, with very good history! Lots of mot’s 
and hand book, cafe bar end mirrors new cafe style seat lots 
spent! Be different!! Will come with 12 months MOT. ..... £3,699

2014 reg MASH MOTORCYCLES ROADSTAR, 0 miles. Here we
have a Brand new bike ! with 2 year warranty ! Siemans fuel
injection, 4 valve XBR motor !,5 speed, electric and kick start, 13
litre tank, and only 140 kgs !! .............................................£3,699

2012 12 reg ROYAL ENFIELD 500 ELECTRA, 1,650 miles. 
What a great looking bike! Old style touring screen! All
books and keys FSH LTD edition LOGO and colour as new 
condition! ................................................................ £3,650

1999 T reg TRIUMPH ADVENTURER, 16,000 miles. Here we 
have a low mileage Adventurer its in great condition and has just 
had £400 service ! all in, and in good order runs and rides just 
great will come with 12 months MOT !............................£3,450



HONDA XBR 500CC S-J 1989
Rare opportunity to buy, immaculate
Japanese Classic in absolute pristine
condition. 1 owner. Proof of genuine
12,499 mls. No mods, apart from
Goodridge hose to front disc brake.
Call for more info.£4000 ONO TEL:
07730 215484 HALIFAX, YORKS

247706

KAWASAKI H1 500 1968
Mach 3. Excellent restored condition.
White. Frame No KAF05185 Engine
No KAE04881. Mileage 6542 built
1968 first registered 01 01 69. Taxed
31 08 15, MOT 3rd September 2015.
£13,500 TEL: 07771 661780 LEICS

248851

HONDA 400 FOUR 1977
Supersport. T&T until May 2015.
New chain & sprocket, tyres have
done about 500miles only.
Original paintwork, 22,890 miles.
Please call for full details. £1800
ONO TEL: 07855 849517 N.WILTS

251750

HONDA CB900FZ 1979
Modified with big bore kit,
performance cams & head, 17"
wheels, hagons, rearsets, Vance &
Hines exhaust & Fb brakes. Mot’d,
lots of money spent. Redhill area.
£1950 TEL: 07968 722125 SURREY

253686

HONDA CB250RS 1980
In very good original condition,
MoT till Sept, ideal summer
runabout. Bad knees force sale.
Call for more details. £600 TEL:
01744 29210 MERSEYSIDE

249393

HONDA SS50 1977
No MoT. On SORN. For full
information on this bike please
call. Saxmundham area. £1695
TEL: 07816 907043 SUFFOLK

253030

HONDA CB900F 1978
Rebuilt in 1988 with blue coated
frame & wheels. Various parts
chromium plated. Tested & used on
road for 6 months, stored in garage.
YLC required. Barnsley area. £1500
ONO TEL: 01226 388758 S.YORKS

254357

HONDA400/41977
34,704miles.Recentnewclutch&
cable,camchain(tensionerworkswell),
headgasket,frontbrakeoverhaul+
braidedhoses.AvonRRs.Excellent
conditionthroughout.£3200ONOTEL:
01332605069/07748843320DERBY

251743

HONDAFJ6002001
Silverwing.Only25000miles. Ingood
conditionwithminorblemishesto
paintwork.Giviscreen,sideextensions
andMonokey36litretopbox.For
moredetailspleasecall.£1250TEL:
07860633611NORTHAMPTONSHIRE

249581

HONDA GL1200 1986
50,000 miles, discs all round,
MoT, Serviced, good runner.
Please call for full details. Oldham
area. £3000 ONO TEL: 01616
204382 LANCS

252065

HONDA CB400 F 1976
Super sport in good condition.
36,000 miles. Please call for
further information. N12 area.
£2400 ONO TEL: 07903 751882
LONDON

249376

HONDA CBX550 1986
In superb order. Excellent 550FD
with low miles. Runs and rides
Superb. Well maintained bike
with many new parts. Everything
working as it should. £1495 TEL:
07900 681184 SURREY

247445

HONDA CB250RS 1982
Mint condition, 250cc single. 32k
miles. Top condition mechanically
and cosmetically. Runs sweetly.
Honda style fairing and Givi box.
Call for more details. £1150 ONO
TEL: 0208 3670147 LONDON EN1

247496

HONDA CB77 1964
305cc. Four owners, stored since
purchase in 2006. Please call for
full details and viewing.
Portsmouth area. £3575 OVNO
TEL: 02392 660611 OR 07857
630007 HANTS

252431

HONDA CB450 1966
Bomber. Stored 29 yrs, starter
roller stuck due to none use. Will
spark on kick start. Lights work,
ignition switch temperamental.
Miss this you will be sorry. £950
TEL: 01889 579131 STAFFS

247528

HONDA XL185 1981
Stored many years. Complete &
starts, ideal project £650. Also
1980 fully restored in Trials trim,
mint condition, £2495. Droylsden
area. TEL: 07434 072785
MANCHESTER

249027

HONDA XBR 500 1985
Has done under 20,000 miles.
Frame powder coated. Wheels
stove enamelled. Please call for
further information. Biggin Hill
area £2200 TEL: 07732 026640
KENT

250898

HONDA C200 1966
Very nice condition. MoT to
2016, Tax exempt. Some spares.
Please call for full information.
Huddersfield area. £950 TEL:
01484 318160 W.YORKS

251148

HONDACD1851979
Twoowners,11,000miles, inreally
goodunrestoredcondition.Rack,box,
c.bars,MoT&Tax.Goodlightweight
twin,wouldsuitolderperson.Call for
details.Mineheadarea.£950TEL:
01643821431SOMERSET

251855

HONDA CB900FA 1980
Excellent condition, MoT till
Aug'15, 24,800 miles. Rides
great, lots of work done. Colour
black. St Helens area. £2000 TEL:
07907 356822 OR 01744 605059
MERSEYSIDE

249036

HONDA C72E 1964
Restored with new wheels, tyres 
& paint. Not perfect but very 
good and runs well. Might need 
new rings. Tamworth area.
£2950 TEL: 01827 281026 
STAFFS

251833

NORTON 850 MK111 Inner 
primary chain case VGC. Oil tank 
VGC. Rear ally mudguard original 
footrest, rubbers, fuel cap, points 
rotor. Please call Keith evenings 
only. £250 ONO�TEL: 01293 
416566 OR 07742 101214 
W.SUSSEX

SUZUKI BEAMISH mid 70's. 
Rolling chassis. Rebuilt wheels, 
forks, new brakes, footrests, 
tyres. New wheel, headstock, 
swinging arm bearings & spares. 
Buyer collects. £175 OVNO�TEL: 
07904 519395 HERTS

LEATHERS. Akito jacket, heavy
duty, Mercury plus, back
protector, size 44, worn once
£40 ono. Bikers Paradise M/C
trousers, padded knees & hips,
38" waist, legs shortish, GC, £35 
ono. �TEL: 01885 410427 WORCS

HONDA CB250N 1979/80 

parts, frame WLB £60. Side stand 
complete £15. Rear mudguard 
£15. Plugs, caps, new cables. No 
longer own the bike, can post. 
Call Steve. TEL: 07947 145239 
OR 01268 413174 ESSEX

NORTON COMMANDO 850 
MKIII E/S workshop manual £15. 
Parts book £10. MKIIA/MKIII 
plastic a/box assy £45. TL5 brake 
cams (2) £15. MKIII prim/chain 
tensioner body £15. �TEL: 01772 
783774 LANCS

NEW LUGGAGE RACK. For a 
Kawasaki W600 or W800, will fit 
both. New, chrome, German 
made and unused. Post free in 
the UK. £60�TEL: 01255 862542 
E.ANGLIA

NSU QUICKLY engine complete 
50cc, c1960 with dealers name 
plate on engine cover G. F. 
Kellaway, John Street, Ryde, IOW. 
Ps call after 7.00pm. £125�TEL: 
01634 843803 KENT

OSSA MAR TRIALS, spare parts 
catalogue, 12 A4 pges, every part 
listed & pictured with it's 
number. A must have for every 
owner or restorer. £12 INC. P&P�
TEL: 07434 072785 MANCHESTER

HARLEY DAVIDSON unique 
mahogany king sized bed with 4 
foot carved Screamin Eagle, 'Live 
To Ride' scroll & brass Harley 
Davidson 16 inch logo. �TEL: 
01330 824282 ABERDEENSHIRE

THE MOTORCYCLE Book For 
Boys, 1928, by Iliffe & Sons LTD 
London. 195 pages, col section 
Tanks Of Modern Motorcycles 33 
types. £65 + P&P�TEL: 0208 
3997541 SURREY

SIDECAR FITTINGS assorted 
£15, collect as too heavy to post. 
Useful parts include the large LH 
rear, massive nut & ball fitting. �
TEL: 01923 677362 HERTS

RLR PROFESSIONAL hydraulic 
workbench. Lifts upto 800lb's. 
Work on your bike in comfort.
£150�TEL: 01274 601648 WEST 
YORKS

THE CLASSIC Motorcycle, 1st 10 
years hard bound in 5 volumes. 
Excellent condition. £300 ovno 
collected, postage extra. �TEL: 
01543 683891 STAFFS

JAP CYCLE MOTOR 1965. Drives
front wheel bycycle via pulley on 
tyre. £300�TEL: 01362 687506 OR 
07426 427937 NORFOLK

AUTOJUMBLE



please contact us for details
Tel: 01386 700 403 07514 017 681

WWW.UNIT56.CO.UK

BMW R12 Year: 1941
Mileage: 1,190 Price: please call
A truly exceptional, matching-numbers
motorcycle, professionally restored and
stunning.

HONDA CBX 1000 Year: 1978
Mileage:448 Price: please call
A really exciting motorcycle, built professionally 
to exacting standards using all the beat bits.

LAVERDA “FORMULA” 500
Year: 1979 Price: £15000
A very rare machine indeed. Bought from the
head of the Italian Railways and has been used
at Spa, Dijon and the Festival of 1000 Bikes.

BMW RS1 “SPECIAL” Year: 1951
Price: £15000

A recently completed “special” based on a 
1951 BMW R51.

BMW R52 Year: 1928
Mileage: 200 since rebuild Price: £35000
A beautifully restored example in excellent 
working order.

Some of the finest BMW motorcycles
are bought and sold through us.

Please call to discuss your requirements

AJS 998cc “R2” Year: 1930
Price: £37,500

Two known keepers from new. In lovely running
condition, having been restored some 10 years ago.

MOTOBECANE R2/51 Year: 1934
Price: £15,000

A rare, French, historic GP machine. Has been
raced to much success on the continent, including
a 3rd at Dijon last year. Rebuilt by D’Kass in 2012.

RICKMAN CR1000 Year:1977
Price:£15000

An outstanding example of a real 70’s icon.
Magazine-featured, rebuilt and we have just completed 
all the jobs that no-one else could be bothered to do.

Tuesday – Saturday 8:30am to 5:30pm. Italian Bikes always wanted any condition. Try Us.

Unit 8c, Stowmarket Business Park, 
Ernest Nunn Road,  

Stowmarket, Suffolk IP14 2AH

Tel: 01449 612900
Please call first if travelling any distance.

Email: john@madeinitalymotorcycles.com www.madeinitalymotorcycles.com

Aermacchi Sprint, lovely ..................................................£4,950

Baines 900 Imola, fantastic............................................£12,500

Benelli Tornado Tre factory race bike ..............................POA

Bimota KB2 laser, fantastic original and rare ................ £17,950

Bimota tesi 2D  ..............................................................£24,000

Bimota DB5 2010, fantastic ...........................................£11,500

Bimota HB2, V good ......................................................£12,000

Bimota DB4, New ..........................................................£12,500

Ducati TT2 Road registered, lovely .................................£8,950

Ducati 888 SP4, lovely ...................................................£13,000

Ducati 900 Superlight Mk1 .............................................£5950

Ducati 350 Desmo race bike, high spec..........................£9000

Ducati 750SS 1998, excellent ..........................................£3,300

Ducati 350 Desmo 1974, restored lovely .......................£11,950

Ducati 851 Kit Corsaracer  ............................................£20,000

Ducati 888 Lucchinelli replica, fantastic .......................£24,000

Ducati 900SD, project ......................................................£3,950

Ducati 996 SPS foggy replica, mint ..............................£20,000

Laverda SF750 1973, Choice of 3 ......................£6,250-£7,500

Laverda Mirage, excellent........................................... £6950.00

Moto Guzzi 250 Airone 1st series, really lovely................£8500

Moto Guzzi 750S 1975, excellent ..................................£12,000

Moto Guzzi Super Alce, 1951 fully restored .....................£6500

Moto Guzzi Le Mans 1, excellent ..................................£11,950

Moto Guzzi LeMans 1 replica, choice of 3 ..........£5500-£6750

Moto Guzzi LeMans 2, fantastic throughout ....................£6750

Moto Guzzi Falcone Turismo, V good ..........................£11,950

Moto Guzzi NF 500,
many mods excellent rider

£5950

Ducati MHR900, 1981,
Good 

£11,500

Moto Guzzi 500 GTV1938,
really lovely with fantastic

patina £15,000

Ducati MHE 900,
100 miles from new

£16,500

Mondial Piega
as new 
£17,500

Ducati 750GT
good 

£14,950

Laverda CND850
stunning 
£17,000

Ducati TT1 Period Built,
great spec

£15,000

Laverda SFC replica
really nice 

£9,950

Bimota SB2,
1 of only 140 built, fantastic

£35,000

Laverda 3C 1975, 
fantastic 
£10,500

Bimota SB4 
excellent 
£12,000



MOTO GUZZI 1100 1996
Sport Injection. 12,293 mls, new
MoT & battery, metallic & in excellent
cond. Mistral exhaust, sounds &
rides beautiful. Reliable, history,
recent service, regretful sale. £3900
TEL: 07858 067699 OXON

251803

MOTO GUZZI 1996
Nevada 750. 13,500 miles,MOT’Dtill
mid July, nice condition,LeadingLink
forks, Hagon shocks, newlarge
screen & steering damper.Watsonian
GP Manx sidecar 6 year old.£4600
TEL: 01674 850628 S.ABERDEENSHIRE

251520

NORTON COMMANDO 1972
Fast Back. S/carb, e/ignition, belt
drive, Ferret rewired, lots of s/
steel. Or may part ex for 700
T100. Ring for full details. £6500
TEL: 07970 003691 HANTS

252224

KAWASAKI H2A 750 1972
Excellent restored condition .
Gold . Frame No. H2F29469,
Engine No. H2E29651. Mileage
4561, built 1972. Taxed 31 07 15,
MoT 3rd September 2015.
£13,500 TEL: 07771 661780 LEICS

248841

MVAUGUSTA1958
TurismoRapido.Restored2000.
Currentlylicenced,alldocsinc.owners
clubauth.Cert.VGCbutnotconcourse,
starts&runswell.Lookingfornice
LaverdaSF750.£1950OVNOTEL:
01625878188S.MANCHESTER/
CHESHIRE

252325

MATCHLESS G3L 1960
350cc. Very good condition with 
matching numbers. Some known 
history, converted to magneto 
ignition. Reluctant sale of very 
nice bike. Preston area. £2950 
ONO. TEL: 01772 635161 LANCS

250950

LAVERDA 350 TWIN 1983
Excellent original condition
22,000kms. UK registered. This is the
rarest of the twins, an Italy only
version with 700 made, most were
then converted to 500cc. OIRO
£4750 TEL: 07854 250378 BERKS

251745

MATCHLESS G3LS 1960
350cc. V5, old log book, testedMarch.
original number workshopmanual.Ex
London Fire Brigade, 90% restored,12
volt Durham PH, for more detailsplease
call. Bishop Auckland area. £2800TEL:
07972 298796 CO.DURHAM

253739

NORTON 1959
Dominator 99. In excellent
condition. Matching numbers.
Original brown logbook. Please call
for full details. E.
carolyn.conway@hotmail.co.uk
£5750. TEL: 01284 811065 SUFFOLK

248923

MOTO GUZZI 1978
Le Mans 1 replica. A lovely replicaofa
MK1 Le Mans, 1000cc, 38mmDell
Ortos, stainless steel exhaustsystem,
koni shocks. 
www.madeinitalymotorcycles.com.
£5500 TEL: 01449 612900 (T)SUFFOLK

255206

KAWASAKI Z900 1977
Also Norton Commando 850 electric
start & Suzuki Katana 1982 1000cc.
All same condition as photo of Z900
& T&T. All three bikes for £33,000, no
offers thank you.  TEL: 07751
428573 OR 01482 890816 HULL

253298

MZ ES150 TROPHY 1972
Reliable frugal classic. Used for
club-runs. 80mpg. Long MoT,
Road Tax exempt. Recent
Continental tyres. Reluctant sale.
£1000 TEL: 07788 442155 BATH

247489
NORTON 99 1960
Grimeca front brake, alloy yokes,
alloy swing arm, 12 volt electrics.
RD rear wheel or standard Norton
wheels & swing arm. Call for full
details. Grimsby area. £5900 TEL:
07505 602257 N.E.LINCS

253357

KAWASAKI Z1 900 1972
Excellent restored condition. Green/
Yellow. Frame No Z1F00807 Engine 
No Z1E00901 Mileage 79484 built 
1972. first sold USA 03 03 73, Taxed 
31 08 15, MoT 3 Sep'15.  £17,500
TEL: 07771 661780 LEICS

248840

NORTON COMMANDO 1972
Interstate 750cc, black and in
excellent condition. Please call
for full information on this great
classic. £6450 ONO TEL: 01737
642075 SURREY

253363

MOTO GUZZI 1951
Super Alce. All original & fullyrestored,
a very robust 500cc push rodsinglein
production for the Italian militaryfor11
yrs, fantastic fun. 
www.madeinitalymotorcycles.com.
£6500 TEL: 01449 612900 (T)SUFFOLK

255201

NORTON 1976
Commando Interstate 850 Mark
3. MoT January, new battery and
service, matching numbers, very
good condition, call for more
details. £6750 ONO TEL: 07817
951207 TYNE & WEAR

253661

NORTON19S1956
600Single.Excellentcondition.
Unmolested.Matchingeng.&frame
nos.Engine&gearboxrebuildbyMike
Pemberton.Commandoclutch&belt
drive(noprimarychaincaseleaks).
£5250OVNOTEL:01275848344
BRISTOLAREA

250360

NORTON 1968
Café Racer. Genuine new parts
include pistons, tyres, exhaust,
new mk1 amals. Sadly for sale
due to hip replacements. Call
Albert for full details. £5900 TEL:
01274 412548 BRADFORD

252185

NORTON ATLAS 1964
750cc. New tyres, carbs, etc. Too
much to list so call for full details.
Mint bike with a sweet engine.
Will consider part exchange.
£7950 ONO TEL: 07443 642408
W.YORKS

250591

KAWASAKI KZ1000 1978
First Reg UK 1996. Classic
motorcycle. Low mileage. MoT
12 mths & Tax 5 mths. Quick sale
need space. Call Bill for full
details. Leigh on Sea area. £4200
ONO TEL: 07768 724846 ESSEX

250952

NORTON 1960
Dominator 99. Matching engine and
frame numbers, not concours but
good sound running order. Ride or
restore. Please call for full details.
£5000 ONO TEL: 01225 763919 OR
07906 444461 WILTS

252676

MORINI 350 SPORT 1976
UK Borrani-rims, wire-wheel
Sport. 22k miles, MoT, new
switchgear, cambelt, brakes,
ultrasonic-ed carbs, Avons,
Marzocchi Stradas, concave Cibie.
£3400 TEL: 07788 442155 BATH

249151

MOTOBECANE R2/51 1934
A rare, French, historic GP machine. Has 
been raced to much success on the 
continent, including a 3rd at Dijon last 
year. For more details: 
www.unit56.co.uk £15,000 TEL: 01386 
700403 OR 07514 017681 (T) GLOS

255184

BRITISH, AMERICAN & 

ITALIAN Classic motorcycles. 
Anything 500cc or above 
considered, instant decision 
made, quick payment & 
collection. Please email: 
ant@anthonygodin.co.uk or call 
Godin Sporting Cars & 
Motorcycles Ltd. �TEL: 01622 
814140 OR 07769 970559 (T) 
KENT

500CC OR ABOVE Classic 
motorcycles. Anything 500cc or 
above considered, instant 
decision made, quick payment & 
collection. Please email:
ant@anthonygodin.co.uk or call 
Godin Sporting Cars & 
Motorcycles Ltd. �TEL: 01622 
814140 OR 07769 970559 (T) 
KENT

BMW R80ST 1980'S. Must be 
mint original condition with rack 
& luggage system, low mileage. 
May consider R80 RT mono. 
WHY? cash waiting. �TEL: 01686 
626925 OR 07929 671979 
POWYS

TRIUMPH 650 unit tools. 
Primary chain adjuster, Points oil 
seal tool, TDC tool, Rocker 
spindle O ring tool, valve guide 
drift, £35 inc. p&p. Please call 
evenings. �TEL: 01305 814091 
DORSET

TWO MODELS. Goldstar & 1960 
Petty Manx, both superb look 
alikes made in Germany. 7"x3.5", 
nice detail, in original boxes. 
£125 each. Also CB200 tank & 
few other bits. Call for details. �
TEL: 07591 848419 CHESHIRE

TRAILER Boxed with side castors 
on demountable body for easy 
storage. Spare wheel, Jockey 
wheel, cover & instructions. Dry 
stored. Newbury area. £175�TEL: 
01635 30379 BERKS

BIG TWIN wanted; AJS,
Matchless, BSA, Ariel, basket case
project even incomplete or rusty,
hence reasonable price. If no
answer leave message. TEL: 
01978 842668 WREXHAM

TWO PIECE Leathers, size 42, 
new. Genuine reason for sale. 
Full armour. Top quality leathers 
blue/black silver/white. At a 
giveaway price. £130�TEL: 01323 
642351 EAST SUSSEX

ANY MAKE, runner, none 
runner, basket case, just engine 
or petrol tanks. Retirement 
project, cash waiting. �TEL: 01751 
474984 OR 07415 431944 
E.YORKS

ARIEL motorcycle & spares 
wanted for a restoration project. 
Any model considered but early 
500 rigid would be ideal. Will 
travel. �TEL: 07956 296418 
DERBYS

BARNFIELDS CLASSICS Buy all
classic bikes and spares. Email
John@barnfieldsclassics.co.uk
with your bike details please. �
TEL: 07970 007775 (T) ESSEX

ARIEL LEADER 1958-1965, 

road worthy or project. �TEL: 
07951 136354 INVERCLYDE

AUTOJUMBLE

BIKES WANTED



LANIVET
MOTORS

Website: www.classicbritishmotorbike.com
ST BENNETT’S WOOD, TRURO ROAD, LANIVET, BODMIN, CORNWALL

7E ALSO DEAL IN -ODERN "IKES s #ARS s #LASSIC #ARS s %XCHANGES s 7E DELIVER

01208 831314 Mob: 07798 783137

Evenings/Fax 01208 831581
Website: www.classicbritishmotorbike.com

Email: a.rohrs@virgin.net

Greeves Model 25DCX Sportsman,250cc twin,
engine just rebuilt, by Villiers services. A very

rare model only a few ever made. £4250.

A.J.S. Genuine 650cc c.S.R. Model 31,
beautiful Condition, 1959.

Fitted replacement engine,
Original reg. number. £4250

B.S.A. Super Rocket 1958,650cc Twin,
recent show winner, engine rebuilt. All

correct numbers, transferrable reg. £7000

Excelsior 250cc, Talisman
Twin,Great example,rides superb

sounds fabulous. £4000

Ariel Leader,1959,Cornish Bike, 5 owners,
with full history. Panniers, rear bumper,

extras. Excellent condition. £3,500

A.J.S. 650cc, C.S.R. Blue. Standard engine, fitted. A credit
to its long term owner. £4250

A.J.S 500cc. Long term local owner. Arriving
Ariel 1940, EX.WD 350cc O.H.V. Converted at an Italian

motor cycle factory at the end of The War. Fitted rear
suspension and tele forks. Road registered. A rare
machine. £4000

Ariel Leader Blue and White, fantastic condition,  
Cornish bike. £3500

Ariel Square Four, 1955, RED, Four Piper, recent 
restoration. Arriving

B.S.A. Bantam Bushman D10. Very Rare Machine, just 
rebuilt. Arriving

B.S.A. C11G. 250cc, recent restoration, nice machine. £2250
B.S.A. Genuine Works C15 Trials, Cornish Registered, one 

owner, 55 years, Fantastic condition Phone for Details
B.S.A. 250cc, C15 De lux. Red, chrome guards. A really nice 

example, 1965. £2500
B.S.A. C15. 1959, fitted SS80 engine £2250
B.S.A. Golden Flash 1961, Cornish Tourer, Gold, Rodark 

Panniers, Fairing. Cracking 650cc. Just In
B.S.A. Shooting Star, 500cc. Sports Twin, 1961.
Choice of 2, of these fine motor cycles. From £5500
B.S.A. Super Rocket 1958, in red,recent show winner, 

engine rebuilt.original reg no, all correct. £7000
Cotton Trials 1967, fitted Triumph 500cc twin engine. 

Needs finishing. Just in
Excelsior 250cc Talisman Twin 1961, Sounds and looks 

great. £4000
Francis Barnett Power Bike 1940, restored. Engine 

rebuilt by Villiers Services. £1500
Greeves 250cc Twin. Model 25 DC,1964, 4T engine 

Arriving
Greeves Sportsman 25 D.C.X. Villiers 250cc, Twin 

another rare find, nicely restored £4250
Honda CX 500cc V twin. Low mileage. £995
James Cadet, 150cc  Villiers. Nicely restored.1955

Arriving
New Imperial. 1936, Model 36, twin port 250cc. Very nice 

Vintage Machine £7000
Norton Dominator Wideline, undergoing restoration.

Ready soon
O.K. Supreme 250cc, J.A.P.  engine. 1934, lovely little 

machine. Arriving
Royal Enfield 500cc Electra, Blue, 2008, 13000 miles.
Supplied by us £2250
Royal Enfield EX.WD. Model, Nice condition. Black, rigid, 

Girders. Arriving
Suzuki 2008, GSX 650 tourer, matching Panniers, top box, one 

owner, 1500, miles only. £3950.

Triumph Cheeney 500cc Triumph in I.S.D.T. Trim. Arriving
Triumph New Bonneville. Limited Edition, 450 miles. Arriving
Triumph Duplex pre unit 650cc, large fibreglass racing style
Triumph Tiger 100 Unit. Velocette Venom MK.2 long term

owner. Arriving

Velocette Venom, Clubman, recent rebuild. Arriving

Velocette Venom Thruxton, fitted Elec start. Arriving

Triumph Bonneville 1970, restored Cornish bike.
Arriving

Triumph Super Cub,1969, one of the last, fully restored to
outstanding condition, all correct numbers, square barrel
engine. £3450

Triumph Tiger 110, 1958. Fully restored, all correct original
numbers. Phone for details

Triumph Tiger 110, Bathtub 1961, very nice condition.
£6500

Triumph Trophy Replica,650cc, Duplex, 1960. £6000

BASKET CASES
B.S.A. Rocket Gold Star, Brand New Crankshaft.
Many other B.S.A. twin engine parts. 
BSA Golden Flash, 1961,in gold,650cc, Cornish Bike, Good

History, sounds and runs superb. £4950
Norton Dominate rolling chassis.
Norton, early type full width front hub 
Norton, Full width Rear Hub. Petrol Tank Selection
BSA, 4 gallon, centre bolt fixing.
BSA Thunderbolt
Royal Enfield Constellation
Sunbeam 1930 Model  9 500cc. Part restored.

CARS
Chrysler, P.T. Cruiser. Petrol 2000,manual, F.S.H. Silver.

Nice Car £1395
Porsche Turbo Model 924, One Owner , full history. Needs

little work Offers Please
Mazda 3 Automatic 2008, Red, 2 lady owners, low

mileage, Air Con. £6000
MGB Roadster in red, overdrive,long term elderly owner,

new MOT.Excellent condition. Arriving
Jeep Grand Cherokee, auto, 2.7 C.D.I. T.D.F.S.H. Fabulous.

£3000
ALL TYPES OF CLASSIC MOTORCYCLES WANTED –

WE COLLECT

One Family
Ownership for

45 Years

OPEN: Saturday, 
Sunday & Holidays 

only by Appointment

TRIUMPH TIGER 110, 1958,very nicely
restored, all correct numbers, Inc.

Original Registration. £8500

www.1960s-zone.com
Tel: 01270 668523 (Cheshire)

Many more bikes on the web-site
WANTED: Any 1920’s - 1970’s British and Japanese motorcycles.

Truly excellent price offered. Any distance.

Images and details emailed to you. Worldwide and UK
delivery arranged. View by appointment only.

Honda 1965 CB450 KO Black
bomber ..........................£ASK

Honda CB750 K1 1971 very
pretty............................. £6950

BSA Bantam 1968 for restoration .................... £750

Douglas 1947 Flat twin  ................................... £4650

Honda CB92 Benly Racer 1961 ...................... £5850

Honda Rs 125 gp 1990 ..................................... £3650

Honda S65 1967 Uk Bike ................................. £2550

HONDA NSR 250cc 1986 8500 KM................. £2500 

Honda CB160 1966 Super sport to restore .. £1800 

Honda CD175 1976 Only 9020 miles ............. £1795 

Honda CB750 1975 UK bike............................ £6450 

Matchless G80 CS 1957 “Rare” uk bike........ £8450 

Triumph 3TA 1961............................................. £3350 

Triumph 1931 250 O.H.V. Twin Port WO  ....... £7495 

Yamaha RD250 1974  ....................................... £2295 

Moto Guzzi Cardellino 73cc
1961............................... £2450

Ariel 1939 W/NG 350cc MOD
bike ............................... £6750
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PHONE FOR DIRECTIONS & APPOINTMENT 
PLEASE. Tel. +44 (01630) 657156

DELIVERY SERVICE AVAILABLE GLOBALLY. - BUYING or SELLING? Our website is updated 
daily with photos and details of all our stock, “machine of the Month“, Links and Information. 

We are only “a click” away! Visit us and ... See all our bikes at:: www.classicbikes.co.uk

We are a small family business
specialising in 70s to mid 80s Super

Bikes. If you are BUYING or SELLING
please check out our Website at

www.classicbikes.co.uk
or give us a call.

Around 50 bikes in stock. SIMILAR BIKES WANTED!

Free STORAGE for motorcycles up to 6 Months.

KAWASAKI
72 - 76 Z900s are our speciality - stock is constantly
changing with usually 5 to 10 bikes available between
£6000 and £16000;
73 Z1 900 engine £POA
74 Z1A 900 candy green/yellow £POA
76 Z900A4 diamond dark green £8995
76 Z900A4 diamond dark green £9995
76 Z900A4 diamond dark green, fully restored £POA
74 H2B 750 Brown £12,995
76 Z650B1 Green £4995
78 Z1000A2 Red £POA
82 GPZ1100B2 Red £POA
82 GPZ1100R Replica Green  £POA
89 GPZ900R red £POA
HONDA
75 CB550/4 superb low miles £6995
73 CB750K3 orange £POA
74 CB750K5 orange £POA
75 CB750K5 Blue, superb £7495
80 CX500 black, low miles £POA
YAMAHA
74 XS650B black £POA
77 XS750 red £POA
ROYAL ENFIELD
55 Meteor 700 black £POA

FRANCES BARNETT
64 197cc green/white £1695
TRIUMPH
65 Tiger 90 blue/white £POA
72 TR6R Tiger UK Spec. only 200kms £7995
74 T150V Trident Export Spec. Black/Gold £8995
08 Thruxton 900 Silver 4800 miles £4995
SKYTEAM
13 Skymax 125 Monkey Bike, only 80km, £995
VINCENT EGLI
48 1000cc EGLI £POA

JAGUARs & Other Classic Cars in stock include;
XK120, 140 & 150, E Type Bentley, Alvis etc.. see 
our website.

SIMILAR BIKES & CARS WANTED!



TRIUMPH BONNEVILLE 1966
Immaculate, concourse condition,
full mech, & nuts & bolt restoration
John Massey 2007. Matching nos,
orig. apart from brake & ign.
upgrade. Heated storage, full
history file. Call for full details.
£9500 TEL: 01689 861713 KENT

250577

TRITON T110 1959
Cafe Racer. VGC, wideline frame,
road holder forks, Tax and MoT
free. For full information please
call. Sandy area. £7995 TEL:
07870 169978 BEDS

252688

TERROT RGS TT 1949
OHV 500cc. Very respectable seldom
seen big French single. Ridden on
many long distance rallies by last
owner. Would exchange for smaller
British bike or sell. £4200 TEL: 01666
860577 (T ) NORTH WILTS

255156

ROYAL ENFIELD 2006
Bullet 350cc Classic. Carrier, top
box, screen, side stand, crash
bars, new tyres, supplementary
GPS speedo. Immaculate, very
reliable. Age forces sale. £1995
TEL: 01216 866237 WEST MIDS

251473

SUZUKIGS250T1980
Full restoration,very,verygood
condition.Only19,356miles.Engine
rebuild, framepowdercoated,s/steel
spokedwheelsrefurbed.MoTFeb
2016.BuryStEdmundsarea.£1350
ONOTEL:07595606769SUFFOLK

251232

SUZUKI AP50 1976
Lovely bike, low miles under 3k,
great to ride and comes with
new MoT. Too many bikes and
office too small to store it. Call
for full details. £1995 TEL: 07866
772124 SUSSEX

254311

RELIANT ROBIN 1978
Handles brilliantly and little used.
MoT November 15. Recent brakes,
alternator, battery, fuel lines, etc.
Tow bar fitted. Needs a little TLC. Call
for more details. £2950 TEL: 01691
828744 SHROPSHIRE

252249

TRIUMPH 21 1958
Bathtub 350cc. All tin-ware. Tax
& MoT free. Panniers, Top box &
Indicators. Good condition. Call
for more details. Mansfield area.
£3000 TEL: 01623 428070 NOTTS

250590

NORTON NOMAD 1960
600cc. Nearly 100% original, fully
overhauled, some updated
features, please telephone for
full details. Something a little
different. £8800 TEL: 01189
403081 READING

247460

ROYAL ENFIELD 1964
350cc Trials Bullet. V5 registered,
useful bike and quite a rare
model. May p/x or sell. £3995
TEL: 01666 860577 (T ) NORTH
WILTS

255155

SUZUKI PE250B 1977
3000 miles & immaculate
condition, T&T. Call for details,
may px CCMR30 or Why? £2700
ONO TEL: 07751 072925 OR
01637 854740 CORNWALL

247531

SUZUKI GS425E 1979
17,600 miles. Excellent all round
condition. Currently on SORN.
Please call for full details. £850
TEL: 07973 214269 MANCHESTER

252197

SUZUKI GS 1000 HC 1978
Mainly original bike in good
condition, recent cam chain & top
end overhaul, carbs serviced, 49323
miles, runs and rides well, MOT.
Tamworth area. £2500 TEL: 07980
352408 OR 01332 632522 STAFFS

251746

ROYAL ENFIELD 1961
Airflow Constelation 700cc. Show
condition, complete rebuild, many
extras. 12 month Tax & MoT,
reluctant sale. Call for more details.
Bridgend area. £5995 TEL: 01656
721401 OR 07770 833571 S.WALES

249229

NVT SPORTS 1978
4 speed sports moped, 50cc.
Original condition, MoT May'15.
ONly 3 previous owners. About
4,000 mls. Nice clean condition.
Chorley area. £650 TEL: 01257
411801 LANCS

249459

PUCH MS50 1972
3 speed up-grade engine, raised
bars fitted, new seat, petrol tank
adjustable jet, transferable reg &
good tyres. run nice last 9 yrs.
Reluctant sale due to age & arthritis.
£900 TEL: 01782 392090 STAFFS

247714
SUZUKI TC200 1968
Original in very good condition.
Low mileage. Needs light
recommision. Please call for full
information. Scarborough area.
£3000 TEL: 07799 276870
N.YORKS

251128
TRIUMPH 6T 1962
Bonneville colours, twin carbs,
nine stud head, 4500 miles,
engine rebuild, slick shift box,
duplex frame, alloy wheels, twin
leading front brake. £5950 TEL:
07817 888836 DERBYS

254414

SUZUKI GSX1100G 1994
Excellent condition. MoT to Nov
2015, 19,000 miles. Rides great,
colour Brown metalic, tank bag.
Call for full details. St Helens
area. £1550 TEL: 07907 356822
MERSEYSIDE

249165

SUZUKI T500 1973
Cafe Racer by Titan Performance.
Engine & gearbox rebuilt.
Featured in Practical Sportsbikes
magazine Jun'13. Phone for
details. £4995 TEL: 07763
060324 GWYNEDD

249158

PARILLA SLUGHI 98 1960
Rare Parilla 4 stroke, monocoque frame, 
part restored, new eng, saddle, wheels, 
chrome etc. 4 gears, exellent condition, 
ready to ride. Belgian papers. 
dirkvhn@hotmail.com 1,950 EURO'S
TEL: 0032 11544475 LOMMEL, 
BELGIUM

248368

VINTAGE & Classic Japanese 
motorcycles wanted for 
collection, must be running, 
complete bikes only, not basket 
cases please. Call Stuart, 
Brentwood area. �TEL: 07775 
678975 ESSEX

SCOTT SQUIRREL project bike 
wanted 1920/30's. No 
documents reqd. Prefer complete 
bike but consider basket case, 
frame, engine why? �TEL: 01743 
891889 SHROPSHIRE

BSA A10/A65 restoration 
project or spares wanted. Any 
model in any condition,
incomplete or damaged ok. Will 
travel. TEL: 07932 948153 
NOTTINGHAM

TRIUMPH TWIN restoration 
project or any spares wanted. 
Any model in any condition but 
pre unit rigid 500/650 ideal. Will 
travel. �TEL: 07932 948153 
NOTTINGHAM

HONDA C100 / C102 / C110 & 
Lambretta LD engine wanted, 
would buy dismantled / 
incomplete engines. WHY? Please 
call eves or w.ends. �TEL: 01494 
774076 BUCKS

VELOCETTE motorcycle & spares 
wanted for a restoration project. 
Any model considered but early 
500 rigid bike would be ideal. Will 
travel. �TEL: 07956 296418 
DERBYS

NORTON COMMANDO MKIII E/S 
starter motor wanted, plus 
speedo clock, seat lock assy. Also 
for earlier model alloy clock 
holder, WHY? �TEL: 01772 
783774 LANCS

SUN CHALLENGER 1953, 

wanted centre stand even just a 
picture and exhaust pipe, phone 
Colin. �TEL: 07928 421012 
EDINBURGH

YAMAHA RD400E/F wanted by 
enthusiast. Prefer original bike in 
GWO but WHY. Please call with 
details, thank you. �TEL: 07860 
633611 NORTHANTS

VINCENT TWIN wanted, any 
condition considered or spare 
parts. Call or email: 
krogsgaard@gmx.ch �TEL: 0041 
797546115 SWITZERLAND

TRIUMPH BONNEVILLE T120 
and T140 wanted for restoration. 
Cash on collection. Best price 
paid, call John. �TEL: 07970 
007775 (T) ESSEX

VINCENT OR BROUGH wanted, 
any model in any condition 
considered. �TEL: 01270 841032 
CHESHIRE

HONDA CD175A Sloper 1969. 
Wanted right hand silencer and 
seat or any other parts. �TEL: 
01633 838757 N.W.CWMBRAN

BSA BANTAM Villiers engine, 
will consider any machine, any 
condition. TEL: 07956 296418 
DERBY

DOUGLAS SW5 or 6 model, 
project any condition or goer. If 
no answer ps leave message. �
TEL: 01978 842668 WREXHAM

BIKES WANTED

PARTS WANTED



Tel: 01424 437719 HASTINGS, E. Sussex
www.cosmoclassic.co.uk

Cosmo Classic
Motorcycles Ltd

AJS MODEL 350 MC TRAIL, genuine/history, 1955................................. £7995
FORD F100 FLEETSIDE, pick up truck,1959, vgc................................. £12,500

HARLEY DAVIDSON SPORTSTER SPORT, 1998...................................... £5995
HARLEY DAVIDSON FAT BOY, silver, superb, 1996.................................. £9995
HARLEY DAVIDSON 45 WL, black, superb, 1942 .................................. £14,995
HARLEY DAVIDSON V 1200, orange, superb, 1931 ............................... £24,995
HONDA CBX1000 Z,UK bike, silver, superb, 1980 ................................. £14,995
NORTON INTERNATIONAL 30, superb, 1947 ........................................ £24,995
SUZUKI GSXR750 H, slabside, UK bike, 1987 .......................................... £4995
TRIUMPH T150V SLIPPERY SAM REP, 1976 ......................................... £11,995

www.classicbikesuk.com

B I L L L I T T L E M O T O R C Y C L E S OAK FARM, BRAYDON, SWINDON, WILTS SN5 0AG.

Tel : 01666 860577 bil l@classicbikesuk.com
GOOD BIKES WANTED. Collection and Delivery arranged.  Part  Exchange Welcome

Having a clear out
loads of col lectors’
Memorabil ia to shift 
from Bil l ’s Barn
Interested? Give us a cal l

See our website
for detai ls and
photos of our
sensibly priced
bikes

Any bike, any condition
or your complete 

collection

WANTED
YOUR BIKE

Mobile:
0797 0007775
Ring for a quote NOW

We pay cash on
collection £££



YAMAHA R3 1969
Italian import, 18000 miles, 
Taxed & Tested. Runs & complete 
but will need a certain amount of 
restoring. For further information 
ring Rob after the 1st of May.
£1500 TEL: 01799 525877 ESSEX

244961

TRIUMPH T160 1977
750cc. A very respectable Trident
with an electric leg. Original spec.
other than King and Queen seat.
Exchange for lighter Tiger 90 or
T100 or would sell. £7995 TEL:
01666 860577 (T ) NORTH WILTS

255159

VELOCETTE 1960
Venom Clubman. Total rebuildwith
many mods, inc. belt primaryBillet
cylinder & forged piston. Lotsof
spares inc. crankcases & more,clutch
modified. Doncaster area.£10,000
ONO TEL: 01302 537485 S.YORKS

248537

TRIUMPH T160 1977
Hyde 1000. Total restoration 500
miles ago. Hyde seat disc. Konis,
matching numbers. Excellent
runner, call for full details.
Strathaven area. £9500 TEL:
01357 522530 LANARKSHIRE

252772

TRIUMPH SPEED TWIN 1959
500cc. All matching numbers. 
VMCC certificate, history & 
original log book. Beautiful 
condition throughout. Must be 
seen. Knott End area. £4950 TEL: 
01253 811073 LANCS

248490

YAMAHA XS750E 1978
Recommisioned after long lay-up. 
Receipts for all parts used. Will MoT. 
Good condition. Details call Steven. If 
calling after 14.00 hrs please use 
mob.tel. number. £1195 OVNO TEL: 
01535 676334 OR 07745 483876 
W.YORKS

248388

YAMAHA DT125R 1988
Complete rebuild, many new parts
including stainless spokes, battery,
front tyre & frame painted. All work
professionally done. Lots of spares.
Hungerford area. £1700 TEL: 01488
670333 W.BERKS

251864

TRIUMPH T120R 1967
Bonneville. Matching numbers. Nut
& bolt rebuild no expense spared,
750 Morgo conversion, SRM head
and cranks. Very nice condition, runs
beautifully. 41tootizz@gmail.com
£8750 TEL: 07887 532507 E.SUSSEX

251475

YAMAHA 750CC 1978
US custom. In very good condition
with current MoT. Genuine 18,000
miles & runs lovely. US import from
US military has UK registration. For
more details contact Dave. £1750
ONO TEL: 07769 221376 HANTS

253019

VELOCETTE MAC 1953
350cc. First swinging arm. Excellent
condition. Dynamo, regulator
overhauled. Good tyres, chains,
brakes. Owned for 7 years, call for
more details. Lewes area. £4850
ONO TEL: 01273 812101 E.SUSSEX

251116

TRIUMPH METISSE 1969/96
500 cc Triumph Tiger T100R engine, 
road legal & registered as 1969 
Triumph 500 ‘SKR 144G’. Recent 
overhaul, new MoT & ready to use. 
anthonygodin.co.uk £6250 TEL: 01622 
814140 OR 07769 970559 (T) KENT

255274

TRIUMPH T100A 1961
Tiger. In great condition. MoT 
May’15 and free to Tax. For 
complete details please call. 
Stallingborough area. £3950 TEL: 
01472 280994 N.E.LINCS

253676

VELOCETTE VENOM 1960
All correct, original numbers.
History. 3 owners. Lovely
genuine machine. Avon fairing,
rearsets, ace bars fitted when
new. £9950 TEL: 01743 891889
OR 07887 917466 SHROPSHIRE

251445

TRIUMPH T120R 1969/G
Bonneville. 600 miles. Fully
refurbished. New tyres, indicators
and mirrors. Stunning example.
Taxed & Tested. Matching nos.
Please call for full details. £7200
ONO. TEL: 07743 227642 WIRRAL

250344

VELOCETTE LE 1949
Been restored, original reg, ally
wheel rims, clear hooter horn, Taxed
& Tested. A good runner, please call
for further information. Wakefield
area. £1150 TEL: 01924 823333
W.YORKS

247630

YAMAHA RS200 1980
Currently not running, but would 
not take much to sort. Many new 
parts, ideal for first restoration 
project. Call for full details. 
Plymouth area. £800 TEL: 07969 
917235 DEVON

253277

TRIUMPH TR6C 1969
Completely rebuilt & restored, just 
readied for the road by Classic Bike 
Workshop so she runs as good as she 
looks. Call Chris or Email: 
csb@classicsuperbikes.co.uk £8500
TEL: 01252 625444 OR 07809 894777 
(T) HANTS

255247

TRIUMPH MODEL P 1925
500cc. For details please call or 
email: andybuysbikes@aol.com 
Or visit www.andybuysbikes.com
£8000 TEL: 01728 724321 OR 
07802 896114 (T) SUFFOLK

254310

TRIUMPH TR6P 1970
Matching frame-engine numbers,
currently SORN with no MoT.
Please call for full details. £5500
TEL: 07913 484186 NOTTINGHAM

249428

TRIUMPH T20 1960
Rebuilt. Green log book, needs
recommissioning. Comes with
spares. Please call for further
details. Weston-super-Mare area.
£2300 TEL: 07967 203553 OR
01934 528181 SOMERSET

247658

TRIUMPH TR6 1960
Completely rebuilt & restored,just
readied for the road by ClassicBike
Workshop, so she runs as goodasshe
looks. Call Chris or Email: 
csb@classicsuperbikes.co.uk£9950
TEL: 01252 625444 OR 07809894777
(T) HANTS

255244

VELOCETTE VENOM 1959
Excellent condition. Alloys. New 
tyres, electronic mag. Concentric. 
Twin leading shoe brake. Belt 
primary drive. MoT. Welwyn 
Garden City area. £8500 TEL: 
01707 333614 HERTS

253962

TRIUMPH T120 1969
Bonneville 650cc. Genuine British
bike been store for the last 23
years, now 12 months T&T. Nice
bike to ride or investment. Call
for further details. £8250 TEL:
01706 852775 LANCS

247444

YAMAHA TR1 1985
Excellent condition, original exhausts, 
powder coated sub-frame, s/arm, 
stands, MoT, SORN, 23,850 miles, 
good tyres, battery, paintwork & 
chrome. Milton Keynes area. £2500
TEL: 07747 627287 BUCKS

252672

TRIUMPH T20 1963
Tiger Cub. Fully restored
including engine rebuild, piston
and valves. Powder coated with
new chrome rims. Please call for
full details. £2200 TEL: 07521
124601 DERBYS

251065

VINCENT 1955
Black Knight. 1650 mls. Rare & highly 
collectable. First class condition, 
excellent running order & fastidiously 
maintained. Details: 
anthonygodin.co.uk £59,995 TEL: 
01622 814140 OR 07769 970559 (T) 
KENT

255271

VELOCETTE VIPER 1958
Original reg. Buff log book. New 
seat. Carb needs recommision. 
Please call for full details. 
Scarborough area. £4950 TEL: 
07799 276870 N.YORKS

251147

TRIUMPH T100R 1969
Daytona. American import. 
Matching numbers. Age related 
registration. New tyres, rear chain, 
clutch & carbs. Please call for more 
information. Chorley area. £6000 
ONO TEL: 01257 482104 LANCS

252334

NORTON/SUNBEAM For late 
Norton ES, a pair of cams, pair 
magneto sprockets & exhaust 
nuts wanted. Also wanted timing 
cover for 1928 '9' Sunbeam. Call 
Lloyd. �TEL: 01209 213386 
CORNWALL

YAMAHA SR500 wanted for 
project, non runner, crashed, 
bashed, abandoned project, in 
bits, spares, etc. �TEL: 01474 
746854 OR 07789 260740 KENT

SUNBEAM S7 OR S8 original 
toolbox and carb cover wanted 
any condition considered. Please 
call Peter. TEL: 07790 778062 
LEICS

TRIUMPH T100 Late 60s early 
70s engine or part engine 
wanted. �TEL: 07714 190997 
N.E.LINCS

VILLIERS 8E engine & gearbox, 3 
speed; Prefer complete unit 
please. �TEL: 01268 775184 
ESSEX

PARTS WANTED



Est. 1972

See website for current list.   Email: andybuysbikes@aol.com
www.andybuysbikes.com  GOOD PRICES PAID

Old Railway Station, Station Road, Framlingham, Woodbridge, Suffolk IP13 9EE. 

TEL: (01728) 724321. MOB: 07802 896114

1938 AJS Model 26 350cc in military trim ....................................£5,250
1926 AJS G2 V-twin 799cc gleaming machine ........................... £20,000
1929 AJS V-twin 1000cc shed discovery ....................................£17,000
1958 ARIEL VH 500cc in maroon .................................................. £4,500
1951/52 BSA Bantam D1 125cc choice of 2 ................£1,750/£2,150
1959/67 BSA Bantam D7 175cc choice of 2 ................................£1,250
1971 BSA B175 175cc last of the Bantams ........................................SOLD
1934 BSA B34/2 250cc gorgeous ...............................................£5,000
1946 BSA C11 250cc ride and improve ........................................ £3,250
1949 BSA C10 250cc well sorted ................................................£3,250
1927 BSA L27 350cc full of potential! ........................................... £9,000
1959 BSA B31 350cc alternator model .........................................£3,250
1941 BSA WD M20 500cc in army green ....................................£5,850
1930 BSA Sloper 500cc handsome machine .................................£8,150
1962 BSA A65 650cc handsome machine ....................................£4,750
1952 BSA A10 650cc Plunger flash practical combination ............... £4,500
1921 BSA A V-twin 770cc the legendary taxi bike  .......................£15,250
c1920 CYCLOTRACTEUR 108cc. French cycle attachment................ £2,200
1960 EXCELSIOR CONSORT 98cc nice in green ...........................£2,200
1963 EXCELSIOR CONSORT 98cc nice in blue and white...............£1,800
1950 EXCELSIOR TALISMAN 250cc in blue .................................... £2,100
1961 FRANCIS BARNET 89 250cc Suffolk dairy discovery  ............£1,600
1939 FRANCIS BARNETT CRUISER 250cc handsome prewar stroker . £3,500
1942 HARLEY DAVIDSON 45WLA 750cc in civilian trim ...............£12,000
1941 INDIAN 741B 500cc legendary war bike.......................... £15,500
1960 ITOM ASTOR 50cc charming little bike!................................£2,000
1964 JAMES COMET 98cc late model ........................................... £1,400

1961 JAMES CADET 150cc smart for tinkering ..............................£1,200
1961 MATCHLESS G2 250cc low cost bike .................................... £1,500
1947 MATCHLESS G3L 350cc tele-rigid ........................................£4,150
1920 MATCHLESS H2 1000cc outfit, restorers dream ..................£14,500
1987 NEVAL 602cc fitted 2CV engine  .........................................£1,500
1940 NORTON 16H 490cc in desert sand ...................................£5,250
1950 NORTON ES2 490cc tidy tele plunger .................................£4,850
1960 NORTON 500cc Dommie Racer for fine fettling.....................£5,250
1941 NORTON BIG 4 633cc driven wheel side car ....................£14,500
1936 PANTHER 250cc the legendary Red Panther..........................£4,500
1955 PANTHER MODEL 65, 250cc tidy example ............................ £3,250
1947 ROYAL ENFIELD Flying Flea 125cc in RAF trim ......................£3,150
1940 RUDGE AUTO CYCLE 98cc handsome example ..................... £2,000
1931 SUNBEAM Model 9 500cc stylish machine ...........................£9,250
1934 SUNBEAM LION 600cc unfinished project ............................£5,500
1934 TRIUMPH 2/5 250cc top of the range model ......................... £5,500
1925 TRIUMPH MODEL P 500cc smart with local history ................£8,000
1964 TRIUMPH TRW 500cc smooth side valve twin. ........................ £5,000
1920 TRIUMPH H 550cc mellow machine .....................................£7,750
1933 VELOCETTE GTP 250cc interesting pre-war stroker .................. £4,250
1936 VELOCETTE KSS 350cc OHC smart pre-war cammy ...........£12,250
1963 VELOCETTE KSS Special 350cc smart cammy .......................£9,850
1952 VELOCETTE MAC 350cc nice tele-rigid ................................. £5,000
1914 WALL AUTO WHEEL 118cc on ladies BSA bicycle.................£2,850
COMING IN SOON
1957 BSA Gold Flash, 1960 Norton Dominator 99, 1960 Dominator 99 Deluxe

Andy   TiernanAndy   Tiernan

Nothing sounds sweeter than a Laverda on song.
On the open road.
But clocking up the miles means the inevitable
wear and tear.
Sooner or later even the most cherished machine
will need new parts to keep it in tune.
That’s when you should call Slater Laverda. Because we have the
biggest collection of original spares in the country.  (But that isn’t
surprising when you consider that we’ve been the only factory
appointed UK importer of Laverda spares since 1970).
 We also engineered and developed such variations on the theme as
the Jota, Montjuic and Mirage.

Collington, Bromyard HR7 4NB
Sales/Spares: 01885 410295
Fax: 01885 410254
Web; www.slaterlaverda.com

Bimota 1988 YB7 Very good, rare bike £4750
Ducati 1979 Darmah 900 SD Excellent, low mileage SOLD  £8250
Honda 1974 CB750 US custom UK registered £4500
Honda 1982 CBX 1000 Prolink Very good, fantastic to ride £8250
Kawasaki 1974 Z1A Canadian import, excellent £12,500
Kawasaki 1975 Z1B US import. Excellent £11,750
Kawasaki 1977 KZ650 C1 Excellent, original, v low miles £4950
Kawasaki 1980 KZ650 Stunning hand-built café racer £5950
Laverda 1980 500 Excellent, very original £4950
Laverda 1981 Jota 180 Very good, rare black with gold wheels £9500
Norton 1973 Commando Roadster Restored, excellent £8950
Triumph 1970 Bonneville T120R Two restored bikes in stock, both excellent £9250
Triumph 1971 T100R Daytona Very good, original SOLD  £5500 
Triumph 1972 Trident T150 Canadian import, superb, v low mileage £7500

Contact Andrew on 07712 410442 or andrew@a28classics.co.uk
Based near Rye in East Sussex

a28 classic motorcycles
Dealers in quality classics

www.a28classics.co.uk

Top prices paid for all RARE and INTERESTING bikes!

WE WANT
YOUR HARLEY®

Call Glenn 07815 949302 or Ian 0115 896 7775

For a fast no obligation estimate

AWARD WINNING HARLEY-DAVIDSON® DEALERSHIP

Motorcycle Restoration Company
=== NOW OPEN ===

NEW SALES SHOWROOM IN ESSEX
WE HAVE A LARGE SELECTION OF CLASSIC MOTORCYCLES FOR SALE

PLEASE CALL OR VISIT OUR WEB SITE FOR STOCK LIST 

PROFESSIONAL MOTORCYCLE ENGINEERS AND SALES

TEL 01799 542323
LOCATED NEXT TO AUDLEY END STATION

UNIT 3 WENDEN COURT, STATION ROAD, WENDENS AMBO, SAFFRON WALDEN, ESSEX, CB11 4LB

www.motorcyclerestorationcompany.com 
motorcyclerestorationcompany@gmail.com

BIKE
OF THE
MONTH

Laverda 
750
SF1,
1972
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Our gallery of groovy images reflecting 
your biking lives through the generations

Please send high-quality scanned images (300dpi minimum) by email 
to classic.bike@bauermedia.co.uk or post original prints to Classic Bike, 

Media House, Lynch Wood, Peterborough, Cambridgeshire, PE2 6EA. 
And please don’t forget to tell us where you’re from

SHOW US YOUR PICTURES

It is the summer of 1975, I am 19 
years old and posing by my 

customised Honda 750. I still ride and 
work with bikes, but now I try to make 
them as original as possible. I have 12 
restored classics in my garage and a ’74 
Norton Commando on my workbench.
I really enjoy your Magazine!
BENNY HOLMGREN,

LAPLAND

Please fi nd attached a photo of 
my grandfather, which I believe 

was taken in 1937. He was the local 
bobby for Cookham Dean, Berks. 
I think the bike was his police bike. 
Were BSAs issued to the police at this 
time, and which model it is likely to be?
JULIA GERHOLD, GUILDFORD.

Hi there, the bike in the picture is a BSA 
Sloper, which could be 350 or 500cc. 
These were used by authorities of 
various sorts and I think the police were 
among them. The registration number 
is a Berkshire series, dating from 1932. 
Rick Parkington
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The picture above was 
taken in 1958 – it’s my 

father’s first bike, a Matchless 
ex-army dispatch bike. Because 
of a growing family, he had to 
move on to a motorbike and 
sidecar which would take 
mother, gran and grandad, 
myself, my brother and 
sometimes my aunt for days 
out across the Yorkshire 
Moors. If he managed 40mph 
he thought he was doing well. 
At the time we lived in 
Middlesbrough, but have since 
relocated to Fife.
PAUL MANTON

I confess I am not a regular reader of Classic Bike. If it grabs my attention when  
I see it on the newsstand, I’ll buy it and read it cover to cover (including the ads). 

It’s a great magazine and always stirs up memories of my long-distant motorcycling
days which passed some 45 years ago. The February issue was a real attention-grabber,
though. There, near the top of the front cover, was a stunning Bonneville, instantly
recognisable as being almost identical to the two-year-old bike I bought in 1967. 
Handing over my £4.10 – a lot of money for a magazine, but worth every penny! – and
skipping over the other nine contenders in your Classic Bike of the Year competition, I
was absolutely besotted with David Bean’s superb restoration of the ’65 Bonnie. His
attention to detail is outstanding and everything about the restoration seemed 
absolutely spot on. I even dug out some of the old photos you see here to be sure (the
clip-ons and Goldies were a passing phase!)
LEWIS STOVIN
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This is me in winter 1975, jumping around my family 
garden in Chipstead, Surrey on a late-’60s Suzuki U50 step-

thru (note weight-saving mudguard mod to help lift that front end.
My brother and I had already worked our way through a several
Honda Cubs. I have managed to stay mostly upright and on two
wheels ever since and must thank these old fi eld bikes for leading
me to endless fun with British and Japanese machines ever since.
MARTIN WILKIE

This is me on my fi rst Vincent in June 
1956, with my younger brother on the 

pillion. He also had Vincents until a nasty 
accident stopped him riding. I owned this 
Vincent Comet until late 1960 when I 
purchased a Black Shadow. Over the years I lost
track of the Comet and thought that it was 
scrapped, so I was surprised when it turned up
for sale at the Stafford Show in April 2014. I 
was informed that it was sold to a gent from the
Czech Republic. The Black Shadow I have 
owned until this year, but all good things come
to an end with old age!
MAX BAKER, STAFFORD

This is a photo of me, aged three, sat on my dad Peter’s bike, 
a 500cc BSA M20. It was taken at our council house in 

Hammerwich, Staffordshire in 1967. I am up front, holding on to 
the handlebars, with my little sister behind me, ‘riding pillion’. My 
dad ended his biking career on a Moto Guzzi, having gone through 
Royal Enfi elds, more Beezas and then over to Honda in the 1970s. 
I now ride a Triumph Sprint GT 1050.
IAN HAMMOND, STAFFORDSHIRE

Here’s my dad, Albert Fielder, on his dispatch mount, a brand new 
WD350 Matchless, at Fort Agrude, Egypt in about 1953. Anyone 

remember him? I ride a girder-forked 1937 Matchless and dad keeps asking me 
why I don’t go modern like he did – and get a set of tele forks! He is still very 
much alive and kicking, although he has retired from bikes at the age of 84 and 
now rides around the lanes surrounding his home town of Goole on an old 
Massey-Ferguson 135 tractor. Good on him!
BRENT FIELDER



We are always looking to acquire new stock and will offer the best prices for the
BEST bikes… Sportsbikes… Vintage… Superbikes… Classics…

Come and see how we do business in our superb climate controlled purpose built showroom

 View our full range of stock at:

www.thebikespecialists.com
T: 01142 795574   M: 07875 068605   M: 07741 222996

Monday - Friday 9-5.30pm    Saturday - 9-4pm    Sunday - 11-4pm
The Bike Specialists, Unit 6, Edmund Road, The Old Barracks, Sheffi eld, South Yorkshire S2 4EE

AS NEW

STUNNING

INVESTMENT

DUCATI MH900E £19,980

THE ULTIMATE

TWO STROKE

ONLY 250 MILES

BIMOTA V-DUE £POA

STUNNING

ORIGINAL

CONDITION

LAVERDA 1000 JOTA £14,980

ULTRA RARE

ROAD

VERSION

SUZUKI XR69 £23,980

MIKE HAILWOOD REPLICA

BRAND NEW

NEVER RIDDEN

DUCATI MHR £21,980

RED & WHITE.

TEAM VERSION

BRAND NEW. NEVER RIDDEN

DUCATI DESMOSEDICI  £57,980

STUNNING

600 MILES

AS NEW

MV AGUSTA SR £10,980

STUNNING

FACTORY STANDARD

REBUILD

YAMAHA TZ250 £11,980

SANTAMONICA

BRAND NEW

SB8K

BIMOTA SB8K £211,980

SUPERB

EXAMPLE

ONLY 360 MILES

BIMOTA SB8R £14,980

BRAND NEW

NEVER

RIDDEN

NORTON DOMIRACER £POA

EXTREMELY RARE

STUNNING

ONLY 840 MILES

BIMOTA TESI 1D £22,980

YOUR DREAM IS OUR PASSION

STUNNING

CONCOURS

CONDITION

KAWASAKI Z1 £17,980

SUPERB

STUNNING

CONDITION

KAWASAKI KH 250 £6,980

SUPERB

LOW

MILEAGE

NORTON CAFE RACER £13,980

NO. 49 SUPERB

INVESTMENT

600 MILES

NORTON COMMANDO SE £16,980 



WE cover your mate’s bike when 

YOU ride it - FREE of charge on us!**

Included with your bike policy

Terms and Conditions apply, call for details - †DNA+ protection system - carolenash.com/dna-terms-and-conditions.
**Rider Cover: Both bikes must have comprehensive cover, terms and conditions apply - carolenash.com/rider-terms-and-conditions.

Carole Nash Insurance Consultants Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, firm reference no. 307243.
Carole Nash is a trading style of Carole Nash Insurance Consultants Ltd, registered in England and Wales no. 2600841.

���� � � ��  
Carole Nash, a name you can trust

���UK & European breakdown and accident recovery, 
including Homestart assistance worth over £100

���Up to £100,000 legal protection in the event of an 
accident which is not your fault

���RIDER** - FREE accidental damage cover 
when riding other bikes

��Free DNA+ protection system worth £30†

��Plus many more benefits

2013

MOTORBIKE INSURANCE

2014

MOTORBIKE INSURANCE

2015

MOTORBIKE INSURANCE


